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(ix) 

SUMMARY 

In this investigation an attempt is made to reveal the 

internal relationship of units in the Zulu clause as well as 

the external relationship of clauses. Internal relationship 

deals with the organization of units within a clause and the 

implications thereof, Sometimes this is referred to as 

intra-clausal relationship, External relationship deals 

with co-ordination and subordination of clauses in a sentence 

(inter-clausal relationship) and this is the major concern 

of the investigation, In our selection of sentences we 

have been guided by the facts of language so that both 

system- and text-sentences are conside~edo 

Co-ordination, which is a process of linking clauses, is 

divided into; 

A, Conjoining co-ordination: 

1, Ordinary conjoining co-ordination 

2. Zeugmatic and sylleptic conjoining co-ordination. 

B, Juxtapositioning co-ordination: 

1. Paratactic co-ordination 

2, Consecutive co-ordination 

3, Serial co-ordination 

C. Lexemic co-ordination: 

1. Proper co-ordination 

2, Pleonastic co-ordination 

3. Quasi- cb-ordination 



(x) 

4. Periphrastic co-ordination, 

Subordination, also a linking process, has the following 

clauses: 

A. Modifying subordinate clauses: 

2. 

Relative clause } 

Descriptive clause 

Expansion 
clause 

B. Complementing subordinate clause: 

1. Directive clause 

2, Complementary clause 

3. Reported clause 

Text-sentences, based on a folktale, are divided into: 

1. Free sentences 

2, Bound sentences: (a) Sequential sentences 

(bl Elliptical sentences 

Pragmatic structures are divided into: 

1. Topic construction 

2, Existential construction 

3, Prominence construction: (a) Focus construction 

~bl Emphatic construction 



a;,.,· 

(xi) 

In the end it is noted that the division of co-ordination 

and subordination of clauses in Zulu is not always 

straightforward, At times an overlap is detected between 

co-ordination and subordination. This has necessitated the 

subclassification of co-ordination into: 

1. Full-fledged co-ordination 

2, Marginal co-ordination 

Meaning as attached to clauses may be divided into: 

1. Descriptive meaning 

2, Pragmatic meaning 

3. Presuppositional meaning 

4, Propositional meaning 
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CHAPTER 1 

1,1 THEME 

ciause~relations in a sentence are investigated in order to 

ai::tempt to straighten some traditional problems of statement 

about clauses in a Zulu sentence. The exponents of clause 

relations as found in the Zulu sentence are: 

1. Co-ordination 

2. Subordination 

These exponents account for whether the sentence is simple, 

double/multiple or complex (See Chapter~ and 3). The ~yntactic 

factors that determine co-ordination and subordination of 

clauses are: 

(a) Predicate sequences i.e.sequence of nuclear clauses. 

(bl Co~occurrence of a predicate and a predicative nominal 

i.e.co-occurrence of a nuclear clause (predicate) and a 

peripheral clause (relative). 

The syntactic factors are stated in terms of: 

Ci) Orderings of predicates (nuclear clauses) and/or 

predicative nominals (relative clauses) 

(ii ) 

(iii) 

Form assumed by predicates/predicative nominals 

Semantic behaviour as an integri:ll part of predicates/ 
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predicative nominals. 

Clauses of sentences occurring in the context of a folktale 

are briefly investigated, which gives us a peep into how a 

speaker or narrator organises his information in sentences 

and texts. 

1.1.1 Method of research 

Most of the Zulu sentences in the thesis were constructed by 

the writer, The general acceptability of these sentences was 

determined by consulting some Zulu speakers in the area of 

KwaDlangezwa. Zulu literary extracts from acknowledged 

written sources dealing with folklore were examined in terms 

of the theme of this investigation. A considerable number of 

books dealing with linguistics in general and those with 

Bantu grammar in particular were consulted. Articles from 

various journals were also read, The language laboratory of 

the Department of African languages at the University of 

South Af~ica was of help in the determination of certain 

tones. This we did with Prof Davey. The writer also made 

tape recordings of some sentences in order to ascertain tone 

sequences of these sentences, The tone sequences of other 

sentences were of course determined by ear, 

1.1.2 The technique of analysis 

In this investigation an assumption is made tha,t "¥urface" 
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or •overt' syntactic configurations can afford a satisfactory 

account of linguistic facts. These configurations can 

account for 'covert• structure and can lead to the under

standing of semantic and pragmatic dimensions of forms and 

constructions. An attempt is therefore made in this study 

to analyse linguistic data from three broad levels: 

1. Syntactic level. Syntactic level normally entails the 

linearization of overt constituents of the sentence. The 

hierarchy of constituents underlies such a linearization. It 

is granted that certain constituents may be underlying·in the 

sense that they are empirically recoverable. F'or example the 

subject and object may be left out in a sentence after they 

have been assigned by means of concords in the predicate. 

The syntactic constituents necessarily have phonological and 

morphological shapes which are expressed in the lexicon. The 

lexicon itself is responsible for the rules of word formation. 

Such rules may either change the class of constitue~t (class

changing) or maintain it (class-maintaining). The semantic 

properties of the lexicon are then assigned to the semantic 

level. 

2. Semantic level. This level makes provision for a 

typology in terms of semantic fea.tures: 

• 
( i) Liaison features, which have a relational function as 

obtaining between nouns and verbs e.g.agentive, 

instrumental, patient, squrce, goal. These are to be 



( ii ) 

(iii) 

looked upon as constituting sets of relations rather 

than types of relation. 

Del.i.miting features, which have ·a 'delimiti.ng• or 

~edifying' function, They delimit paradigmatically 

the lexical items e,g.human vs non-human, animate vs 

inanimate, definite vs indefinite. The delimiting 

features are relevant to the liaison semantic 

features though they are not related in a one-to-one 

way, 

Collocational features, associate a lexical item or 

a group of lexical items with another in a sentence. 

Semantic properties expressing the relations between 

predicates may be found in collocational features 

like concurrence, consecutive, opposition (cf, 

oppositional clauses) and alternation (cf.also 

alternate clauses).These oollocat·ibnar·featu:res and 

o·thers are involved in. co-ordination and subordination 

of items. 

3. Pragmatic level. Pragmatic level deals with the way the 

linguistic expression is used by man in communication 

contexts. Pragmatic accounts would include such topics as: 

focus, theme, given (old) information, new information, 

stylistics and rhetorical devices, Cf, Kempson (1977 p.192). 

Depending on the language in question, pragmatic information 

may not: be grammatically marked, cf. tempo of uttering a 

constituent, pause after a constituent, pitch· level on a 

constituent and stress on a constituent, In this investiga-
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tion the pragmatic level is particularly employed with 

reference to contextual or text sentences or clauses as 

found in a folktale. In the end both the semantic level and 

pragmatic level are reconciled as relating to theories of 

meaning. 

1.1. 3 Tone 

In order to avoid certain problems of explanation, the 

indication of tone will be done. In general the procedure 

of tone indication as followed by David Rycroft (1979) will 

be adopted in this study. The reason for adopting such a 

system of tone-marking is that it is economical and practical. 

Low tones and downsteps will not be indicated; only tone 

marked as high/'/ and falling/"/ will be indicated, Only 

downstep / ! / as pertaining to the initial vowels of 

copulatives from nouns will be indicated. We shall differ 

though from Rycroft (1979) in marking all the 'perseverative 

assimilated' high tones. Since tone-making is done mainly on 

words occurring within sentences, the position of a word in 

the sentence will determine its tonal pattern. The tonal 

dialect used is that of the writer who speaks Natal Zulu 

occurring in the Durban - Pietermaritzburg area. 

In recent years there has been burgeoning interest in the 

study of tone of South African languages, cf. Lanham (1960), 

Westphal (1962), Cope (1966), Louw (1968), de Clercq (1968), 

Davey (1973), Lombard (1976) Rycroft (1978/9), Of particular 
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importance is the format that there is underlying and surface 

tones and this has been significantly refurbished by Rycroft 

(1979) in Zulu. Tone rules are mainly established on the 

basis of underlying and surface tones. Underlying and 

surface tones come as a result of the interaction of tones 

and segments. 

Rycroft (1979 p.6) has clearly explained such interaction in 

the following way: 

The hypothesis was that certain morphemes in the 

deep structure require both segmental and tonal 

exponents, but these two exponents, segmental and 

tonal, respectively, are often realised non

simultaneously. For example, a High tone associated 

with a given morpheme frequently takes a delayed 

realization, later in the word than its segmental 

co-exponent, its precise location being determined 

fi~stly by the particular type of stem; secondly by 

the distribution of depressor and non-depressor 

consonants within the toial word (and immediately 

preceding it); and thirdly by the position of the 

word within the utterance. 

Much research on tone rules has been done on the word 

occurring in isolation. This means that adjustment of word 

tones to a sentence has been neglected. 
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A natural process for High tone on the syllable is to enlarge 

its domain to the next syllable i.e.High tone on the first 

syllable spreads to the next syllable. This is known as 

tone spreading, cf. 

6k6phupha (to dream) 

6yaliph6pha (he is dreaming it - "a dream") 

The High tone on the object concord has spread itself onto 

the first syllable of the stem i.e,the first syllable of 

stem is underlyingly low toned but has acquired a surface 

High tone through spreading. The surface High tone on the 

first syllable of the stem may be explained differently if 

the object concord contains a depressor consonant, cf. 

6yaziph6pha (he is dreaming them - as in "he is 

dreaming girls'' - izint6mbi) 

In this instance thS natural process of tone spreading is 

depressed or blocked by a voiced obstruent - .. z - . The result 

is that the underlying High tone on the object concord is 

delayed in its realisation as it now occurs in the next 

syllable. The interaction of High tone and the depressor 

segment is such that there is no simultaneous realisation of 

these two exponents. This delayed realisation of a High tone 

is also known as tone displacement, The High tone that is 

realised late displac~s the tone of the following ~jllable, 
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While voiced obstruents may have a blocking effect on High 

tone, sonorants may permit High tone to spread. This is 

clearly seen in the auxi.liary -~- following the subject 

concord, cf. 

6yiphupha (he is dreaming) 

The High tone of the subject concord spreads onto the next 

sonorant syllable. In certain cases spreading may be 

accompanied by •anterior deletion• cf. Rycroft (1979) e.g. 

uy6phupha (he will dream) 

The derivation of 'anterior deletion• may be explained in 

three stages viz 

( i ) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

•6yophupha (he will dream) 

•6y6phupha (he will dream) 

uy6phupha (he will dream) 

In the first derivational stage the High tone on the subject 

concord has not yet spread to the next syllable. In the 

second stage, spreading has taken place so that the second 

syllable is high ton~d. In the third stage, the High tone 

on the subject concord is deleted and only the surface High 

tone of the second syllable remains. It must be pointed 

out, however, that ·•anterior del~lion• in the above 

example may also be interpreted as a semantic constraint as 



regards a tense form, cf, 

uy6phupha (he will dream) vs 

uy6phupha (he has gone to dream) 

In all probability the last example is a contraction of 

uye, ukuy6phupha (he has gone to dream) 

In such a case a High tone on -Y.2._- is the result of spreading 

of a High tone on the infinitive prefix. 

In monosyllabic verb stems which are/ +H / i.e,under

lyingly high toned, spreading do~s not occur, cf. 

uyapha (he gives) 

This suggests that the type of stem may decide whether there 

is going to be spreading or not. If, on the other hand, the 

object concord is infixed, the High on the stem may be 

dissimilated i.e.is made opposite to that of the object 

concord, cf. 

uyaslpha (he gives us) 

Th~ underlyingly High tone of the stem has undergone 
.,·, 

dissimilation .so that now it is a surface low tone in 

contrast to the High of the object concord. Agother tonal 
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rule close to dissimilation is polarisation. Polarisation 

often takes place in verbal extensions, which have no 

underlying tone of their own, cf 

6zofundisa (he will teach) 

The High tone on the penultimate syllable is the opposite 

of the Low tone on the initial syllable of the stem i.e.the 

initial syllable of the verb stem and the penultimate 

syllable have become tonally bi-polar. If, on the other hand, 

the initial syllable of the stem retains its original High 

tone, then there is tone copying, e.g. 

Gy~f6ndisa (he is teaching) 

In tone copyinq the syllable with no underlying tone takes it 

from the preceding syllable. Tone copying is/ an alternative 

term for spreading. Zulu is a syllable counting langua0e and 

as such copyin~ is mor~hologically based. 

As was pointed out earlier on, the tonal pattern of indivi

dual words may be adjusted to th~ position of their 

occurrence in the sentence. Such adjustment or adaptation 

is referred to as intonation. Other than phonological 

factors and morphological marking that may influence tone 

realisation, tones may also be influenced by intonation. 



Note for instance the change of tone in the participial: 

( i ) ngirnb6ne ehamba (I saw him walking) 

(ii) iiyavalelisa 
, 

ehamba (he uma bids a farewell when he 

goes) 

(iii) ngimb6ne ehamba yedwa (I saw him _walking alone) 

In (i) the subject concord of the participial is high toned 

whilst the initial syllable of the verb stem has a falling 

tone. If there is a paiise after ngimbone the perfect-~ has 

a falling tone. In (ii) the subject concord is low toned 

because the preceding word has a low tone on the final 

syllable. When the participial occiirs in pre-pausal (final) 

position in a sentence, it has a falling tone on the 

penultimate syllable. In (iii) where the participial is not 

in final position, the falling tone, which is a contour 

tone, is levelled to a High tone. It must be observed that 

the falling tone on the penultimate syllable of the 

participial in pre-pausal position is a morphological 

marker of a particular grammatical meaning. It is therefore 

a grammatical tone distinguishing the participial from the 

indicati.ve. 

1.1.4 Brief survey of the study of syntax in Bantu languages 

A good deal has been done in the morphology of Bantu 

languages but little has been done in the syntax of these 

languages.I In Great Britain, two names are worthy of note 
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in this field, Guthrie (1961) had some important thoughts to 

give about the structure of a Bantu sentence. He pointed 

out that the sentence has to be approached from the angle of 

the relationship of its component parts which he called 

,•control' , 'support' , •arrangement' and 11cohesion' , He 

maintained that words cohere in varying degrees in a Bantu 

sentence and occupy particular slots according to definite 

relations. One of the relations which Guthrie talks about 

in a sentence, was clearly delineated by Whiteley (1968) 

when he brought the question of transitivity to the fore. He 

observed that verbs in Swahili cannot be compa,rtmentali.sed 

into transitive and intransitive species; on the contrary 

verbs can either be used transitively or intransitively. The 

test of transitive structures, he noted in 1969 is 

'entailment•·, which is associated with 'focus'. Fortune 

(1973) carried on some similar studies in Shona. Since he 

views transitivity as the •internal relationships of the VP' 

he is inclined to incorporate secondary forms like the 

locative and other modifiers as constituting transitivity. 

A handful of scholars have shown interest in the Bantu 

relative clause. Doke (1955) viewing it as 'relative con

struction' has divided it into -~irect and indirect 

relationships', According to him the relative clause is 

direct when its concord agrees with its antecedent which is 

the subject of the relative. Wald (1970) does not mention 

'indirect relationship' but instead observes that the 

movement of the noun qualified by the relative clause to 
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the front of the predicate may result in some morphological 

changes. Hendrickse (1.975) does not favour the division of 

the relative clause into 'di.rect• and •indirect relation

ships' but advocates the principle of •adjacency• which 

stipulates that the substantive qualified must immediately 

precede the relative clause. In this he is adopting a 

principle which was observed earlier on by Giv6n (1.972) who 

·preferred to call it 'pronoun attraction•·. Giv6n, on the 

other hand, appreciates the problem of subject disagreement 

in object relative clauses and he attributes this to a 

constraint rooted in the perceptual problem that might arise 

when 'three agreement morphemes are strung next to each 

other' in the predicate. Perhaps by this Giv6n implies that 

there can be ·no two subject concords in the predicate Le, 

the concord of the transferred subject and the concord of the 

noun occupying the subject position. Giv6n also notices 

that in object relativization, the subject is •postposed'. 

Meeussen (1.971.) finds different types of object relative 

clauses according to different Bantu languages. He observes 

that in one type the subject follows the verb, which pre

supposes that the subject moves from its front position to 

a post position, The conclusion he comes to about the Bantu 

relative clause is .i.ts tendency to express many 'features• 

through the relative concord. However, Meeussen's ob

servations are obscured by the constant use of the term 

'abstract relative pronoun• which obviously is equated with 

'that• in English. He uses1a transformational-generative 
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model in explaining the Bantu relative clause. Takizala 

(1972) who uses the same model concludes that the relative 

clause is involved in focus constructions. 

Some scholars have made contributions concerning the 

position words may take up in a sentence. Guthrie (1961) 

refers to such positions as 'slots'; Doke (1955), Cole (1975) 

and Louw (1958) refer to •word order•· in the sentence. 

Nkabinde (1975) investigating the word categories finds 

that they are •distributed' in a particular way in the 

sentence. l'ivaz (1.970) uses an adapted 'slot-and-filler' 

model of describing position of words in a Shona sentence. 

Hlongwane (1976) associates position of words in a sentence 

with 'function• e,g,the noun may have the subject function, 

object function and adjunct function. Associated with the 

position of words in a sentence is the question of focus or 

prominence. LCJuw ( 1958) refers to focus as 'emphas1s' whi.ch 

is achieved by shiftinq a word to the initial position in the 

sentence. He shows how different carts of speech can be 

focussed in a sentence. 

The study of case in recent years by linguists not 

associated with Bantu languages cf Fillmore (1968), 

Anderson (1971), Starosta (1973) and others, has marked a 

turning-point for some scholars of Bantu languages. 'Case• 

as seen by Fillmore does not refer to the inflectional 

variations of nouns but to ~eanihg-relations' that may 

exist between nouns and verbs. In a somewhat modified vein, 
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Jackendoff (1972) and Chomsky (1975 and 1979) talk of 

'thematic relations' . According to Jackendoff thematic re-

lations belong to a sentence 'functional structure' which 

represents verb induced relations such as agency, motion and 

direction. Louw (1971) suggests that if the te,m 'case' is 

not necessa,i l y associated with •form' in the tradi tiona 1 

sense of European languages, it is valid in Bantu languages 

as a 'semantic;: feature'·. Hlongwane (1.976) sees such a 

'feature' as ,elational. and refers to it as 'liaison semantic 

featur-e'. Van Rooyen (1977) also takes note of •semantic 

features• of this sort. Lyons (1977) prefers the term 

'predicate valence' to •thematic relations'. 

For a very long time scholars have observed that words form 

g,oups within a sentence. Bloomfield (1933) dealing with 

English has called these groups •immediate constituents• 

whereas Robins (1964) uses the term 'col.ligation• fo, the 

grouping of words into constituents. De Groot (1964) refers 

to such groupings as •woord groepe', a term whi.ch has been 

adopted by a number of S. Africans dealing with Bantu 

languages, cf Breed (1961), van Wyk (1961.), Kruger, CJ H 

(1961) and (1967). Guthrie (1961) uses the term 'support• 

to indicate the co-occurrence of words within a sentence; 

to indicate the force holding words together he has used 

'cohesion• whereas van Rooyen (1977) has used •clisis". 

According to Van Rooyen 'clis1s' can explain why the words 

require the support of others in sentence formation, cf. 

iclla (it eats) which requires the support of the object or 
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adjunct idla Gtshlni (it eats grass); it is therefore 

clear that idla is ··•clisis-bound'. Sometimes this is re-

ferred to as ·~o-occurrence' which is defined by Robins 

(1964 p,224) as follows: 

By relations of co-occurrence one means that words 

of different sets 0£ classes may permit, or require, 

the occurrence of a word of another set or class to 

• 
form a sentence or a particular part of a sentence. 

In grouping words within a sentence, Doke (1955 p. 6) uses 

'clauses" or 'phrase•. The clause is a 'predicative 

statement forming part of a sentence involving more than one 

predicate,- whereas the phrase 'lacks the pr·edica tive 

element•·. 

1.1.5 Revision of terms 

It has been found necessary to revise the definition of 

certain terms in the light of this work. Redefinition is 

important in that it involves explanatory issues as well as 

the remodelling of analysis techniques. The terms that are 

revised are the following: the sentence, clause, sequence, 

co-ordination, subordination, predicate, relative, mood, 

tense, aspects and participants of a predicate. 
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1.2 THE SENTENCE 

Any attempt to define a sentence in general will be of no 

avail unless a proper classification of sentences is made 

wherein different types of sentences are properly set out. 

All too often definitions given do not take the sentence type 

into consideration. In this investigation an attempt will be 

made to classify sentences as well as to define them. Three 

types of classification have been identified for the Zulu 

sentence: 

1. Structural classification 

2, Notional classifica t.ion 

3. c6gnitive classification 

1.2.1 Structural classification 

This concerns the sentence as a linguistic structure which is 

independent when it is measured against itself but such 

linguistic structures are construed as interdependent in a 

discourse. According to this type of classification there 

are two classes of sentences: 

(a) The representational or well-formed sentence which 

basically consists of the, subject and the predicate. In Zulu 

the subject may be omitted, leaving the subject concord and 

the verb-stem. With the long form of the present tense, 

-Y.!!,_- precedes the verb-stem whilst it is not used with the 
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copulative e.g. 

"izingane" ziyadla (children are eating) 

"abantu" bangamaqwala (people are cowards) 

Both izingane and abantu can be omitted, These sentences 

are productive and can be enlarged or expanded by addition 

of some other constituents e.g. 

izingane izincane ziyak6dla 6k~dla (small children eat the 

food) 

abantu abadala bangamagwala imp~la (old people are real 

cowards) 

The sentences are sometimes referred to as 'regular' or 

•favourite• types. 

(b) The contextual or completive sentence is determined by 

context of utterance i.e. by preceding sentences that have 

been uttered in discourse. In most cases it is necessarily 

understood to form part of (a) through omission and 

downgrading, and this is also known as an elliptical 

sentence. It mainly involves responses. Besides responses 

it may also include· interjectives and copulatives e.g. 

yibo (it is they) 
, . , 

rnaye (of unpleasant surprise) 
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Sometimes the concept of the contextual sentence is extended 

to cover certain idiomatic forms e.g. 

mehlo madala (it's a long time since we last met) 

gilo yeph6ka (of escaping by running away very fast) 

The merit attached to structural classification is that it 

recognises that the sentence has structure. Secondly the 

representational sentence is in Zulu morphologically easily 

deterrnined by the subject conco,d. However., when it comes 

to the contextual sentence, the problem is that the 

•contextual' is encurnber.ed by the semantic load it carries. 

For instance the vocative zingane (children)! is regarded 

as a type of contextual sentence but there is nothing 

contextual about it, Another disadvantage of this 

classification is that it does not make any differentiation 

between ordina,y statements and interrogatives. What is 

more, the contrasting of the terms 'representational' and 

•contextual' is methodologically unfortunate because there 

is a mixture of criteria i.e. '.representational' goes along 

with rnorphological criteria whereas 'contextual' goes along 

with semantic measures. The better classification 

according to sentence structure would be representational 

sentence and non -repre'senta tional. The represent<1 tional one 

is signalled by the presence of the subject concord whereas 

the non-representational one lacks the subject concord, '!'he 

sentence like: bats'hele iginiso (tell them the truth) is 

therefore non-representational because ba- is thi object 
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concord, 

Another version of structural classification of sentences is 

set out on some parts of speech figuring as structural forms, 

c~ Fortune (1970). In this kind of classification there are 

three types of sentences: 

(a) Substantival sentence. This sentence contains the 

predicate that has a substantival stem e.g. 

6~fana 6yingane (the boy is a child) 

itshe likh6lu (the stone is big) 

These are also known as copulative constructions. 

(b) Verbal sentence. Th.is sentence contains the predicate 

that has a verb stem e.g. 

abantu bayahamba (people are walking) 

izinganeziyaf6nda (children a~e reading) 

(c) Ideophonic sentence. In this sentence the predicate is 

the ideophone that is usually accompanied by the kind of 

auxiliary predicate with the stem -thi/-the e.g. 

wam6thi Dhfhli embaleni (he struck hlm ln the 

foreleg) 

6~fana 6th~ lung6 (the boy just-peeped for a short 

time) 

"' It will be noted that this version of structural classifica-

tion has something commendable in that te are rigorously 
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referred to the form of the predicate as evidenced by its 

stem. The shortcoming of this classiflcation is that it 

leaves out some other kinds of sentences like 'exclamatory', 

'interrogative' and elliptical sentences. 

1.2.2 Notional classification 

This classification is concerned with the utterance-meaning 

that can be associated with the theory of speech-acts as was 

postulated by Austin, cf.Lyons (1981, chapter 8). In this 

classification the sentences are subdivided according to 

the different illocutionary forces they carry, There are 

normally three embracing classes: 

(a) Interrogative sentence, This sentence contains a 

question word or formative and paralinguistic features such 

as tempo and higher level of intonation. In a written 

sentence it is distinguished by? cf. 

Ophi 6~fina (wheie is the boy)? 

uyahimba (are you going)? 

uyahimba n& (are you g6ing)? 

(bl Declarative sentence, .The declarative refers to 

straightfoward statements of fact or statements assuming 

some fact. It includes inter alia the indicative, the 

participial and the subjunctive. The declarative sentence 

may contain one or more prepicates e.g. 
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6mfana 6yahamba (the boy is walking) 

6mfana 6behamba (the boy has been or was walking) 

siv6ka sidle sihambe (we wake up, eat and go) 

(cl Exclamatory sentence. The exclamatory sentences involve 

exclamation and are divided into three sub-classes: 

( i ) Imperative or Command e.g. hamba (go) ! 

(ii) Vocative e.g. muntu (person)! 1) 

(iii) Interjective e.g. hawu (oh)! 

Though this classification has an advantage of being more 

embracing than structural classification, it suffers from 

the indeterminate categorisation. There is a considerable 

overlap that exists for instance between the interrogative 

and the declarative, cf. 

6m6ntu 6yahamba (a person is going) 

umuntu 6yahamba (is a person going)? 

Morphologically the two types are similaL Another overlap 

is observed in the subjunctive. The subjunctive often 

belongs tb the declarative sentence. But notionally it may 

also belong to the interrogative and the imperative, cf 

sihambe (must we go)? : interrogation 

masihambe (let us go)! : imperative 

1) Prof Louw refutes the vocative as a clause because it is a 
'case' form of the noun. We are, however, of the opinion 
that the interjective use of a noun resolves itself into 
an exclamatory sentence/clause because it is a self
sufficient utterance. 
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When form is disregarded in the classification of $entences, 

such ambiguities can always be expected. 

1.2.3 Cognitive classification 

This classification takes into account the knowledge a 

speaker of the language has of recognizing a sentence in 

spoken or written discourses and the ability he has of 

constructing any sentence which is consonant with his 

language, In this classification, there are two classes: 

(a) Tex£ - sentence. This is a sentence which is recognised 

as such in written discourse by a person who has internalised 

the structure of a language. Lyons(1977 p.623) says: 

•.. there ,is a legitimate sense of the word 'sentence' 

in which some texts at least can be said to consist 

of an integral number of sequentially ordered 

sentences. 

It is to be observed that the recognition of a sentence by 

the listener or reader implies that the person who made 

· that sentence meant it to be understood as such by the 

listener,or reader. A text-sentence is therefore viewed 

mainly in the context of other sentences which may either 

precede or follow it. There is also individual and 

emotional involvement in such sentences. These sentences 

call forth what is often referred to as 'style'. It is these 
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sentences that will be considered in Chapter 4 dealing with 

the traditional narrative discourse. 

(bl System - sentence. According to Lyons (~977 p.622) 

system-sentences are: 

abstract theoretical constructs, correlates of which 

are generated by the linguist's model of the 

language-system in order to explicate that part of 

the acceptability of utterance-signals that is 

covered by the notion of grammaticality, 

These sentences are therefore dictated merely by a persons 

knowledge of the language and not by situation and context. 

At school pupils are often told to make correct sentences 

using a particular type of words. The sentences made by 

pupils are therefore system-sentences. These sentences are 

in the main . 'wel 1-formed' or representational.. Both text

sentences and system-sentences are non-spontaneous and are 

characterised by well-formedness i.e. have syntactic, 

grammatical and semantic cohesion. Monologues such as 

lectures, public .addresses and bulletin scripts where 

spontaneity to a large degree is excluded also have such 

cohesion. In spontaneous discourse (unwritten) sentences 

are often fragmentary and lack cohesion. 

This classification has a psychological basis. Language 

, is seen as one of the cognitive systems of a human being 
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that can be manipulated at will by the user. The ensuing 

implication is that language can be put to different uses or 

functions by the sam~ individual, The advantage of the 

classification is that it regards sentences as instruments 

of creativity. The disadvantage is that it is not rigorous 

about construction types and structural differentiation. 

From the foregoing discussion of a sentence it appears that 

there is no universal valid shape that we could use as the 

basis of·a definition, In Zulu we may say that a sentence is 

a structural Unit that characteristically contains one or 

more predicates but which can omit the predicate or use other 

words in the slot of predicates; in recognising the sentence 

as a structural unit we also recognise that it is a minimum 

unit of utterance. 

1.3 THE CLAUSE 

In the transformational analysis the clause is a result.of 

either embedding or conjoining rules. In a way embedding 

corresponds with complex sentences while conjoining 

corresponds with co-ordinate sentences. Since transforma

tional rules are sometimes at stake, these rules will not be 

applied in this investigation. According to constituent 

analysis, a clause is a sentence that is a constituent of 

another larger sentence, e.g. 

6~fina 6yihimba uma ~th!~da (the boy goes when he likes) in 
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which 6ma &thAnda is a constituent of 6ffifina 6yihimba, There 

is a hint in this analysis that any clause be it •co-ordinate', 

'super-ardinate I or •subordinate' is· dependent on the whole 

sentence (syntactic superior) of which it is part. This is a 

hierarchical dependence rather than a 'domination' (cf. 

subordination 1,6.2) of one clause by another in the 

sentence. Though the constituent definition of a clause is 

accepted in this study, it must be pointed out that a clause 

may not necessarily be a representational (regular) sentence. 

It may contain a word that has a predicative function, cf; 

the infinitive and the ideoph6ne e.g. 

ngizofika uk6z6ffib6na CI will come in order to see him) 

bib&sizix6xa1a nj@, thushu ibhasi (they were still just busy 

conversing when all of a sudden the bus appeared) 

The clause then may be a simple sentence containing a 

predicate or may be any unit containing a word that has a 

nrediqative function or value, cf. also the vocative. According 

to function two types of clauses are established in Zulu viz 

(a) Nuclear clause i.e. a clause that has a predicative 

slot; such a clause often forms a representational sentence 

(b) Peripheral clause i,e, a clause that does not have a 

predicative slot; this clause has s noun slot and is 

sometimes referred to as a nominalised clause Cc~ 1.8). 

Because of the different 'functional types of clauses it is 
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not eafy to give a blanket definition of a clause. It 

appears convenient to define each type separately. The 

nuclear clause is the basic clause using a predicate fiorn 

which the peripheral clause is derived. Fundamentally the 

peripheral clause consists of a verb form or a copulative 

that is used 'qualificatively'. Such a use .involves 

morphological and syntactic derivational processes. It will 

suffice here to give a definition of the basic clause, A 

clause (i,e, nuclear •basic• clause) is a construction 

marked by a word having a predicative function and such a 

construction is normally in the company of some other similar 

constructions thus forming an amalgamation of predicative 

constructions, A definition of this kind advisedly avoids 

referring to a clause as a 'constituent sentence• .. We have 

noted that a clause is not always a constituent senterice i.e. 

a sentence that is a part of another sentence. The infinitive 

collocating with certain types of predicates may constitute 

a clause but not outside this context, cf, 

ngizofika uk,~zomb6na (I will come in order to see him) 

ucish~ ukulimila (he almost got hurt) 

In the first example ukuzomb6na is an infinitive clause 

because in this instance the infinitive is replaceable by a 

non-infinitive form of the same verb and has therefore 

predicative function, cf. 

ngizofika nglz6mb6na (I will come in order to see him) 
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The same meaning is retiined, In the second example 

6k6limala is the complement of the auxiliary predicate, If 

6k6limila were nominal in function it would not be a 

complement of an auxiliary predicate. In this capacity 

6k6limala has a predicative function and can have as its 

substitute a non-infinitive form without any alteration in 

meaning, cf. 

6cishe walimala (he almost got hurt) 

Further supportive evidence that the infinitive may form 

predicate sequences is found in examples ltke the following: 

'k' h" ...... "t . ' u up uma nJe u hisha, ziyakh616ma izingane (the teacher 

having just gone out, the children are talking) 

6k6hleka nj~, ngiyakushaya (should you laugh, I will hit 

you) 

In these examples the infinitive forms have predicative 

function and they are therefore clauses. These infinitive 

forms may be replaced by non-infinitive forms (ordinary 

tense forms) without altering the sense of the sentence, cf. 

' h' . " 'th. h' . 'kh, l' ' i ' ( th t h . ep uma n1e u is a, ziya u.uma iz ngane e eac er having 

just gone out, the children are talking) 

wahleka ni$, ngiyakushaya (should you laugh, I will hit you) 

Replaceability of an infinitive by a tense form provides a 
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kind of substitution showing that the sentence is patterned 

according to syntactic slots i.e. words of different 

categories (parts of speech) cannot replace each other. The 

infinitive is therefore a non-discrete category i.e. it may 

be a nominal or a predicate depending on the syntactic 

environment, Substitution may furthermore involve the 

replacement of a single word by a group of words. This is 

the kind of substitution that is along the lines of 

immediate constituent and phrase-structure analysis, cf. 

6&f&na 6fik6 /6k6sa/ (the boy arrived at dawn) 

6&f&na 6fik& /l&pho k6sa/ (the boy arrived as the day was 

dawning) 

In this instance 6k6sa though nominal in form has the function 

of an adjunct or adverbial i.e. it is a ~descriptive nominal'. 

Such a 'descriptive nominal' is substitutable for a 

descriptive clause /lipho k6saJ. In the same breath the 

nominalised clause can substitute a noun e.g. 

/6&f&na/ 6yiph6m6161a (the boy succeeds) 

/6s&b6nza kahl~ 6&fina/ 6y&ph6m&l61a (the boy who works well,_ 

succeeds) 

The interchange of a word and a word group need not retain 

the same meaning. What matters is that a word group can 

occur in a syntactic slot in which a single word can occur. 

It is important to note that in a sentence or clause that is • 
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not ellipt',i.cal (cf, 1.2,1) there is character-istically a 

pr-edicate or a word with predicative function. In this 

respect the interjective offers some problems of statement 

because some interjectives may be stated in teems of function 

and others· in terms of str-ucture. It is known that the 

inter-jective may be regar-ded as a clause in its own right, 

cf.Doke (1955 p,164) and Cole (1975 p,58), Cf.also 1.2,2, 

Ther-e are different kinds of inter-jective clauses viz the 

imper-ative, vocative, negative words and responses. The 

imperative is a predicate that has no grammatical relations 

with the noun in terms of concords whilst the vocative may 

be looked upon as having a predicative function though itself 

not a predicate, cf 

hambani (go)! 

bafana (boys)! 

This shows that the impefative and the vocative may form 

simple sentences that can be given as clauses in larger 

· construction e.g. 

hamba, Gbabize (go and call them)! 

bafana, wozani (boys, come)! 

Other interjective clauses can be analysed from a structural 

point of view, (cf.1;2,1). They can be regarded as elliptical, 

cf, 
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m(1sa (don I t)! 

cha (no)! 
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The third one is a response which when used with its 

co-referring negative sentence, may form •pleonastic' co

ordination (c~ Chapter 2) e.g. 

cha, angihambi (no, I am not going) 

A clause (or a predicate) may be stable or unstable. 

Stability of clause means that a clause is capable of 

occurrence in an unexpanded form or in an uncombined form as 

a complete self-contained sentence. Though stability often 

co-incides with the
1
main clause/ it may also be found that 

the main clause is unstable if it does not have the 

stabilizing -.J'..2_- in the present tense and if it is an 

~uxiliary predicate. Unstable clauses are those that are 

incapable of standing as complete self-contained sentences 

in the environment in which they are found. Instability of 

clauses is not only a matter of subordination since it may 

also be involved in co-ordination (cf. later in this chapter as well 

as inl~hapter 2 and also characteristics of the main clause in 

Chapter 5). In co-ordination some clauses may be unstable e.g. 

hamba udle (go and eat)! 

uvuka adle (he wakes up and eats) 
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Both udle and adle are unstable subjunctives in the -- . 
syntactic environment in which they occur. The short form 

present tense of the indicative uvuka is also syntactically 

unstable. This means that co-ordination may impose 

syntactic constraints on the clauses but this does not mean 

that clauses are subordinate. It takes more than syntactic 

poise for a clause to be subordinate. 

1.4 SEQUENCE OF PREDICATES/RELATIVES 

Sequence refers to distribution of items in linear 

progression in a sentence structure. Sequence of predicates 

would therefore mean the successive placement of predicates 

i.e. the linearisation or concatenation oi predicates in terms 

of space and,time in a sentence, cf~ 

umfana uvuka ahambe (the boy wakes u¢ and goes) 

umfana usebenza e·jab(i.le (the boy works while being happy) 

umfana uyasebenza, uyalala, uyadlala (the boy works, sleeps, 

and plays 

Sometimes the term 'sequence' is stretched to include 

'sequence markers' or, as they are usually called, conjunc

tives._ In such a case, it would then be preferable to speak 

of continuous (adjacent) or discontinuous (non-adjacent) 

sequence of predicates i.e. continuous predicate sequence if 
, .. ., 

there is no conjunctive or any other word between predicates 

(juxtaposition of predicates); discontinuous sequence ol 
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predicates if predicates are separated by a conjunctive or some 

other word. Since relatives have a predicative value they 

may also be found in sequence (continuous) e.g. 

inja ebomvu entshontshayo ifile (the dog that is red and 

thieving as well is dead) 

Both ebomvu and entshontshayo are relatives that are in 

sequence, 

We would like to accept C.E. Bazell's statement as cited by 

Palmer (1972 1 p,146) that sequence is a 

pre-grammatical statement ... neutral with regard 

to different grammatical statements and indeed 

basic to ... them, 

This implies, that once a sequence has been identified it 

can be explained grammatically. This we hope to show with 

regard to predicate sequences in Zulu. Sequence of 

predicates involves the principle of linking i.e. predicates 

are grammatically linked. Linking has the exponents of 

modification and cohesion. The linked predicates may be 

modified phonologically, morphologically and semantically 

e.g. 

izingane' zidla zi.hamba (the children eat while walking) 

ikhehla licfala .bahleke (the old man s.\ngs and they laugh) 
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6y&kh616ma k6dwa 6y&sebenza (he talks but he works) 

In the first example, zihamba is phonologically (cf. tonal 

pattern) different from the antecedent predicate and this 

shows a phonolog1cal constraint. The sequential constraint 

in the second example has caused the subsequent predicate 

bahleke to be morphologically marked as the subjunctive. In 

' ' 'b' i ' li the last example uyase enza though an ndicative ·ke the 

preceding predicate, has an addi U.onal semantic relation of 

being oppositional by virtue of the conjunctive k6dwa, 

hence a semantic constraint. 

'sequence'may fur~her be compared with ½rder', Since 

·•se~uence' merely refers to a succession of constituents, 

•order' grammatically explains such successive constituents 

as regards their combination e.g. 

&b&f&na bah&mba bedlala (boys walk while playing) 

is a sequence of the indicative and the participial. 'Order•· 

will then explain that in such a sequence the participial 

follows the indicative. In this regard •order• is usually 

used with reference to a particular kind of combination of 

constituents i.e .. constituents are distributed in a special 

way, Therefore ·•order'· involves a linguist's construct of 

functions or pos1t1ons of constituents 1n a stn,cture. On 

the other hand, •sequence• 1s concerned w1th substanti.al 

linear1sation of tj.nita i.e. a string of units. 
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Modification as an exponent of linking can grammatically 

account for continuous sequences of predicates through the 

constructions as explained below, 

1.4.1 Paratactic construction 

In a paratactic construction each predicate is a stable unit 

so that it can stand by itself as an independent sentence. In 

addition each clause can be negated independently of each 

other. According to Entwistle (no date p.177) 

Parataxis places all sentences on one level and is 

distinguished by its lack of subordinate 

conjunction, 

In addition, Entwistle points out that the infinitive and 

participial forms have developed from paratactic constructions 

and thus creating 'subordination•. In Zulu this can be 

illustrated as follows: 

ngizofi.ka; . b' nq1.zom oncl (I will come; 

I will see him). 

(ii) Participial: ngizofika ngiz6mb6na (I will come in 

order to see him) 

(iii) Infinitive: ngizofika 6k6z6~b6na (I will come in 

order to see him) 

In (i) two indicative tense forms are in sequence by merely 
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placing them in juxtaposition and therefore forming 

parataxis, In (ii) the indicative following upon the first 

gives way to the participial thus forming a strong bond 

between the two tense forms. In the above context the 

participial indicates 'prospective aspect• cf,1.7.3, In 

(iii) the infinite has also a strong bond with the preceding 

indicative. From the above examples it is observed that 

parataxis is not subordination though it may be the basis for 

it. 

We have to regard parataxis as a loose syntactic 

association of predicates (or clauses) in a sentence, cf, 

niyadlila, aniseb~nzi, anif6ndi (you are playing, you do not 

work, you do not read) 

ngiyakhu16ma, uyahleka (I am speaking, you are laughing) 

akadlili, 6zo~x6sha ngemp~la (he is not joking, he will 

surely sack him) 

The predicates in each sentence above are relatively 

autonomous clauses in their own right. They are, however, 

still parts of larger sentences. Tonal downdrift 

establishes the phonological status of paratactic construct

ions as single sentences. This means that in each predicate 

or clause, barring the final one, tonal downdrift is not the 

same as it would be if the clause constituted a simple 

sentence. In speech tGis can easily be exemplified'by the 

register of the voice. Tonal downdrift of paratactic 
' 
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constructions signals phonological modification. In a 

paratactic construction, there is a marked pause after each 

predicate but such a pause is not interpreted as a full-stop. 

1.4.2 Consecutive construction 

According to Hyman (1971 p. 31) the consecutive construction 

refers to 

cases of sentential conjunction in which the verb 

of the second conjunct represents an action that is 

subsequent in time to the action represented in the 

verb of the first conjunct, 

It must be pointed out that though Hyman may talk of 

'conjunction' and 'conjunct', he is actually not referring 

to the conjunctive as a sequence marker. What he means by 

'conjunction' is linking. The term •conjunct' would then 

mean a linked construction. Put in a neat way, consecutive 

construction is one i~ which the chronological ordering of 

predicates (or clauses) in a sentence mainly represents the 

chronological occurrence of events (actions/processes) and 

states in time. However, to a lesser degree the chronological 

occurrence of events in time is not necessarily indicated by 

a special kind of predicate ordering in the consecutive 

construction (see b~low). In a consecutive construction the 

predicate expressing consecutiviza'tion is unstable in the 

context of the·sentence in which it occurs. This means that 
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the consecutive predicate is found in a special sequential 

form. In Zulu the sequential forms of the consecutive 

predicate are the subjunctive and the narrative tense cf, 

6rnf&na 6wa &vuke (the boy falls and gets up) 

h&mba 6dle (go and eat) 

6rnf&na ufike idle ihambe (the boy first eats and then qoes) 

., -6rnfa.na wawa wavuka ( the boy fell and then got up) 

Both the subjunctive and the narrative tense are used as 

forms expressing a kind of linking, 

In the first example above, the sequential predicate ivuke, 

which is a subjunctive, succe~ds the short tense form of the 

indicative. It is, however, grammatically acceptable to 

have the subjunctive succeeding the long tense form of the 

indicative. In the second example the subjunctive udle 

succeeds the imperative. A succession of subjunctives idle 

and ahambe follow upon the auxiliary predicate 6fike in the 

third example. In the last example the s~quential predicate 

is a narrative tense wavuka and it succeeds the past tense of 

the indicative wawa. It st1ould be clearly stated that though 

both the subjunctive and the narrative tense are sequential 

foims in the consecutive construction they may occur in 

syntactic environments in which they are not sequential 

forms and in these environments they are stable i.e. they are 
,,.-, 

able to stand by themselves as independent sentences, cf. 
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6mfana !w&wawiv6ka (the boy is falling and getting up) 

6nqikhonzele 6dlule (may you give my regards and then pass) 

Both !wawa (which has an opaque ,irammatically conditioned tone 

~ownstep if the narrative has a present tense meaning, cf. Louw

r:,ersonal communicat..ion) and ungj.khonzel.o can form isolate 

simple sentences, cf. 

umfana !wawa (the boy is falling) 

6nqikhonzele (may you give my regards) 

This goes to show that both ,iw&wa and {rngikhonzele are used in 

the syntactic environment in which they are not sequential 

predicates of the consecutive construction though they are 

narrative tense and subjunctive respectively. Though we 

say that if they are sequential predicates in the consecutive 

construction they become unstable, we are not implying that they 

are 'subordinate'. The short tense of the indicative is 

unstable though it may be the main clause. 

A different kind of consecutive notion may be expressed by 

the participial. This may be referred to as the alternating 

consecutive e.g. 

indoda iwa ivOka (the man keeps on falling as he is getting 

up. 

ingane ikhila ithOla(*the baby keeps on crying as he stops 

crying Le. the baby cries intermittently) 
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The alternating consecutive is not expressed by 'and then' as 

in the ordinary consecutive shown by the subjunctive and the 

narrative tense, cf. 

-4" .. ,I ; ( ) indoda iwa ivuke the man falls and then gets up 

' 'kh' 1 ' ' ( . ingane 1 a a 1thule the baby cries and then falls silent) 

In other words the alternating consecutive is bound up with 

'subordination• whilst the ordinary consecutive is bound up 

with 'co-ordinatio~ (cf.1.6). In this regard we differ from 

Doke (1955) who associates the ordinary consecutive with 

subordination. It may be noted that the alternating 

consecuti.ve gives a frequentative 'aspectual value•·, cf. 

1.7.3. 

Earlier on, it was noted that the predicates of a paratactic 

construction can be negated independently. This is not the 

case with the predicates in a consecutive construction, cf. 

{1rnfana akawi avuke (the boy does not fall and get up) 

If the first predicate is negated in form, the second one 

cannot be carriedout though it is not negative_in form. This 

relation is also observed in time reference (tense) and 

aspect. The time reference and aspect of the sequential 

predicate is specified by the first predicate. This means 

that the time reference and aspect of the sequ~ntial 

pr~dicate is implied and not explicit. The fact that the 
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sequential predicate, though positive in form, has an implied 

negative meaning if the first predicate is negative in form, 

and that it has an implied time reference of the first 

predicate is based on two semantic properties, cf.Hyman 

(1971 p, 32), viz 

(i) the consecutive construction requires that the event 

(action/process) of the second predicate be subse

quent in time to the event of the first predicate. 

(ii) the second event is accomplished as a result of the 

first: .. 

Though these two semantic properties hold true for most 

instances, there are a few instances where it is very 

difficult to determine the event of predicate that is 

subsequent in time, c~ 

ingane iy,kh,la, idlal~, idle, ilal&, nj&ng&zinye (the 

child cries, plays, eats and sleeps like all others) 

In this example it is not known for certain which event of. 

the predicate takes place first and which takes place last. 

It might then be posited that the chronological order of 

predicates in a consecutive construction does not always 

represent the chronological occurrence of events in a 

one-to-one relationship as has been intimated in our definition 

of the consecutive constru~tion above. 
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1.4.3 Simultaneous construction 

The simultaneous construction is one in which the subse

quent or succeeding predicate mainly in the partici.pial form 

or to a lesser degree in the indicative represents simul

taneous or concurrent evenbor state with the prec~ding one, 

In the main, the participial follows another predicate and it 

expresses an event or state simultaneous with one previously 

mentioned e.g. 

0~fana 0hamba &dla (the boy walks while eating) 

ngiyibone idla inkom6 (I saw the cow grazing) 

0~mise esakh010ma (may you stop him while he is speaking) 

In the first example one and the same subject is involved in 

the concurrent events i.e. both predicates 0himba and &dla 

are performed by the same subject 0ii1fana. In the second and 

third examples the concurrent events or states are carried 

out by different subjects, c~ in the second example 

ngiyibone is performed by the first person while idla is 

performed by inkom6. The participial can follow virtually 

all forms of verbil predicates in a simultaneous construction. 

However, when it follows th~ auxiliary predicate it does not indi

cate simultaneous event or state,but simultaneous modification e.g. 

anqif0ni 0k0~b6na ekh81a (I do not want to see him crying) 

hambani nidla (go while eating) 

mtsh&le emile (~ell him while standing) 
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6zohlmba ekh&la (he will go crying) 

but 

badamane beh&mba (they keep on going) 

616khu edl&la (he keeps on playing) 

The indicative may at times be used as a subsequent predicate 

in a simultaneous construction e.g. 

0~fana 6hamba 6yadla (the boy walks while eating) or 

.. " ' " "h' b , " ' umfana uya am a uyadla (the boy is walking while eating) 

In both instances 0yadla as an indicative expresses 

simultaneous event. Evidently the indicative as a subse

quent predicate is used only when simultaneous events or 

states are performed by the same participant. When the 

indicative is used as a subsequent or sequential predicate 

it is not interpreted as a virtually autonomous clause. It 

has been noted that in paratactic constructions, the 

indicative is relatively autonomous but this is not the case 

when it expresses simultaneity. This is because the 

indicative is not preceded by a pause in a simultaneous 

construction. Context determines whether the indicative is 

paratactic or simultaneous. 

If the simultaneous construction uses the participial as a 

sequential predicate, it is noted that such a participial is 

unstable as a syntactic unit i.e. it is incapable of 

I standing alone as an independent sentence. If a kind of 
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prominence is intended, instead of the participial being used 

as a sequential predicate, the indicative is used to express 

the simultaneous event". The auxiliary -~- helps place 

emphatic prominence on both indicative predicates, The 

indicative with the auxiliary -~- is a stable unit though 

it is not autonomous, So in a simultaneous construction 

each predicate may be stable if prominence is intended, cf. 

,,. ,,. ,,. ,I' ,. .,, , I" ,. 

umfana uyahamba uyadla (the boy is walking while eating) 

It may be noted that simultaneity may involve a negative 

predicate in which case it implies that simultaneity is 

explained in negative-p6sitive terms, cf. 

6mfina akahimbi &dla (the boy is not walking while eating) 

The simultaneous, like the consecutive, has implied time 

reference and implied negation. Sometimes the participial 

may express simultaneity with another participial. This may 

be referred to as recursion of simultaneity e.g. 

ngimbone ehimba ekhuluma yedwa (I saw him walk while talking 

to himself) 

In the above example ekhulOma is simultaneous with ehimba, 

while ehimba is simultaneous with ngimbone. In the end it is 

found that all three events or actions are simultaneous. 
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1.4.4 Repetitive construction 

The repetitive construction is a kind oi focus construction, 

c~Chapter 4. In this construction the sequence involves 

the repeti ti.on of the same predicate to express focus 

prominence. This construction may use the short perfect 

followed. by the long perfect of the indicative in the 

positive e.g. 

''f' ' ' 'h' i ( b ) um ana uhambe u amb· le the oy has gone for good 

ikhehla likh616m& likh616mile (the old man has spoken once and 

for all) 

It may also use the indicative followed by the infinitive 

e.g. 

6mfana 6hamba 6k6hamba (the boy is actually going) 

ikhehla likh616ma 6k6kh616ma (the old man is actually 

talking) 

In the negative the connective na- is often attached to the 

infinitive e.g. 

6mfana akaharnbi nakuhamba (the boy is indeed not going) 

ikhehla alikhu16mi nakukhu16ma (the old man is indeed not 

talking) 

The question may be posed' as to whether the infinitive in 
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these instances is used as a predicate or noun. It could be 

safely said that the infinitive in this use is more 

oredicative than norn1naJ. in function.because in a way it is 

co-ordinated with the precedin0 predicate by a connective -na. 

Another type of repetitive construction uses the participial 

and it expresses a protracted event, cf. 

umfana uhleka ehlekile (he laughs continuously) 

_i_k_h_e_h_l_a __ l_i_k_h_u_l u_' _m_a-'l.,__:i,1th{1J;umil e ( the o 1 d. man t@.lk s continuously) 

It is noted therefore that the repetitive construction 

employs different predicative forms and these may express 

different semantic properties. 

1,4.5 Complementary construction 

This construction employs the auxiliary predicate followed 

by the complementary predicate, The complementary predicate 

may be the infinitive, the indicative, the participial and 

the subjunctive. Such a complementary predicate completes 

the meaning of the auxiliary predicate. The auxiliary 

predicate is syntactically unstable and requires the support 

of the complement, cf, 

''f" ,. 1 
; ,,. .. ~ " (t b 1 t th t) um··ana ucishe ukulimala he oy a mos go ur 

I ,,-, l,'t.'1 •"c • ) ingane 1mane 1yak,1a a n1e the child is simply crying 

6m6ntu ul6khu &h&mba (the person keeps on walking) 

ikhehla liv&le lihl~ke (the old man simply laughs) 
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The auxiliary predicate always precedes its complement, and in 

this regard the complement indicates a kind of relationship 

with fixed sequential positions. It must be pointed out that 

though the auxiliary predicate and the complement are 

conventionally treated as •compound predicate' these two 

manifest a sequence, and they are in this study treated as a 

sequence of predicates. 

1.4.6 Reported speech construction 

The reported speech construction is marked by the predicate of 

saying whose stem -lbl. may appear in some form. The predicate 

of saying precedes the reported predicate e,g. 

0thi 6yahamba (he says he is going) 

bathe bazohamba (they said they would go) 

bazothi abaf0ni (they will say they do not want) 

The examples above show indirect reported speech. This is the 

commonly employed construction j,n Zulu conversational 

discourse. Direct reported speech is mainly found in 

traditional·narratives where the aim is to dramatise the 

narration. It is also found in written discourse, cf. 

faChakijana wathi : "uvuthwavuthwe manini, nezink6tshana 

zakwenu zingakaxhaphazeli n j e" ( and Chak ij ana said: "when 

have you ripened since your mealies have not yet boiled'')? 

nga' thi : "wena wak6mkh6 lul singabaseSwazini, siz6b6na iNk6si" 
I 
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(and I said: "you of the great one we belong to Swaziland, 

we have come to see the King") 

1.4.7 Serial construction 

A number of writers on West African languages have observed 

the sequence of predicates called 'serialization•, The 

accounts of serialization are in many cases anything but 

explicit. Hyman (1971 p. 30) says; 

The term 'seria.liza tion' has general 1 y been used to 

refer to cases where two verbs occur within one 

sentence, but do not enter into any of the co

ordinate or subordinate relationship defined 

elsewhere in the language. 

It must be pointed out that co-ordination and subordination 

are realised differently in West African languages than it is 

the case in European languages. In West African languages 

co-ordination, for example, may be realised by juxtaposing 

predicates without the use of any connective. The form of a 

predicate itself may act as a covert connecting link between 

the co-ordinate clauses. It might turn out to be the case 

that -serialization is a kind of co-ordination peculiar to 

some West African languages, Therefore Hyman's definition may 

be found to be European language-orientated. Moreover, 

parataxis is sometimes defined in the same way as Hyman 

defi~es serialization i.e. parataxis refers to cases where 
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two verbs occur within one sentence but do not enter into 

co-ordinate or subordinate relationship. It appears, there

fore, that the definition as given by Hyman is somewhat 

imprecise and inadequate. 

According to Stahlke 11970 p.60) serial verb construction is 

defined as follows: 

A common phenomenon in many West African languages 

is the use of a series of verbs, all having the 

same structure subject. In some cases the resultant 

meaning would be expressed in English by a single 

verb ... In other cases the meaning would be 

equivalent to a benefactive or some kind of 

adverbial notion in English 

In this regard, Welmers (1973 p.367) seems to acquiesce with 

Stahlke when he says 

Serialization, in short, seems to involve actions 

that can be associated with each other only if they 

are performed by the same subject. 

Accepting the definitions given by Stahlke and Welmers, we 

may then ask ourselves whether serialization occurs in Zulu 

or not. In Z~lu we do come across examples that fit the 

definitions given by Stahlke and Welmers. However, 

serialization has never received the attention of linguists 
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dealing with the South African Bantu languages, 

In Zulu a series of predicates may be found in a sentence and 

such predi.cates necessarily have the same subject. This i.s 

mainly found wi.th verbs of motion -:t2, ( go to) and -vela 

(come from) as well as the comparative verb -dlula/-hlula 

(surpass) e.g. 

abantu bayagijima baya ekhaya (people are running 'going' 

home J 

umame 6yafika uvela edol6bheni(mother is arriving 'coming from' 

town l 

6mfana ugijima uyangidl61a ngejubane (the boy runs 

'surpassing me' in swiftness) 

intombi ithwele amanzi iwasa ekhaya (the girl is carrying 

water 'taking it' to her home) 

ugogo uthatha igeja ulibeka phansi (the old woman takes the 

hoe "putting" it down) 

In all these sentences there is only one structural subject 

and there is no possibility of introducing a new subject 

with the non-initial predicate. One important semantic 

dimension is that the predicates in a serial construction 

are far less independent of'each other semantically, This 

means that the predicates are semantically interdependent in 

serialization. We may asgume therefore that in Zulu there 

is serialization though perhaps not to i~e extent of the 

languages of West Africa. There is some evidence of serial 
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'co~ordination' as well as serial •subordination' in Zulu, 

1. 5 COHESION 

Cohesion indicates a bond existing between linked predicates. 

Linked predicates cohere in varying degrees. Some predicates 

are closely bound while others are loosely bound. For that 

reason cohesion may roughly be divided into strong, moderate 

and loose or weak categories. In the latter cases linking is 

of a very tenuous nature. Such categories are not absolute. 

Strong cohesion is characterized by irreversibility of· 

predicate order, cf.auxiliary predicates and their complements. 

Moderate cohesion is mainly achieved througt1 the use of 

conjunctives or connectives. Weak cohesion is exemplified 

by successive clauses which are relatively independent of 

each other. Both moder a \:e and weak cohesion have free word 

order, which of course, may differ pragmatically e.g. 

, 'k ,. .,. ,#' ,,. ,,. , ,, 

uya huluma kodwa uyasebenza (he talks but he works) 

uyasebenza kodwa {tyakhuluma (he works bu\: he talks) 

akaphuzi 1 akabhemi 1 uy&dla njl (he neither drinks nor smokes, 

he simply eats) 

uy&dla njl 1 akabhemi 1 akaphuzi (he simply eats; he neither 

smokes nor drinks) 

As regards auxiliary predicates and their complements word 

order is fixed e.g. 



G16khu &hlmba (he keeps on going) 
' 

Though the auxiliary predicate may be separated from its 

complement by some other word, it cannot appear after its 

complement cf. 

,! ; .,,. ,. '1.~ ( ) ulokhu umfana e,1amba the boy keeps on going 

but not ■ Gifana &h&mba 616khu 

Cohesive forces may be established in terms of semantic 

propertie,s, cf. 

(a) Oppositional force (moderate) e.g. GyakhGlGma k6dwa 

' ' ' ' Cl t ) uyasebenza 1e alks but he works 

(b) Descriptive-purposive, force (moderate) e.g. 6yinc6k6la 

6k0ze bahl&ke (he is joking so that they may laugh) 

0zofika 0k0zokub6na (he will come in order to see you) 

Cc) Cognate focal force (strong) e.g. 0harnb& Ghambile 

(he is gone for good) 

(d) Complementary force (strong) e.g. 0hlala ikh610ma (he 

keeps on talking) 

(e) Concurrent-descriptive force (strong) e.g. 6hamba 

&khlla (he walks while crying) 

(f) Consecutive force in certain constructions (strong) e.g. 

uv6ka agize (he wakes up and washes himself) 

The cohesive forces as indicated above are not exhaustive. 

They merely serve as examples. It will be noted that the 
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'paratactic constructions' i.c, loosely cohering clauses 
' 

have more or less zero (very weak) cohesive force. Cohesion 

per se is engendered either by conjunctivesor by conjugational 

forms of predicates as they constitute grouping of co-occurrent 

or collocatable clauses. 

1.6 CO-ORDINATION AND SUBORDINATION OF PREDICATES OR CLAUSES 

In sentences where more than one predicative form occurs, the 

linking devices generally known as co-ordination and 

subordination are found. These devices may be achieved 

either through conjunctives or through juxtaposition. Syn

tactic factors play a big role in co-ordination and 

subordination. On the other hand semantic factors form an 

integral part of syntactic strucbJres, This being so, both 

syntactic and semantic factors are involved i.n co-0rdination 

and subordination. An assumption is therefore made that both 

co-ordination and subordination are not mechanical devices, 

They are determined by the interplay of differing factors, 

Co-ordinate predicative fonns are usualy independent 

(autonomous) thougr1 sometimes they are not. Subordinate 

predicative forms may resemble co-ordinate ones. The 

distinction in the form of a predicate or 'mood' is not to 

be taken as the hall-mark of either co-ordination or 

subordi.na ti.on. 



1.G.1 Co-ordination 

A few definitions of co~ordination will be given so as to 

place it in its proper perspective. Doke (1935) says: 

In syntax this term is used of sentences brought 

into equal relationship, 

Doke does not specify whether 'equal relationship' refers to 

grammatical relationships or to semantic relationship. He 

leaves this as an open question, Dik (1968 p. 25) 

defines co-ordination as follows: 

A co-ordination is a constructi.on consisting of two 

or more membe1~s which are equivalent as to grammati.

cal function, and bound together at the same level 

of structural hierarchy by means of a linking 

device, 

Apparently Dik does not include semantic function in what he 

calls 'equivalent grammatical function•. In a language like 

Zulu in which predicates or clauses may be combined without 

the use of conjunctives the leaving out of a semantic 

interpretation in co-ordination,· may be misleading, cf. 

6ffif&na 6y&h&mba; 6y&dl& (the boy is walking; he is eating) 

6ffif&na 6yihimba 6y&dli (the boy is walking while he is eating) 



In the first example the predicates are paratactically co

ordinated. The pause after the first predicate helps us 

arrive at this interpretation. In the second example 

6y&dl~ is subordinate as it describes the situation in which 

the subject finds itself. We are also helped by the absence 

of a pause after the first predicate to arrive at this 

interpretation. More 1mportant than a pause, is the context 

in which the sentence is uttered that determines whether it 

is a co-ordinate or subordinate structure. So semantic or 

contextual relationship is important in co-ordination. 

According to Schachter (1977 p.90) 

The constituents of a co6rdinate construction must 

belong to the same syntactic category and have the 

same semantic function. 

Schachter's definition is significant in that he is aware of 

the interplay of syntactic and semantic factors in 

co-ordination. He also notes on p.95 that 

It is SUPERFICIAL syntactic categories that are 

relevant to conjoinability. 

Schachter mentions this in order to avoid an objection such 

as; every clause is an independent sentence in •deep 

structure•. The point he wants to make is that in the 

analysis of co-ordination or subordination the starting 



poi.nt is 'surface structure' and not 'deep structure'. It 

is also the concern of this investigation that the different 

types of clausal or predicative relationship in a sentence 

are obtained from the 'surface structure', Schacht.er' s view 

on co-ordination is accepted only partly in this investigation 

because in co-ordination constituents need not. always belong 

to the same category, Co-ordination, as it applies t.o this 

study, refers t.o predicates or clauses that. have equal or 

near equal syntactic and semantic relationship in a sentence, 

The definition as given here is general, or rather rough and 

ready, and will require an on the spot refinement in 

Chapter 2. 

A straightforward type of co--ordination uses certain 

conjunct.ives, The semantic effect of such conjunctives may 

be oppositional clauses e.g. 

6yadla k6dwa akas6thi (he eats but he does not get satisfied) 

indoda iyasib&nza kipha iyagula (the man is working but he 

is ill) 

{iyangihl6pha nokho ng1yabekezela (he worries me yet I 

persevere) 

Other co-ordinating conjunctives are derived from auxiliary 

predicates e.g. 

izingane ziyadlala b&se ziyalala (the children play and then 

sleep) 



6Thok6 ungig6pha n16 hl6ze 6y&ngith6nda (Thoko is calling me 

names, maybe she loves me) 

umuhlekisa nj6 ng&hle uyamy6nga (you laugh with him, perhaps 

you arc deceiving him) 

With basic or primary conjunctives there may be free choice 

of ordering of clauses e.g. 

6y&dl6 k6dwa akas6thi (he eats but he does not get satisfied) 

akas6thi k6dwa 6yidl& (he does not get satisfied but he eats) 

Such conjunctives cannot precede bot!, clauses. Those derived 

from auxiliary predicates may precode more than one clause 

e.g • 

.,. .,,. ... 
nqahle uyamyenga, umuhlekisa nj~ (perhaps you are deceiving 

him but you laugh with him) 

Co-ordination explains predicate sequences from grammatical 

and semantic angles, It would therefore include the 

following constructions: paratactic, consecutive 

(subjunctive and narrative tense) repetitive and those in 

which certain conjunctives are used e.g. 

ingane iyif6nda; iyidlila; iy,dli (the child reads; he 

plays; he eats) 

6~fina 6v6ka &hamb6 (the boy wakes up and goes) 

6bab& 6himb6 6himbile (father has gone for good) 



indoda iy6dli k6dwa ayis6thi (the man eats but never gets 

satisfied) 

In co-ordination the form of the predicate is immaterial; 

what matters are the syntacti.c and semantic relat1onships that 

hold between predicates. 

1.6.2 Subordination 

A subordinate clause is a predicative construction that is 

syntacti.cal 1 y and semanti.cal 1 y dominated by the 'main' clause 

or 'head unit', Syntactic domination (here used in a different 

sense from the one found in generative grammar) in the first 

place involves that the main clause is a syntactic superior 

over the subordinate one in that the main clause is either 

typically obligatory or in a way governs the subordinate 

clause. Specifically we use 'main clause' to refer to a 

construction with the full- fledged p,"edicate or auxiliary 

predicate. The term 'head unit' or simply 'head' is reserved 

for a noun or pronoun that is syntactically expanded by the 

relative clause. If the main clause consists of an auxiliary 

predicate it somehow conditions the subordinate complementary 

clause by fixing its position (i.e, the complement always 

occurs after the auxiliary predicate) and by requiring a 

particular morphological form (in the way of 'rnoods')of the 

complement e.g. 

6m6ntu 616khu ~khlla (a person keeps on weeping) 



The auxiliary predicate 616khu requires the participial 

&kh&la, However this does not imply that a particular 

auxiliary predicate will always require a specific single 

'mood'. Therefore subordination in this sense is not of a 

one-to-one relationship, Of particular interest is when the 

subordinate complementary clause is followed by another 

subordinate clause e.g. 

' 'l ,..i. ., "' • " (h . . t uve e a,1ambe engavalelisanga- e simply leaves withou· 

saying good~bye) 

In this case ingavalelisinga is not a complementary clause 

but is subordinated to the complementary clause, 

In the following examples syntactic domination involves 

subordinate clauses that are typically optional while the 

main clauses are typically obligatory: 

6~fina 6yis&binza /6k6ze ah6le/ (the boy is working so as 

to get pay) 

6m6ntu 6himba /ikh&la/ (the person walks crying) 

It might also be said that the conjunctive conditions the form 

of the following predicate in not a one-ta-one relationship. 

See Chapter 3, In Zulu the head of the relative may be 

omitted but it is obligatory by virtue of the anaphoric 

concord it leaves as a pronominal morpheme or formative e,g. 
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' 't ' 1' '1'1 ( I i''s urnun u ogu ayo u e e a perso~ wio . 

6guliyo 0l&le (the one who is ill, is 

ill ic, asleep) 

asleep) 

Semantic domination is indicated by the subordinate clause 

•modifying/describing' or 'qualifying' or 'complementing' the 

main clause or head unit. Such semantic domination may be 

achieved either by the use of subordinating conjunctives or 

by juxtaposition e.g. 

ngib6na 6k6thi 6yithinda (I realise that he loves) 

0m0ntu 0himba ikh610ma (a person walks while talking) 

0s6ke ahl&ke (he simply laughs) 

6~fina 61usayo 0yidlila (a boy who looks after cattle is 

playing) 

Ih the first examples the subordinate modifying/descriptive 

clause is introduced by the subordinating conjunctive 6k0thi 

while in the second the participial subordinate clause 

describes the situation under which the preceding indicative 

occurs. In the third example the subordinate clause ahl&ke 

complements the auxiliary predicate main clause, The 

relative clause 61usayo qualifies the head unit 0~fina in 

the last example, In cases where the subordinte clause is not 

introduced by the conjunctive, the distribution of the 

subordinate clause is often predictable. For instance the 

participial, in the main, follows the indicative, In a few 

cases the participial may precede the indicative, cf, 
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,,. I .A ,r ,. • 1'] , , ( efika nJe, uyaJwaye e<a uThemba having just arrived Themba 

adjusts easi.ly) 

Clearly the participial receives prominence or focus when it 

precedes the indicative. 

As stated earlier, (cf. 1 .. 4. 2) the consecutive may explain 

a subordinate predicate rather than a co-ordinate one, cf. 

6ifana usivala 6siv0la isicabha (x the boy shuts the door just as 

he is opening it) 

ugogo ug61a 6sinda C• grandmother falls ill just as she is 

recuperating) 

tlthi.sha 6bamba eyeka (,t the teacher s,rasps just as he is letting 

it go) 

In these cases, the participial expresses a kind of consecutive 

which we may call •alternating' consecutivization i,e, the 

events involved take place one after another in relays. While 

the participial expresses 'alternating' consecutive in the 

above examples, it also describes the situation under which 

the preceding indicative occurs e.g. in usivala esivOla the 

main event usivala is modified by the semantically opposite 

event esivQla, In other words esivOla implicitly answers 

the question; usivala kanjani? (how does he shut it)? 

usivala esivOla (he shuts it as he in turn opens it). It is 

in the nature of delicacy as regards the participial in this 

situation that it also expresses simultaneous events, Perhaps 
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that is why Welmers (1973 p.367) says: 

In both Igbo and Efik, the consecutive may refer to 

a simultaneous action, and the inevitability of the 

simultaneity is a rather tenuous notion. 

I 1 l ' k ' ' f' . ' 1 ' ' ·' l ' ' bh ' t . nan examp e .1 e um ana usiva a esivu a 1s1ca a, 1 is 

physically impossible to shut and open the door at the same 

time. The events must therefore be consecutive. However, 

the notion of simultaneity cannot totally be ruled out if the 

events are thought of as 'happening together' or •concurrent'. 

The consecutive, like the simultaneous,mainly indicates a 

semantic relationship between predicates in sequence. Both 

the consecutive and the simultaneous are not under the 

trammels of any particular single conjugational form, as we 

have tried to show above. 

Co-ordination and subordination are sometimes defined in 

terms of the distribution of constituents. An endocentric 

construction expresses such distribution. Lyons (1968 

p,231-2) defines endocentricity as follows: 

An endocentrj.c construction is one whose distribution 

is identical with that of one or more of its 

constituents; and any construction which is not 

endocentric is exocentric. 

Endocentric constructions may be co-ordinative or subordinative. 
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In a co-ordinative construction the constituents are 
' 

'syntactically comparable' cf. Robins (1964 p. 235) or they 

have the same distribution, In subordinative construction 

the constituents are not syntactically equivalent i,e. they 

do not have the same distribution, cf. 

d . . ,; ,,. ,,. " " " b k' ' ' ( . co-or inative: umfana uyaham a epha uyagula the boy is 

going but he is ill) 

subordinative: 6mfana 6himba ~g61a (the boy goes while 

being ill) 

In Zulu, at least, subordination need not have constituents 

that are differently distributed, cf. 

6mfina 6yadla 6yikh6luma (the boy eats while he is definitely 

talking) 

In such contexts uyakhuluma is subordinate because it, like 

the participial~ descri.bes 6yad li. This shows that both in 

co-ordination and subordination, syntactic evidence must get 

, ~f" ; , ,. semantic support. Sometimes the construction um ana uyadla, 

6yakh616ma may receive another interpretation i.e. it may be 

viewed as paratactic in which case there is a pause between 

the two clauses. It will be noted that when the term 

'endocentric construction' is used to cover both co-ordination 

and subordination of clauses, it is strained because co

ordination has a place apart from subordination. 
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1,7 THE PREDICATE 

In a simple representational sentence, the predicate may be 

used by itself to form a one-word sentence. Such a predicate 

has the subject concord and sometimes it includes the object 

concord, The subject and o~ject are closely related to the 

predicate in the sense that they can be represented in the 

predicate by means of anaphoric concords. Some other 

secondary forms cannot be represented in the predicate by 

means of concords and they are therefore not so closely 

related to the predicate. These are traditionally called 

'adverbials', Since the predicate is the nucleus of the 

sentence, nominal forms (that are not predicative) which 

accompany the predicate may be regarded as arguments. 

Arguments of the predicate may conveniently be divided into 

nuclear and peripheral types, Nuclear arguments are those 

having or capable of having their concords in the predicate, 

viz the subject, object and sometimes the locative, 

Peripheral arguments are those nominals, usually inflected, 

that cannot have their concords in the predicate cf, 

Nuclear arguments e.g. /ibifina/biyizi16sa/izink5m6/ (boys 

do look after cattle) 

. I l t /' . ' " 'l /' 'k' 1 . / ( ' . ld Per1p1era argumen e,g, 1z1ngane z1ve a es1 o en1 c,11 ren 

come from school) 

abafina b&ya/kw&Mkhfze/ (boys are 

going to the Mkhize's) 
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The term predi-cate is used as a cover-term indicaU.ng two 

major divisions of: 

(a) Verbal nucleus i.e. verbs forming the modal core of the 

sentence. 

The verbal nucleus itself is divided into: 

(i) Proper verbs i.e. those designating an occurrence 

in terms of an 'event' (action/process) and 

•state• e.g. 

indoda/iyahamba/ (the man is walking) 

6baba/6l~le/ (father is asleep) 

(ii) Auxiliary •ver-bs' .i,e, those helping proper- ver-bs 

in terms of manner- of occurrence e.g. 

ingane/idamane/!khlla (the boy keeps on crying) 

intombi/ihlala/ikh610ma ng:we (the gir-1 keeps on 

talking about you) 

(iii) The infinitive may form the ver-bal nucleus when it 

collocates with auxiliary ver-bs as well as cer-tain 

proper verbs e.g. 

6cishe/6k6limala/ (he nearly got hurt) 

bazofika/6k6z6k6b6na/ (they will come in order to 

see you) 

The infinitive may form a nominal nucleus in certain 

environments e.g. 

6thanda 6k6hamba (he U.kes to go) 

baf6na ~k6za lapha (they want to come her-el 
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It is to be noted that the predicate may refer to a derived 

form or non-derived form. Most auxilia,r,y verbs are derived 

from proper verbs whilst many copulatives are derived from 

nouns~ 

It is common to classify proper verbs according to the kind 

of semantic relationship they impose on nouns or pronouns 

with which they co-occur, cf_action, process and state. The 

dividing line between 1action' and 'process' ls often 

indeterminate., l''or instance Chafe, Comri.e and Lyons each 

use the word •process' with a different semantic content. 

Chafe (1.970 p,100) points out that 'process• indicates a 

situation 'where the noun i,s said to have changed it.s state 

or condi.tion•. Comrie (1976 · p.13) says: 

processes are dynamic situations viewed in progress, 

from within (imperfectively) 

Lyons (1977 p.483) on the other hand puts it as follows: 

If a dynamic situation is extended in time it is a 

process. 

In this investigation, for purposes of simplicity the term 

'event' wi.11 be used to designs te both the so cal led •action 1 

and ''process' i.e. event indicates a dynamic/happening 

si. tua tion. In most cases 'change' is evident i,n events; such 

a change may or may not be willed (cf Comrie 1976 p,49) e.g. 



ingane iyagijima (the child is running) : change in movement 
' 

ilanga likhipha imiseb6 6mihle (the sun is emitting 

beautiful rays) : no change 

Further. specification of events may be that of 'motion' vs 

'non-motion• e.g. 

6yahamba (he is walking) vs 6yacabanga (he is thinking) 

State indicates an existing situation. Such a situation is 

viewed as non-dynamic. The noun or. pronoun associated with 

this situation finds itself in a particular. state. 

In Zulu ver.bs indicating states ar.e often determined formally 

by specializ,ed suffixes -lli/-~ and -ek/-~- e,g. 

ingane ilambile (the child is hungry) 

6mame 6jab61e (mother is happy) 

6riintwana 6yathandeka ( the chi.ld is loveable) 

,; J ,r ., f' '] (t ) ilanga liyabonaka.a he sun is visible 

Although states are in general dur.ative or persistent, they 

are defined differently according to the nature of the verb 

or its suffix. The suffix -ile/-e is a perfect tense form 

that may also be used to indicate the state of being, cf. 

stative perfect aspect. When ile/-e is used in a tense it 

implies the recent past e.g. 6hlekile (he has laughed). When 

it indicates the state of being, it combines the past and 
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present times, cf.Comrie (1976, p,52): 

More generally, the perfect indicates the continuing 

present relevance of the past situation. 

This can be illustrated by the following examples: 

inyama in6nile (meat is fat) 

ingane y6ndile (the child is thin) 

umame uthule (mother i,s quiet) 

It will be noticed that with these verbs the perfect form is 

preferred to or is more usual than the non-perfect form 

(cf the so-called 'i.nchoative' stems -™, -yonda, -thula). 

It must be pointed out th.at some verbs prefer not to use the 

suffix -ile/ e though they indicate the same meaning as this 

suffix e,g. 

uhlezi (he is seated) 

usuthi (he is satisfied) 

umithi (she is pregnant) 

With other verbs the meaning of state is not readily deducible 

from -ile/-e, F'Or this reason a distinction may be drawn 

between explicit stative perfect and implicit one, An 

explicit stative perfect indicates an instance where the 

•inchoative verb' uses -ile/-e to indicate a state. According 

to Cole (1975 p. 277) 'inchoative verbs' are somewhat 

ontologically differentiated from others: 
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Inchoative verb stems indicate an action which can 

continue for only a limited period of time before 

attaining completion of the action, where~upon some 

type of mental or physical state results. 

Sentences like the following illustrate the explicit stative 

perfect: 

ingane ilimbile (the child is hungry) 

indoda flele (the man is asleep) 

ink6sikazi ikh616phele (the woman is fat) 

On the other hand an implicit stative perfect does not have 

an inchoative form. The meaning of state is therefore not 

as readily deducible as that of the explicit stative perfect. 

This type of perfect could also be interpreted as recent past 

,. ,I' , ,. .,,. ( / ) abantu bahambile people are gone have gone 

ingane ihlekile (the child is in the state of having laughed/ 

has laughed) 

indoda if6ndile (the man is learned/has learnt) 

In the first and second examples the state resulting from a 

completed action is indicated, The action •to read' when 

completed gives way to a state through a process of change, 

In the above instances, state is bound up with the form of 
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the verb i.e. there is a stative form of the verb and non

stative form of the same verb. On the other hand there are 

verbs that have an in-built lexical. notion of state without 

using any suffixes e.g. -fana (be similar), -god6la (feel 

cold). In order to differentiate between the two categories 

of verbs connected with state, we shall use •stative verbs' 

to indicate verbs whose meaning of state is bound up with 

form (suffixes -ile/-P and -akal- ), and •verbs of state•· 

will be used for verbs whose meaning of state is not 

associated with additional affixes. It will be realised that 

,when meaning( situational) is associated with 'verbs of state', a 

tangle of conflicting speculations relating to semantics may 

crop up, With some ·•verbs of state•, state is somewhat 

relatively easily arrived at, e.g . 

lltnf8.na Uf&na • , 
(the boy resembles his father) noyise 

umkhulu (iyagula (the old man is ill) 
, 

' ' d' 1 (the old is f'eeU.ng cold) ugogo uyago o a woman 

In these sentences the subject nouns find themselves in a 

particular state or condition as designated by the verb. It 

is observed here that the state of being involves verbs that 

are less willed or less controlled, c~also 6gogo 6yagod6la 

(the old lady is feeling cold), The state is extended in time 

or .is .. 'on going' and change is not immediately observed 

unless the st~te is reversed. With other verbs the position 

is unclear as to whether they are states or events, cf. 
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6~f&na 6n6ka izimbali (the boy is smelling flowers i.e. he 

inhales sweet smell) 

izimbali zin6ka kahle (flowers give off a scent) 

lt would appear that 16n6ka' in the first sentence refers to 

an event whilst ·•zin6ka• refers to a state, This indicates 

that some verbs can have both uses, viz use involving the 

meaning of state and the use of non-state. In order to play 

down semantic speculations, it is better to treat 6n6ka and 

zin6ka as separate lexical items that have redundant 

information somewhere in the lexicon; the non-redundant 

information being indicated as a+ or - feature, cL 6n6ka 

(-state) zin6ka (+state). 

In conclusion it is to be mentioned that copulative predicates 

are stative in nature. We also feel that the participial 

tense form has a hint of state, 

Events may further be specified in the way they are 

semantically related to arguments/participants: 

( i l 

( ii ) 

(iii) 

Verbs of feeling e.g. Gy,c,b,nga (he is thinking) 

6y,b6nga (he is giving thanks) 

Verbs of motion e.g. Gy,h,mba (he is walking) 

Gy,gijima (he is running) 

Operative verbs e.g. those in which the agent affects 

the patient e.g. 6~f,na 6sh,ya inkom6 (the boy is 

hitting a cow) 
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inyoka i16ma imbOzi (the snake is 

biting a goat) 

(iv) Factitive verbs i.e. those in which the agent 

produces the patient e.g. 6bab& w&kha indlu (father 

is building a house) 

6m6ntu 6b&za it&fula (a 

person is making a table) 

However, not all events are easy to categorize into tho above 

subclasses. 

As regards the simple sentence in which the verbal predicate 

occurs, it is realised that it is the pivotal or central 

constituent. This often results in the subclassification of 

predicates in terms of the number of nouns (arguments) 

concerning structural places, the predicate can take. The 

one place predlcate is one that is used intransitively i.e. 

it has only one argument e.g. 

am&doda ayilwa (men are fighting) 

' . ' . 'ctl'l 1z1nqane ziya' .a a (children are playing) 

The two or three place predicates are those that are used 

transitively i.e. those having two or three arguments e.g. 

izing&ne zidl&la ibh6la (children are playing netball/football) 

6thishi 6nika 6ffifina incwadi (the teacher is giving a book 

to the boy) 
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''I',ansitive'' and 'intransitive' are essenti.ally types of 

syntactic structu,es. 'I'hey are not to be measured in terms 

of somewhat semantic criteria like 'action/process passing 

over from the subject to the object' or 'state confined to 

the origo'. Note for instance the semantic differences as 

regards predicate- object relations in the following 

sentences: 

inkom6 ibiza imali (a cow costs money) 

6m6ntu ubiza fn5a (a person is calling a dog) 

Both sentences are transitive but the objects imali and inja 

cannot semantically be specified in the same way. 'I'he object 

imali is a range participant whilst in·ja is a neutral patient. 

By a range object/participant is meant that the participant 

cannot be specified as a patient though distributionally it 

is an object. Such differences in semantic specification in 

the above examples arise from the assumption that -~ in 

the two sentences belong to two separate items in the 

lexicon. 

Verbal predicates may also be classified in terms of their 

morphology. 'I'he stem may be taken as the criterion of the 

division. 'I'he simple predicate is one whose stem is simple 

and has not undergone any inflexion e.g. 

6fufana/6shaya/inkom6 (the boy is hitting a cow) 

umame/ub6na/ubaba (mother sees father) 
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The complex predicate is one whose stem has undergone 

inflexion by mear1s of suffixation e.g. 

6~fina/6shiyisa/6babi inkom6 (the boy is helping father hit 

a cow) 

ingane/ithandeka/k6n6ma/ubani (the boy is loveable to anyone) 

The compound predicate is one whose stem takes a prefix in 

the way of an auxiliary, Such an auxiliary is a formative 

and may be juxtaposed to the stem or it may be separated 

from the stem by the concord e.g. 

6behAmba (he has been walking) 

sengihamba (I am now walking) 

Another type of a compound occurs when the stem is reduplicated 

e,g. 6~thikathi/6himbahimba/eb6s6ku (the wizard goes a little 

at night) 

This type we may call ·•reduplication compound predicate•. In 

reality the compound predicate must be a single word. 

Other than events and states, the verbal nucleus may also 

include manner (i,e. verbs of manner) as indicated by 

auxiliary verbs/predicates. In the main, auxiliary predicates 

have the 'proper' verbs/predicates as their complements, In 

restricted circumstances they may be used without 'full' or 

•proper' verbs that act as their complements, cf, 
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, , , ( ) musa ukuhamba do not go! 

akazinge afike (he did not come)! vs 

musa (don't)! 

akazinge (he did not)! 

The leaving out of the complement must be taken as 'contextual• 

o, 'elliptical' cf. sentence types. The auxiliary predicates 

are in a sense, ~edifier' predicates though they are 

structurally 'heads' with complements as their •supports'. 

They are sometimes referred to as 'closed verbs• because they 

are not productive in some respects. They cannot, for 

instance, take the object concords and extensions. 

It may be argued that the use of the term 'compound predicate• 

to refer to a sequence of the auxiliary predicate and its 

complement is inappropriate. Properly speaking, a compound 

would refer to a single word that is made up of two or more 

words through the process of word derivation. Matthews (1974, 

p. 172) expresses the same doubt over the use of •compound' 

when he says 

Perhaps 'compound' is not an entirely satisfactory 

term, since in lexical morphology it has already 

been used of forms which are one word by every 

external test ..• Moreover, one may often speak of 

one-word compounds in inflectional morphology ... 

Perhaps, therefore, the Greek term periphrastic 

might be less misleading. 
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As Matthews correctly observes, the so-called •compound 
' 

tenses' are divisible by inserting a word between them. In 

Zulu the auxiliary predicate and the complement may be 

separated by a noun or some other word e.g. 

akazinge 6m6ntu afike (the person did not come) 

akazinge nj~ afike (he did not come, for sure) 

This goes to show that the auxiliary predicate and its 

complement are cohesive just as any other word group may be. 

It is noted therefore that the term 'compound•· is 

traditionally used rather inconsistently to refer both to 

single words as well as to group of words, 

When the auxiliary predicates as words in their own right, 

are reduced to formatives, we shall refer to them as 

auxiliaries, This means that we shall make a distinction 

between auxiliary predicates and auxiliaries, Auxiliary 

predicates are words whereas auxiliaries are formatives. The 

term •compound' is more appropriate with reference to 

auxiliaries that have fused with proper verbs. For instance, 

the auxiliary predicate -be may be •downgraded' into an 

auxiliary, cf, 

ngizobe ngihamba (I will be walking) vs 

bengihamba (I have been walking) 

The first example is a sequence of an auxiliary predicate 
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and a complement predicate, The second example is a compound 

predicate derived from a sequence of predicates viz 

ngibe ngihamba, 

( b) The nominal nucleus consists o:f :forms indicating 

attributes,location and demonstration.The attributes may indicate 

identification e.g. ink5si/ingum6ntu (the chief is a human 

being), description e.g~ ink5si/ink6lu/ (the chief is 

great), association or possession e.g. 6nencwadi (he has a 

book), Location indicates where the subject is located e.g. 

, , , !' , I umfana usekhaya (the boy is at home). Some copulatives are 

deictic in nature though distinguished from those of the 

demonstrative profouns, cf.deictic copulatives e.g. 

6m6ntu/nangu/ (here is the person) 

izingane/nazo/ (there are the children) 

Copulatives based on the demonstrative pronouns differ from 

the above e,g. ingane/yileyo/6yif6nile (the child is the very 

one you wanted). Unlike the verbal nucleus, they need not 

always have the subject concord. So the copulatives may be 

divided into 

Ci) Concord copulatives e.g. intomb! ink61u (the girl is 

big) 

(ii) Concord-less copulatives e,g, ingane nanso (there is 

a child) 
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Copulatives Lhat are without the subject concord cannot form 
' 

relatives. Copulatives cannot be divided into events and 

states, They, however, do have the character of states 

because they are 'exi. sting' rather than 'happening'·. 

The predicate is the essential minimal core of a clause though 

in certain cases it may be omitted in the formation of 

clauses. Predicates can enter into both the lexical 

morphology and inflectional morphology analyses. As regards 

lexical morphology, predicates can form new words, The 

relative clause is derived from the predicate. Inflectional 

morphology of the predicate concerns the conjugation of the 

predicate as to mood, tense,aspect and number as well as 

suffixation of different exter1sions, 

1.7.1 Mood 

Most linguists dealing with Bantu languages have not tried to 

define mood in terms of the languages they are dealing with. 

Perhaps the reason for this is that the term 'mood' is 

merely accepted as it is applied in Inda-European languages. 

Ziervogel (1959 p,142) so far is the only South African 

linguist who has attempted the definition of mood in a Bantu 

language: 

The mood indicates the form assumed by the predicative 

to show how the speaker views the relation betwe~n 

the subject and the predicative. In Bantu, form 



plays a very important part in the whole linguistic 

set-up, and in the case of mcJOd no less than in 

other spheres. 

Ziervogel, like many other linguists dealing with languages 

other than Bantu, sees mood in the 'form' of the predicate. 

In Zulu though form is important in the identification of 

mood, it is primarily the semantic distinctions of utterances 

that are grammaticalized. For instance, the indicative and 

the participial are in many respects similar in form but 

differ in their semantic force. The indicative mainly 

expresses a statement while the part.icipial (,if not conditioned 

by the auxiliary or auxiliary predicate) describes another 

predicate. On this basis they are often regarded as 

different 'moods' by South African linguists, including 

Ziervogel himself. It must however be pointed out that the 

indicative itself may describe another indicative, cf. 

umfana uhamba ekhala (the boy walks whilst crying) 

umfana uhamba uyakhala (the boy walks whilst crying) 

Because of the similarity of form and semantic force in some 

respects between the indicative and participial, they are 

not clear-cut separate moods. Clearly the participial is 

to be considered as a subclass (or sub-mood) of the indicative. 

The main use of the participial is to describe the situation 

under which another predicate (event or state) is carried 

out. f'or this reason it is sometimes called the "situative". 
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The subjunctive is also another problematic area as regards 
' 

the propriety of the term 'mood', Originally as it was in 

the Latin grammar, 'subjunctive' meant •subordinate• or 

'subjoined'. In this regard the term was used only for verb 

forms that are subordinate, Nowadays it is found that 

•subjunctive mood' is used by many linguists dealing with 

African languages to refer to forms identical to 'subjunctive 

mood' but which are not subordinate, The label •mood' in 

the latter case is unfortunate, In Zulu the form of the 

subjunctive is sc/oc + radical +-!:;_ in the positive, In the 

negative it is sc + -nga- (.::_££) + radi.cal + -i, The subject 

concord of class 1 singular is a- in the positive and the 

negative. Note the following: 

''f,. ~-- 'k' /'('Jf~ '/' i' um·ana uyag111ma u uze am LCecuy se (the boy is running so 

that he may catch up with his father) 

''f' 'h' b k . 'k' /ii (')f' '/' . ' um ana u am a ancane u uze ·nga m. 1c1 uyise (the boy is 

walking slowly so that he may not catch up with his father) 

In the above examples the subjunctive is subordinate and it 

is here that it may properly be called mood. In other 

instances it may be found not as a subordinate predicate e.g. 

6ngikhonz&le k6yina (may you give my regards to him) 

izing,ne ziy,dl,la,/zifOndi,/zil&li/ (children play, read 

and sleep) 

The subjunctive may use auxiliaries ma- and a- as prefixal 
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formatives to form the hortative (command) e.g. 

, , , ,,,. b' ( l abafana mabaharn e t)oys must go 

masig6duke mfina (let us go, boy) 

If the hortative is directed to the second person and the 

predicate takes the object, only the object concord is 

prefixed to the verb stern e.g. 

wuhl6koz,e umlilo (poke the fire) 

rnushiye ngenduku umfina (hit the boy with a stick) 

Like the imperative, the hortative shifts the plural subject 

concord to the back so that it appears as a suffix, cf. 

wuhl6kozeni umlilo (poke the fire) 

mushiyeni ngenduku umfina (hit the boy with a stick) 

The forms like nib6h,mba (you will have to go) are sometimes 

regarded as 'future tense' of the 'subj unc\:i ve mood' by 

some linguists, cf.Doke (1961 ed. p.189). I\: is,however, 

more appropriate to refer to such forms as some kinds of 

imperatives because they express mild commands. The 

narrative tense is also regarded as 'past tense• of the 

'subjunctive mood' by Doke and some other linguists. Others 

call it a 'mood' in its own right. Jordan (1956 p.424) 

calls it a 'commentative mood' while Westphal (1946 p.178) 

calls it a 'consecutive mood', There is some plausibility 



in these views. In the first instance the narrative tense 

' is associated with the past tense of the 'subjunctive mood' 

because of its similar distribution with the subjunctive in 

continuous predicate sequences e.g. 

6mfina uv6ka aq~ze adle (the boy wakes up, washes himself and 

eats) 

6mfana wavGka wageza wadla (the boy woke up, washed himself 

and ate) 

Secondly it is called a 1commentative mood' because it may 

be used as a dramatic commentary for the present e.g. 

zas~b~nza izingane (there are the children working) 
~ 

!lasuka ibhan6yi (there is an aeroplane taking off) 

Thirdly the term 'consecutive mood' is used because the 

narrative tense may be used to express the subsequent event/ 

state in the consecutive construction. Plausible as these 

views may be, they are misleading because they confuse ~cod' 

with the use of the narrative tense. In grammatical form 

(morphology), the narrative tense is like the past tense of 

the indicative, It appears tenable to regard the narrative 

as a tense form of the indicative distinguished from the 

past tense mainly by difference in length and tone (phonology) 

on the subject concord, The foregoing illustrations show that 

the term ~ood' should be applied circumspectly, if at all, 

as regards the; 'subjunctive• and that it is not appropriate 
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for the narrative. 

There is another predicative form which is named differently 

by different scholars. Doke (1961 p,194) calls it the 

'potential mood' while Cole (1975 ed. p, 268) calls it the 

•conditional mood'. Louw (1968 p. 1.25) calls it the 

'potential form', In Zulu this form consists of sc + -nga-

+ verb stem in the positive. In the negative it consists of 

.§.£+-~-+radical + negative endinq e.g. 

angalimba (he can be hungry) 

ang~limbe (he cannot be hungry) 

Of particular importance is that this form may also be 

associated with the participial in its distribution and 

formation, cf, 

6ma ~ngal&mba ngitshlle (if he can be hungry tell me) 

The positive form may also indicate 'conditional' meaning 

rather than 'ability to act' in which case its tone sequences 

may differ: 

anqalamba aval~lise (should he be hungry, let him bid us 

good-bye) 

Since in its conditional meaning, this form is never 

associated with the participial in its distribution, it might 
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be preferable to call it the conditional 'mood'. However to 

call it 'mood• would suggest that the conditional semantic 

force is grarnmaticalized differently from all other 

predicative forms in the language. This would not be true 

because its form is also similar to that of the •potential' 

in some respects. Louw (1.968 p.1.27) refers to the conditional 

use of the potential. We shall simply refer to it as a 

conditional, which also shows that it is always subordinate. 

The term potential predicate will be used to indicate the 

semantic force of 'ability to act/do' irrespective of the 

form of the verb and of whether it is subordinate or not, cf. 

urnfana un6kuhamba (the boy can go) 

umfana angahamba (the boy can go) 

uma umfana engahamba ngitshlle (if the boy can go, tell me) 

uma urnfana en6kuhamba nqitsh@J.e (if the boy can go, tell me) 

The potential predicate is not limited to one form but can 

refer to different forms with the same or related meaning. 

In Zulu there is a tense form used only in negative 

constructions. In grammatical form it is similar to the 

narrative tense but its tonal pattern is that of the 

participial e.g. 

ngeke sadla sodwa (we would never eat alone) 

as1s8ze sahamba s6dwa (we would never go alone) 
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Because of the marginal nature of this tense form which is 

governed by certain negative auxiliary predicates, it shall 

be called participial - narrative tense. The use of the 

participial - narrative tense is very limited in its 

distribution because it is always governed by certain 

auxiliary predicates. These auxiliary predicates may also 

govern the subjunctive, with a somewhat different shade of 

meaning e.g. 

ng@ke sidle s6dwa (we shall never eat alone) 

asis6z~ sihamb~ s6dwa (we shall never go alone) 

Though the infinitive and the imperative are traditionally 

treated as •moods', they are not clearly marked as such. 

This is so because the infinitive is a noun of class 15, 

verbal characteristics apart; the imperative is a kind of 

interjective e.g. 

ukuhamba (to go) 

hamba (go) 

In a sense, the imperative is a sentence ty~e which is to be 

contrasted with declarative and interrogative sentences, It 

can express a kind of future tense by - bo- cf. 

hambani (you go) vs anib6hambani (you will have to go). 

The future may be contracted to shorter forms, cf. 
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anibohamba *ani6hamba an6hamba 

At times the imperative sentence forms may be pleading and 

cajoling e.g" 

hambani ph$la bantabami (please go my children) 

Both the infj.nitive and imperative are non-finite and cannot 

be regarded as tense forms. 

In conclusion, we may state that some linguists have sounded 

a note of warning against the somewhat indescriminate use of 

the term 'mood'. Lyons (1977 p.847) says: 

,., it is important to emphasise that, at the present 

stage of linguistic theory and descriptive practice, 

it is impossible to formulate any very clear notion 

of the distinctions that are grammaticalized, within 

the category of mood, throughout the languages of 

the world. The labels that are used in standard 

descriptions of particular languages are often 

misleading in that they imply that the f~nctions of 

the moods are narrower or more specific than they 

really are. 

Welmers (1973 p.344) deals with -~ood' under ~erbal 

construction• and avoids the use of ~ood' as he says: 
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Ttie term "verbal construction" i.s thus designed to 

avoid the confusions and complications inherent in 

distinguishing categories such as tense, aspect, and 

mode. Such constructions, to be sure, may have 

specific reference to time, such as past; others 

may have specific reference to mode, such as 

conditional. But the forms or const,uctions of 

Niger-Congo languages do not fall into neat sets with 

different types of morphological structure. 

The predicates in Zulu do not fall into clea,-cut semantic 

distinctions that have been grammaticalized into sets of 

morphological structures called ~cods'. In many instances 

a predicative 'form' has different semantic forces as well 

as different syntactic uses. When the term ~ood'' is applied 

to certain predicative forms, it misrepresents the facts of 

language. In this investigation we shall content ourselves 

with dividing predicative forms into different categories 

not labelling them as moods. There are six important 

predicative categories in Zulu, viz 

(a) The infinitive e.g. 6cish~/6k6himba/ (he almost went) 

(bl The impe,ative e.g./himba/~fina (go, boy) 

(cl The indicative e.g. 6~fina/6yihimba/ (the boy is going) 

(d) The participial e.g. ngi~b6n~/~h&mba/ (I saw him going) 

(el The subjunctive e.g. mgxoshe 6k6ze/ihamb~/ (dismiss him 

so that he may go) 

(f) The conditional e.g. ngizomlindela/angahimbi/ (I will 



follow him, should he go) 

The potential is not regarded as a separate category because 

it can be a subclass of the indicative and the participial, 

It could also be subsumed under the conditional in which case 

we can distinguish between potential conditional and non

potential conditional. 

1.7.2 Tense forms and time 

The category of tense is semantically associated with time 

and morphologically with a form of the predicate. Tense is, in 

the main, the formal indication of time distinctions or 

relations often relative to the moment of speaking or writing. 

This would mean that tense locates the event or state in 

time according to the form of the predicate. The form of the 

predicate involves the subject concord and/or auxiliaries to 

express a particular tense form, In many instances the tense 

forms are grammatically identified with particular time 

relations in a one-to-one correspondence i.e. the present 

tense form is associated with the present time, the past 

tense form with the past time and the future tense form with 

a future time, It will, however, be realised that a tense 

form is not always reserved for a particular time. For 

instance a present tense form may be used to indicate future 

time, In instances where time relations are not clear from 

the formal category of tense, use may be made of certain 

temporal adjuncts or adverbials, cf, 
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6y~h&mba k6s&sa (he is leaving tomorrow) 

6zohimba manje (he will leave now) 

It is quite clear that though the formatives-~- and-3!.2.

are conventionally often recognised as tense markers, this 

is not exclusively so according to the Zulu conception of 

reality, In the above examples, for instance, -tl
expresses emphasis whilst~ zo-- expresses lntE!Jnti..on. 

Time relations may be implied and not directly located by a 

tense form, cf. 

ibintu bayaphef6mula ~~hlibeni (human beings breathe on earth) 

The statement of this kind implies the past, present and 

future times, and this shows that such a statement has time 

value and not •timeless' as often thought, The implication 

of time, and not its location, is also observed in the 

participial and the subjunctive, Such implication of time 

is called by Comrie (1976 p. 2) 'relative' time reference 

whilst the location of time he calla 'absolute' time reference. 

He therefore divides his tenses into: relative and absolute 

tenses. For the purposes of clarity of explanation, tense 

as having to do with the time concept will be divided into 

two sub-categories in terms of dei.xi s (cf• Lyons '.L9 77 p. 6 77): 

(a) deictic sub-category: this sub-category contains 

reference to the delimitation or location of time and points 
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to a period or point of time as revealed by the connotations 

of •·now', •yesterday•, •tomorrow' etc, e.g. 

izinga.ne ziyabhala (children are writing) 

izingane zAbhala {children wrote) 

izingane zizobhala (children will write) 

(b) non-deictic sub-cateqory: this entails no reference to 

some point of time and therefore has no time location though 

something about passage of time is implied. This sub

category of tense is non-specific since time indication is 

circumstantial as observed in tense for~s associated with 

simultaneous or consecutive predicates e,g. 

(ihamba/ephumula (he walks resting) 

wahAmba/ephumula/(he walked resting) 

uvuka/aqeze/ (he wakes up and bathes) 

uzovuka/ageze/ (he will wake up and bathe) 

In Zulu the tense form in the posi.tive is determined by the 

subject concord which may or may not be accompanied by the 

object concord and the auxiliary formative. In the remote 

positive past where the auxiliary formative (-aa-) is used in 

addition to the subject concord the elision of the vowel of 

the subject concord takes place e.g. 

, 
zi- + -aa- + - ha.mba - zahamba (they walk/went) 
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It is to be noted that the tense form may be used with other 

semantic specifications than those indicating time. Giv6n 

(1975) and Van Eeden (1956) observed that the auxiliary - 1.9.

of the long present tense in Zulu can indicate emphasis 

exerted on that particular predicate in which it is found. 

It has been observed that also the auxiliary - be- and the 

subject concord that is preceded by another subject concord 

can be used to indicate emphasis on that particular predicate 

e.g. zi- + -be +-zihamba - bezihamba (they were walki.ng) which 

though indicating recent past is also assertive as to the 

occurrence of the action (it will be noticed that in the 

form b&zihamba, the initial subject concord has been elided 

according to the economical nature of the language). The 

remote past can also indicate emphasis by the repetition of 

the subject concord e,g. 

zi- + -a-(be) + -zH,amba - zazihamba (they had been walking) 

which is the long form of the past tense asserting the 

occurrence of the action/process in the past, Clearly the 

subject concord can also be used to indicate anaphoric 

agreement e.g. 

izingane ziyahamba (the children are walking) 

and non-anaphoric agreement e.g. 

k6hamba izinganc (children are walking) 
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The concord indicatinq agreement is pronominal in character 
- ' 

whereas the one indicating non-anaphoric agreement is merely 

a prefixal verbal stabilizer (vide Chapter4 and 5). 

It appears to be the case that the present and future times 

have no exclusive tense markers, while the past has, The 

-za-/-ya- occurring with the infinitive may indicate the 

present but not always. The -a- i.,e, (-aa-) indicates the 

past. Paulos 11975) calls tense auxiliaries •tense 

prefixes' and then divides them neatly into pre-concordial 

prefixes e.g. - _e.- tn ac,;ihambi I they are not going) and 

postconcordial prefixes e.g. -.e.- and -Y.2.- in z(i) ahamba 

(they went) ziyahamba (they are going). In Zulu the recent 

past can be expressed by employing the aspectual marker -ile/4e. 

The suffix ile/- e indicates aspect as well as tenseJcf. 1. 7. 

When it indicates aspect it means the beginning of the 

present state or the state that started in the past and is 

completed or persisting in the present e.g. 

s~nqigedile (I have finished) 

6f6ndile (he is learned) 

This use of aspectual perfect is in this study referred to as 

stative perfect, When the suffix -ile/-e is used to 

indicate recent past, it will be called perfect tense e.g. 

6~shayile (he has hit him), 

In the negative the tense form uses the subject concord 
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which can either be preceded or followed by the negative 

formative (marker) i,e, ~- or -nga- respbctively. Such a 

negative marker is often accompanied by the ending -i or 

-anga e. ~l. 

abantu abahambi (people do not walk/are not walking) 

abantu abanqahambi (people must not walk) 

ufuna abantu banqahambi (he wants people not to walk) 

abantu abahambanga (people did not walk/have not walked) 

abantu abazukuhamba (people will not walk) 

In the last example the negative is not mark~d by the 

negative ending and this is also a compound tense, The 

dependent tense-forms normally do not take the negative 

formative before the subject concord, cf.ufuna bangahambi 

(he wants them not to walk) 

ubab6n& b~ngahambi (he saw them not walking) 

Sometimes the auxiliary predicates are used instead of 

auxiliary formatives, The subjunctive is normally used as a 

complement of these auxiliary predicates e,g, 

nglke bahamb~ (they will never walk) 

ng&ki zidle (they will never eat) 

It is a common occurrence to find the auxiliary predicate 

used together with the auxiliary formative e.g. 
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ang~ke bahambe (they will not walk) 

' 
abazange bahambe (they did not walk) 

The above examples show that the tense-forms of the 

negative predicates are a little more complicated than those 

of positive predicates. The auxiliary predicates as distinct 

from 'formative• auxiliari.es are used in the formation of 

predicate sequences, 

They modify semantically the s.imple tense forms e.g. 

umane akhale (he simply weeps) 

616khu lhAmba (he has left ever since) 

The form akhale is the subjunctive whilst ahAmba is the 

participial. 

The division of tense into deictic and non-deictic categories 

is important in that it clarifies our statement on the uses 

of tense, Other than location and implication of time, 

predicative forms may have the following uses: 

Ii) to link predicates, cf.the participial and the 

subjunctive e.g. 

uhamba ekhala (he walks crying) 

uvuka ageze (he wakes up and washes/bathes) 

(ii) to ask questions, cf.the tense form of the 

subjunctive e.g. 
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ngih8mb& (must I go)? 

to give reported speech, c~ the subjunctive which 

normally follows the verb of saying e.g. 

6th& sidle (he said that we have to eat) 

(iv) to narrate, cf. narrative tense form e.g. 

savO.ka sat1amba s2tb6va (we woke up, went and came 

back) 

It must also be pointed out that concerning tense use, there 

is a possibility of replacing one tense form by another. 

Replacement or substitution is a syntactic property which 

may also help indicate which predicate or nominal forms have 

actually predicative function. 

1.7.3 Aspect 

The term 'aspect•·· is often used differently by different 

linguists. The term was first specifically used for Slavonic 

languages where there is a clear-cut differentiation between 

'imperfective• and ~erfective• aspects. The definition and 

understanding of aspect has since changed because nowadays, 

it is no longer limited to ~lavonic languages, cf.Ziervogel 

(in van der Merve,H.J.M. et al- symposium -1958), Comxie 
i:- 'i 

(1.976), Van Rooyen (1977) and Lyons (19/4,if). Comrie 

distinguishes aspect from tense on the basis of 'situation

internal time' (aspect) and 'situation-external ti.me' (tense). 

This implies that aspect is connected with temporal phases 

of the event/state rather than location of time. In this 
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sti;dy, the teem 'aspect• will be used to indicate tempoeal 
' 

oppositions othee than those of tense that are grammaticalized 

in the predicate. While tense usually indicates time in 

teems of the present, the past and the future, aspect 

indicates the quantity of time in terms of the inception, 

duration and completion of the event or state. It is to be 

pointed out that aspect is not always grammaticalized, and 

the term 'aktionsart• is often used for such a state of 

affairs, We shall use the term •aspectual value• for 

aspect that is not grammaticalized. 

Some scholars of South African Bantu languages have 

accomodated aspect in their grammatical treatises though 

they differ in the way they look at aspect. Doke (1957, p. 

187) has three aspects i.e. the definite, the continuous and 

the perfect, Ziervogel (1959, p.146) has four: the simple, 

the continuous, the stative and the progressive. Van 

Rooyen (1977) has extended aspect to include, inter alia, 

the perfect-punctual, the inceptive-exclusive, the 

imperfective and the progressive, In this study aspect will 

be posited as a constrastive feature and the grammaticalized 

aspects that we have establishes in Zulu are: 

( ;, ) the progressive vs non-progressive 

( ii ) the stative perfect vs non-stative perfect , 

(iii) the imperfective vs non-imperfective 

( iv l the inceptive vs non-inceptive 

( V) the conti.nuous vs non-continuous 
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(vi) the prospective vs no~-prospective 

It will be observed that the oppositions can be explained in 

terms of marked vs unmarked forms for aspects, 

The marked is grammaticalized, c~ the stative perfect -ile/-e, 

the progressive - §-, the inceptive - ~-, the continuous -:L.2.-, 

the imperfective -be- and the pro spec ti ve - zo-/ -yo-. Some 

of these formatives can be used for the indication of tense 

as well. As has been noted if aspect: is not grammaticalized 

it is referred to as aspectual value. It would appear that 

context has a role to play in the interpretation of aspect, 

cf.Lauw (1963, p,164): 

In die meest:e gevalle word aspek in Ngunitale slegs 

toevallig deur die kontekst:uele gebruik van~ tydvorm, 

vgl. die stat:iewe perfektum, en die samestelling van 

~ hulp-predikatief en~ komplement aangedui .•• 

The auxiliary predicate may have aspectual value in so far as 

inception ( cf, - mane, -vele, -fane) and duration ( cf. -de, 

-damane, -j inge, -16khu etc) are concerned. The 'al 1- of- a

sudden inception' and 'habitual duration• are evidenced in 

auxiliary predicates, cf. 

wasuke wakhala (all of a sudden he wept) 

616khu ~ngib&za (he keeps on asking me) 
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The habitual aspectual value is also observed in the short 

form of the basic tense of the indicative mood, cf, 

us11,benza eQ6li (he works in Johannesburg) 

uthanda ukudlala (he is fond of playing) 

It does happen that a single formative acts, as a marker for 

more than one aspect, cf,-g-: 

progressive aspect: usahamba (he is still going) 

prospective aspect: usahamba (he is to leave soon) 

ngisakUhlUpha (I am to worry you) 

Prospective aspect indicates the state of being about to 

start i.e. limited duration between the time of speaking and 

the start of action. It may also indicate a state of 

anticipation or intention as occurring with - zo - and and 

-YS?.- in the participial tense form e.g. 

safika siz6mb6na (we came intending to see him) 

... ,. A. ,. ,,. ,. J, i ( sambuna eyomhlal sa we saw him intending to stay along with 

him) 

The term prospective is taken from Comrie (1976 p,64-5.) The 

use of - z,o-and -Y2- in the prospective aspects shows that 

certain formatives may mark both tense and aspect. 

There is a reason to believe that the aspectual value that 
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may be attached to concords in such examples as s&sih&mba 

(continuous aspectual value) accrues from the fact that the 

a.uxi.liary -be- which is a marker for imperfective aspect 

has been deleted, cf, 

si-a-be-sihamba (elision of a vowel taking place) 

s&-be-sih!mba (elision of an auxiliary taking place) 

s&-sihamba 

In the last instance two subject concords apparently in 

succession are a result of the deletion of the auxiliary, 

In certain instances it is the concord that is elided, cf, 

si- be -si h!mba 

besih!mba 

The imperfecti.ve marker - be- can also be used together with 

the auxiliaries indicating intention or the future -zo- and 

-Y.2..-; e.g. 

ubezohamba (he would have gone) 

ubey6hamba (he would have gone) 

The aspectual marker may here be left out and still leaves 

its value or implication e.g. 

za(be)zizohamba 
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sometimes -be- has its variant as -E,-, cf. 

wabezohamba/wayezoh§.mba (he would have gone) 

1.8 THE RELATIVE 

There are two subclasses of the relative, viz the verb-based 

relative and the copulative-based relative, The verb based 

relative has a verb stem which is converted into a relative 

stem by derivation. The derivation involves the demonstrative 

la- added to the subject concord of the indicative~ cf, also 

van Eeden (1956 p. 151) in connection with the formation of 

the adjective. In Zulu and Xhosa the demonstrative 1~ 

has lost the 1 element tho1.1qh in Swac;i and Tsonga the l is . -
still retained cf. 

Zulu: 6m6ntu 6hambay~ (a person who i~ going) 

Swazi: 6m6ntfu 16hambak6 (a person who is going) 

Tsonga: munhu 16 AfSmbaka (a person who is going) 

Clearly the relative!!!;- in Zulu is a remnant of the 

den,onstraU.ve element which is still extant i.n some South 

African 8antu languages. The forma \:ion of the verb-based 

relative is therefore set out as follows: 

(1 )a + sub•iect concord + verb st:em indicative (+-.¥£) e.g. 

la + 6hamba (:!::..::.Y£) > 6hambay6 
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'l'he suffix -;I__£ is bound up with syntactic conditions: if 

the relative has no object or any other form of adjunct, it 

takes -;I__£ as a stabilizer so that it can end the clause. 

'l'hel'.'e is no need for this -;I__£ when the relative has an object 

or adjunct, cf. 

6m6ntu 6himbay6 ngimb6nile Ca person who is going has been 

seen by m(e) 

6m6ntu 6himba yedwa ngimb6nile (a person who is going by 

himself has been seen by me) 

'l'he copulative-based relative is also derived in the same 

manner as the verb-based relat5,ve. 'l'he nilative a- (l'.'emnant 

of the demonstrative~-) combines with the subject concord 

of the copulative. 'l'he vowel of the subject concord conditions 

the relative a- according to different noun classes, cf. 

imizi emh16phe:(l)a + imh16phe (the houses that are white) 

izingane ezilipha;(l)a + zilapha (the childl'.'en that are here) 

It may also be posited that in Zulu the ·•adjective• as 

identified by Doke is a relativized copulative fl'.'om nominal 

stems. Louw (personal communication) is, however, of the 

opinion that the 'adjective" is distinct from the relative 

and has concords similar to real prefixes of nouns, Though 

the relative has a clausal status its structural distribution 

is that of a nominal. 
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1.9 PARTICIPANTS OF THE PREDICATE (OR ARGUMENTS OF THE 

PREDICATE;) 

The relationship between the predicate and its participants 

may be expressed in two ways: 

(i) syntactic simplicity and complexity 

(ii) participants roles 

Concerning syntactic simplicity and complexity, it must be 

pointed out that in a Zulu sentence there is a tendency to 

avoid the repetition of the noun and a tendency to repeat the 

predicate. The avoidance of the repetition of nouns may be 

looked upon as syntactic simplicity, The obvious way of 

avoiding the repetition of nouns is to use their concords; 

in this way concords are pronominal e.g. umuntu uyihimba 

Ca person is walking) can be simplified by leaving out 

umuntu as in uyahimba (he is walking), This shows that the 

concord 6- stands for the noun that ought to have been 

repeated in the predicate, In syntactic complexity, it is 

observed that the same predicate may be repeated in a 

sentence e,g, 

umuntu uharnbe uhambile (the person has gone for good) 

,, t ' '1 umun '"U ucu a, 

leaves) 

acule, acule ahambe (the person sings and 

umfana wafunda wafunda wafunda w6zela (the boy read and read 

and became sleepy) 
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It must be observed that the predicate is repeated though the 
' 

participant is not repeated. 

Though this study is mainly concerned with inter-clausal 

connections, the participants' roles (which have to do with 

inner structure of clauses) are to be briefly explained. In 

his revised theory of cases, Fillmore (1977 p.61 Cole and 

Sadock eds. )points out that cases assign semantic - syntactic 

roles to particular participants in the sentence, and further 

says: 

This assignment determines or constrains the 

assignment of a PERSPECTIVE on the situation by 

means of what I have called SUBJECT SELECTION 

PRINCIPLES and the CASE HIERARCHY. 

From this quotation, it stands out that Fillmore tacitly 

associates the ordering of nouns/pronouns with case functions 

i.e. his cases are near, the surface. J<lckendoff (1972) calls 

these cases •thematic relations' and makes a provision that 

a participant mi'ly have more than one 'them<l tic relation' • 

Jackendoff, however, does not defi,,ne 'theme• sa ti sfactoril y 
' 

in that a language obviously has more verb types than the 

types of 'motion' and 'location' . He al. so associates the 

increase or otherwise of thematic relations a particular 

noun may have with predicate valence. In this study it 

appears proper to use the phrase 'liaison semantic features' 

with the understanding that a number of features can be mapped 
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onto a specific noun or pronoun according to the general 

(primitive) and particular (additional) features and also 

according to the interpretation that may be attached to the 

observed overt forms (surface syntax) in a sentence. This 

would mean, for instance, that causation is a general 

feature whereas agentive and instrumental are particular 

features. To this can be added a less general term than 

causation, and that is the assistive. For the definition of 

assistive cf. Lauw (1971 p.7). There is a hierarchy of 

liaison semantic features based on the interpretation that 

one attaches to the constituents of a sentence. For instance 

the relational feature •agentive'' may be interpreted as not 

only involving the categorial notion of 'human' but also 

•non-human' and 'inanimate' concepts. 

Causation may be posited as a primary feature i.e. causation 

vs non-causation. Under causation there are related secondary 

features like assistive, agentive, instrumental, comitative 

and source, On the non-causation side there are related 

features like patient, factive, locative, directive, goal, 

conceptive and affective (some of these terms we owe to 

Lauw (1.971). The point that has to be brought forward is 

that there is no feature that is inherently attributable to 

a particular participant because this would involve 

ontological problems. The features are arrived at according 

to the relational functions of participants. 

It is well to point out that 'liaison semantic features' 
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express the semantic contents of nouns (primary and secondary) 

and verbs. In this regard liaison semantic features are 

concerned with distributional semantic structure as obtaining 

from the 'sur,face syntax' . The ovect syn tactic stn,cture 

which contains tone as well as intonation, is the source for 

the liaison semantic feature as well as any other semantic 

information of the sentence. Focus, for instance, which is a 

semantic property, has as its source word order as well as 

certain formatives (cf.-~-, ... be-). The meaning of a sentence 

as a whole is dependent upon the overt syntactic relations 

like 'subject', •object', 'adjunct' and ·'predicate' as well 

as lexical items of the sentence. 

At this stage a provisional classification of semantic 

features can be made. The semantic features are classifiable 

into syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. The liaison 

semantic features fall into syntagmatic relations. The 

paradigmatic relations consist of featur,es t)1at are mapped 

on the LSFs and in that way they modify these LSFs. For 

this reason we shal 1 use Bierwisch' s ter,m 'delimiting' , cf. 

Bierwisch ('1.970 p. 3'1.). They shall be called delimiting 

semantic features. Both types of features i.e. liaison and 

delimiting ones are bound up with syntactic as well as 

grammatical manifestation. This would mean that the overt or 

surface structure has a semantic structure that can be 

assigned to it. This Chomsky has affirmed in his later 

ideas, cf.Chomsky ('1.976). In effect the sentence (overt 

syntactic form) is meant to provide meaning i.e. the overt 
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forms (words) are lexemes i.e. words as lexical items and 

these lexemes are connected meaningfully (syntagmas). The 

meaning of the sentence is then linked with the individual 

interpretation. In linguistics we need not include the 

pre-utterance stage as constituting meaning of the sentence. 

The following diagram is an attempt to show in a simple way 

how the semantic structure ties in with syntactic structure. 

The diagram serves only as an illustration of how surface 

syntax is bound up with semantic structure. It does not 

necessarily include all the semantic information that may be 

attached to overt syntactic constituents. For a fuller 

summary of semantic information of a sentence, vi.de pp. 4-5. 
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Key to the diagram 

N = nouns 

V ·- verbs 

LSFs = liaison semantic features 

DSFs = delimi.ting semantic features 

NB 

1. The nouns are attached to verbs syntactically i.e. nouns 

and verbs co-occur and the major syntactic device used 

for this co-occurrence is the concords, From the 

structural point of view, nouns and verbs are inter

dependent in the regular or well-formed sentence, 

2, As the nouns co-occur with the verbs they are made 

semantically dependent on the verbs because the verbs 

determine the liaison semantic features, The verb is a 

semantic nucleus which channels the tenor of its 

arguments, Liaison semantic features group themselves 

into causation primitives, Secondary semantic features 

can sort themselves out according to these two major 

groups. The primary and secondary liaison semantic 

features fall within the horizontal or syntagmatic 

relations between nouns and verbs, 

3, The horizontal semantic relations have other limiting 

features in respect of nouns, These features fall 

within the vertical or paradigmatic relations and they 

are called delimiting semantic features (DSFs), The 
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DSFs themselves into two maJor groups i,e, specifying and 
' 

quantifying which are further sub-divided into minor 

features. 

4. The bracketings show that the surface syntactic structure 

provides us with the semantic structure i.e. sentence 

semantic structure, 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.1 CO-ORDINATION OF CLAUSES 

Co-ordination of clauses is in effect co-ordination of 

predicates. Predicate sequences (continuous or discontinuous) 

may express themselves in co-ordinate structures. Since 

co-ordination is a type of linking, it has syntactic 

constraints. Sometimes it becomes more difficult to explain 

co-ordination when predicates are repeated in a sentence. 

In such cases, the predicates are co-ordinated structurally 

but lexically they form a unit. Co-ordination of clauses 

will, for convenience, be divided into t~e following types: 

(i) Structural types of co-ordination (i.e. types 

according to syntactic/semantic relations between 

clauses) 

(ii) Lexemic types of co-ordination (i.e. types according 

to relations between events/states indicated by 

predicates as lexemes) 

Since transformational analysis has had a tremendous influence 

in shaping the treatment of co-ordination, it will be just 

and proper first to look into the transformational treatment 

of co-ordination. 
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2.2 CO-ORDINATION IN TERMS OF TRANSFORMATION 

Most linguists have explained the structure of co-ordination 

within the framework of transformational model. It will be 

realised that 8uropean languages have received a considerable 

amount of attention in this kind of structural analysis. It 

has been found necessary, in order to put our assumptions 

into perspective, to give a brief review of the analysis of 

co-ordination in terms of transformational model though we 

follow an alternative method that is text or discourse based. 

One of the corner-stone principles in transformational 

operations is cyclicity. Without the formalisation of this 

principle, it states that rules apply cyclically and never 

apply wholly within a domain cycled on previously, cf. 

Pullum (1979 p. 109) • This would mean that any rule that 

changes the structure of a clause is cyclic. The rules that 

change the pre-established clause structure are deletion 

(Equi), permutation (change of word order/inversion) 

insertion (extraposition) and substitution (replacement). 

Scholars have made a typology of cyclicity as follows: 

precyclic, cyclic and postcyclic rules. Precyclic rules 

have never been clearly expounded but they appear to be 

structure sensitive and not to effect any change in the 

input structure, Postcyclic rules operate after cyclic ones 

have taken place, cf.movement i:-ules and rules that apply to 

co-ordinate structure e.g. Gapping and co-ordinate 

reduction rules. In recent years a number of versions of 

transformational model have developed, cf.Relational 
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·Grammar, Trace theory, Enriched Extended theory etc. It 

falls beyond the scope of this investigation to give attention 

to these versions. 

The representation of a co-ordinate structure in terms of 

transformational analysis would be like this: 

Fig. 1 

S1 

NP VP 

so 

conjunction 

or 

juxtaposition 

S2 

p VP 

A co-ordinate or double sentence would then be mapped on this 

kind of tree diagram, This means that S1 and S2 are sort of 

sisters rooted in SO. A very straightfoward kind of 

co-ordinate sentence in Zulu can be mapped onto a diagram 

without any transformation, cf. 

6~fina 6yihimba kanti int6mbaz!ne ihlezi (the boy is walking 

but the girl is sitting) 
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F'i.g. 2 

so 

\ 
conjunction 

I 
kanti 

S'l S2 

~ 
NP VP NP VP 

\ I \ I 
N V N V 

,, , \ 
umfana 

, , ,\ 
uyahamba 

< , I A 

1ntombazane 
I 

ihlezi 

A less straightforward kind of co-ordination in Zulu may be 

shown by the two following sentences: 

6rnfina nent6mbaz8ne biylhlmba (the boy and the girl are 

walking) 

6rnfina 6v6ka ihambe (the boy wakes up and goes) 
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Fig.3 

so 

connective 

S1 na- (insertion) 

~ 
~ 

S2 

NP VP N VP 

\ I 
N V N V 

,, , l 
umfana 

I 
uyahamba 

I 
intombazane 

I 
iyahamba 

Fig. 4 

so 

\ 
juxtaposition 

S1 S2 

NP VP NP VP 

\ \ I \ 
N V N V 

\ ,y,vL \ I 
Urtlfi&na Uffif6na uyahamba 
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The tree diagrams in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that transformation 

rules have taken place. In Fig. 3 the insertion of a 

connective na- to conjoin the nouns umfana and intombazane 

has been invoked. This insertion has necessitated the 

deletion of one VP because of identity principle. In these 

transformations re-groupingof constituents is involved i.e. 

the nouns have been re-grouped by conjoining. In Fig. 4 

juxtaposition has necessitated certain transformations. 

First one NP has been deleted on identity principle. Second 

VP uyahamba has been replaced by the VP ahambe, The VP 

ahambe shows that the sentence is now a conj1Jnct. The VP 

uyavuka has been replaced by uvuka which also goes to show 

that it is a conjunct. So in these transformations there 

are the following rules: insertion, deletion, conjoining 

and substitution. 

In a number of writings, Ross is often cited as the one who 

initiated transformational rules on co-ordinate structures. 

There are two rules that are often associated with Ross, viz 

Gapping and Conjunction Reduction. Gapping is said to be a 

rule that •reduces co-ordination sentences simply by deleting 

identical occurrence of verbs•-. On the other hand Conjunction 

Reduction rule not only deletes verbs but any grammatical 

item with a resultant regrouping of constituents. In the 

examples given above, Fig. 3 would invoke Conjunction 

Reduction rule while Fig. 4 would invoke Gapping rule. 

Since then some scholars have refuted the dichotomy of these 

rules. Koutsoudas (1971) for example makes a compelling 
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plea that these two rules should be collapsed into one 
,, 

single rule. The main motivation for his plea is that both 

rules delete identical items and they both reduce co

ordinations. Koutsoudas (1971 p.347) then gives the 

Co-ordinate Deletion rule as an alternative to these two 

rules in the following way: 

Given a coordination in which each conjunct includes 

a constituent which is identical to the corresponding 

constituent of each other conjunct, all but one of 

these identical. constituents may be deleted, the 

undeleted constituent being that of the first 

conjunct if it is a left-branching constituent, and 

that of the last conjunct if it is a right,,bianoo,1ng 

constituent, 

It appears that even a rule such as that postulated by 

Koutsoudas is inadequate among transformationalists, For 

instance, Pullum (1979, p,347) says: 

A truly last-cyclic rule, then, would either be of 

a type that could apply to a coordinate structure 

(Gapping, Coordination Reduction etc,) but would 

only apply to an unembedded coordinate structure, 

or be of a type that could apply within a simplex S 

but would only apply if the simplex S were neither 

,embedded nor coordinated, I am not aware of any 

evidence that even hints at such a thing. All 
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alleged last-cyclic rules that apply in simplex 

clauses can apply in a clause linked to a succeeding 

clause by~, aa far as I know. 

Pullum expresses acme misgivings about relating co-ordinate 

structure to post/last-cyclic rules because after all these 

rules apply to simple clauses that are assumed to be 

isolated before they are co-ordinated. In the end Pullum 

makes an appeal to •root transformations•·. He then motivates 

them by a somewhat pragmatically based explanation that the 

two root transformations that apply in the derivation of a 

co-ordinate structure, ''apply not on the last, coordinate 

cycle but on the two parallel penultimate cycles'. Obviously 

according to Pullum, co-ordinate structure rules are not 

post/last-cyclic; they are penultimate. All this shows 

that the explanation of co-ordination in terms of the 

transformational paradigm has been technically defended but 

has neve,, been adequate. 

2,3 STRUCTURAL TYPES 01" CO-ORDINATION 

Structural co-ordination looks at clauses as structures and 

how these structures are linked, Clauses as st,uctu,es are 

not always homogeneous. This is already known from sentence 

structural types, viz the representational (marked by the 

subject concord) and the non-representational (marked by the 

absence of the subject concord) types c£ 1,2.1. Essentially 

the linking of clauses means the linking of predicates, It 
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is therefore necessary to look at the for,m of p,edicates tha,.t.· 

are linked. Ther,e ar,e two basic principles involved in 

linking clause structures in co-ordination: 

1. Conjoining 

2. Juxtapositioning 

2.3.1 Conjoining Co-ordination 

This co-ordination refers to co-ordination of predicates 

through conjunctives. This may involve the co-ordination of 

relatives mainly by the use of the connective .!2.2_-; relatives 

being nominaU.sation of predicates. But these will be dealt 

with separately in 2.3,3. Predicates that are co-ordinated 

by conjunctives constitute double/multiple sentences, It 

will be noted that though connectives have no referential 

meaning of their own, they have semantic effect in sentences. 

It is on these grounds that sometimes a distinction is made 

between co-ordinating connectives and subor,dinating ones. 

In most cases the connectives linking predicates are not 

used in linking nominals. Connectives as sequence markers 

may be distinguished on th~ basis of whether they link 

nominals (cf.na-J or predicates. 

Co-ordinating conjunctives may either link simple clauses or 

complex clauses. Such conjunctives have the following 

semantic effects as regards simple predicates: 



( i ) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

1.19 

Adversative or oppositional: 

6~f&na 6y&dl& k&pha akas6thi (tho boy oats yet he 

does not get satisfied) 

, , l'J ,. . I ,. ,. ,. ,I-lsa u<az1 s1yasebenza kodwa s:lyttqula (the old woman 

is WOL-king but she is ill) 

Additive or combinatory: 

intomb1 inhle f6thi ikh6thile (the girl is beautiful 

moreover she is diligent) 

izink6m6 ziy&dl& k0g8la bise ziy&singwa (the cows 

first graze and thereafter they are milked) 

shayila bise 6g6ga izitsha (sweep and then collect 

dishes) 

Alternative: 

uyayj. th&nda lnyama noma awuyi tt1&ndi ( do you like 

meat or don't you like it)? 

Illative (introducing a conclusion): 

6kh&thile kabi, ng&kho 6s&y&l&la (he is very tired; 

therefore he is now going to sleep) 

b , ' 'd' 1 '' 'b' . 'k ' 1 ( awuge l .e umse enzi, nga ho mabagoduce they have 

finished work, therefore they must go home) 

The same c6njunctivos that are used in linking simple clauses 

may also be used in linking complex ones, 
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(ii) 

( ii1) 

( i V) 

1.20 

Adversative or oppositional: 

ii I ,, ,I "l J' !!' • ,. ' , " , , ,. ,; 1ngane 1lokhu 1dla a em1n1 kepha 1vele 1khale ebusuku 

(the baby keeps on playing during the day but she 

simply cries at night) 

Additive or combinatory: 

6vile ahlike f6thi 6vile ikwithusi (he simply laughs 

moreover he frightens you) 

Alternat1ve: 

' ' b'kh'l" ' ,, " ' ' ( bahlale e u uma noma bahlale bethule do they 

keep on talking or do they keep on being quiet)? 

Illative: 

616khu ikh616ma isibinza, ngakho masivile si~x6she 

(he keeps on talking while working, therefore we 

must simply send him away) 

It is possible to have two conjunctives juxtaposed in a 

sentence e.g. 

intombi inhle kanti f6thi ikh6thile (the girl is beautiful 

moreover, she is diligent) 

6vile ahlike kanti f6thi 6vile ikwithuse ng6hleko lolo (he 

simply laughs moreover he s1mply frightens you with that 

laugh) 

Though we speak of co~ord1nat1ng and subordinating conjunct1ves, 
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it would appear that there are no inhe,,ent co-oi:cJi11a,ti119 or 

subordi11atin9 conjunctives, cf, 

G~fana Gyagula n6ma uyaz&nzisa, nd (is the boy ill or is he 

''f' .,.,,b, ',,,1" um ana uyase enza noma eg11 a na (is the boy working a,lthou9h 

he is ill)? 

uyahamba k6dwa uyaqula (he is 9oing but he is ill) 

way&phila k6dwa &nganyaklzi (he was alive but was not moving) 

In the above examples the conjunctive 116ma and k6dwa may 

either create co-ordination or subordination. Independent 

forms of predicates (cf, long form of the indicative) do not 

always occur as co-ordinate predicates. They may be 

semantically conditioned by conjunctives and thus become 

subordinate, cf, Ziervogel (1976 p.142): 

Subordinate clauses introduced by kutsi, ngoba khona 

follow the main clause 

Babe washo kutsi tondzile tinkhabi 'Father said the 

oxen were thin' 

Malukatana akambiti uyisetala ngoba uyamhlonipha 

•A daughter-in-law does not call her father-in-law 

by name because she respects him' 

This indicates that syntactic and semantic factors are 

interwoven in co-ordination and subordination, 
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Conjoining has as its subc].ass zeuqma~ According to Lyons 

(1977 p.405) zeuqma refers to a deliberate or unintentional 

violation of the condition for co-ordination that conjoined 

forms should have the same distribution. In a zeugmatic type 

of conjoining co-ordination one of the constituent clauses 

that ar·e co-ordinated is grammatically •incomplete' 01· 

'elliptical'. Elliptical clauses, though grammatically 

incomplete, are contextually complete. This would mean that 

in zeugmatic co-ordination there is a linking of a grammatically 

complete clause and a grammatically incomplete one (i.e. a 

grammatical clause and a ungrammatical one); cf. 

( i) 

(ii) 

Ordinary conjoini.nq co-ordination 

ngiyasebenza k6dwa wena awusebenzi 16tho (I work 

but you do not do anything) 

nqiyaf6nda k6dwa anqif6ndi eb6s6ku (I read but I do 

not read at night) 

sikhul6ma ngemilomo k6dwa bona bakhuluma ngezenzo 

(we talk with mouths but they talk in deeds) 

Zeugmatic conjoining co-ordination 

nqiyasebenza kodwa wena 16tho ( I work but you 'do 

nothing) 

nqiyafunda kodwa hayi eb6suku (I read, but not at 

night) 

sikhuluma ngemilomo k6dwa bona ngezenzo (we talk 

with mouths but they in deeds) 
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Put in another way it may be said ellipsis as found in 

c:O•-ordinate clauses is zeugma. 

Pragmatically it is not the grammatical completeness of a 

sentence that is important as a linguistic communicative 

sign. Once an expression conveys the necessary information, 

it is sufficient even if it is grammatically incomplete. 

This notion gives rise to contextual sentences. Contextual 

sentences are in a sense discourse sentences that are opposed 

to system-sentences. In this repect contextual sentences 

tie in with text-sentences and this is a matter for Chapter 

4 in which sentences occurring in a folktale are investigated. 

From the pragmatic point of view a sentence like ngiyaseb~nza 

k6dwa wena 16tho, it is evident that wena 16tho is a 

contextual clause which gets its full meaning from the 

preceding clause with which it is co-ordinated. It is a 

fact that such a contextual clause is referable to a longer 

clause but lt is a moot point. to presuppose a pee-established 

grammatically complete clause fcom which a grammatically 

incomplete clause is transformationally decived by deletion. 

Such presupposition is making an idealization about clause 

structure. Along pragmatic lines, the contextual clause 

co-ordinated with the representational one, avoids the 

repetition of old information and only asserts new information. 

Chafe (1970 pp.210-211) refers to old information as the 

one which "the speaker and hearer already share at the same 

time the sentence is spoken" whilst new information is the 
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one H,e speakc;r •is introducing 1nto the h,iarer' s mi.nd for 

the first time'. 

The; linking of a grammatically complete clause and an 

elliptical one is intriguing. Following the general 

definition of co---erdinati.on a sentence; like ngiyasebenza 

k6dwa wena 16tho would be aberrant because the co-ordinated 

members do not have equal syntactic and semantic relationship, 

The transformational account would first of all have a 

pre-established representational clause wena awusebenzi 16tho 

and then solve the problem by deleting or dropping 

awusebenzi. In such a case co-ordinat.ion would be justified 

on the grounds that it is not wena 16tho that is co-ordinated 

to ngiyasebenza but a deleted predicate. In the same breath 

anqif6ndi is deleted in ngiyaf6nda k6dwa hiyi eb6s6ku. 

However, in the latter case, deletion of the predicate is 

accompanied by the insertion of the negative interjective 

hayi, The handling of the problem by the transformational 

analysis is attractive and plausible. On a closer look, 

however, there is no need for having a pre-established 

clause then deleting i. ts predicate afterwards. It would be 

realised that many accounts of co-ordination are set out on 

the transformational framework. They therefore emphasise 

constraints that are coupled with deletion and re-grouping of 

constituents, The principle of a transformational cycle is 

invoked to delete one of the identical constituents, cf. 

Pullum (1979 p,234). In this investigation it is assumed 

that there is an alternative method of dealing with elliptical 
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co-ordination. Such a method promises to be more natural 

than advancing transformational'rules for their own sake. 

In the double sentence naivaseb§nza k6dwa wena ldtho, the 

predicate in the first clause need not be repeated in the 

second clause because it would be lexically redundant if the 

negative information is supplied by an adjunct. Since the 

predicate in the second clause is supposed to be in the 

negative, its negative load is carried by the negative 

adjunct 16tho, At times tt,e language avoids unnecessary 

repetitions, and this is in accord with the pragmatic economy 

of the language. This is observed when the given background 

information already shared by the speaker and his other 

interlocutor is deliberately left out, It will also be 

observed that the avoidance of repetition (i,e, of a lexical 

item) may be achieved through alternation, cf.bayahl&ba k6dwa 

hayi ngawe (they are back-biting someone but not you). In 

thi.s instance hayi is the negative alternative of the predicate 

in the first clause. It must al.so be noted that though hayi 

is taken as interjective clause, it is elliptical in the 

sense that it is an alternative for a fuller grammatical 

clause. It must be realised that the avoidance of repetition 

and the granting of an alternative are principles broadly 

based on discourse with the notions of 'old information' and 

~ew information• and not just a matter for transformational 

rules of deletion and insertion based on pre-established 

system sentence, (cf, Chapter 4). 
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It was mentioned earlier on that a distinction is drawn 

between a connective marker linking nominals and a connective 

linking predicates, A connective na- links nominals (nouns 

and pronouns) in Zulu, cf. 

6baba n6~fana bayahamba (father and a boy are walking) 

6baba6hamba n6mfana (father walks along with a boy) 

In the first sentence the conjoined subjects are juxtaposed 

whereas in the second sentence they are separated by the 

predicate, The case in point is that conjoined subject or 

objects are in a way linked with elliptical co-ordination of 

predicates. It may well be that the fuller form of the above 

sentence is 

6baba 6yahamba n6mfana 6yahamba (father is walking and a boy 

is walkin9) 

Through ellipsis the predicate is not repeated because such 

repetition would be lexically redundant. The comitative 

lias•on semantic feature as expressed by the connective na

indicates that conjoined/co-ordinated participants are in 

concert in carrying out or undergoing a particular event or 

state. The event or state carried out or undergone by 

conjoined participants faces repetition constraint. As for 

the co-ordination of predicates the constrain\: may be 

interpreted as zeugmatic in \:he sense that a 'fuller 

structure' undergoes contraction as a result of textual or 
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discourse constrair1ts, cf* 

'b b' 'h' b ''f·' / 'b b' ''f' b' 'l' b u a au am a nom,ana u a a nom ana .aya1am a 

Both structures ar.e used by the Zulu speakers but the fir.st 

variant (full structure) is used for contrastive purposes, 

The second variant indicates that language may choose to be 

economical as a means of communication by avoiding repetition. 

This kind of explanation can also be applied to conjoined 

nouns used with the reciprocal predicate as in: 

6babi n6~fina biyisizina (father and the boy help each other) vs 

6babi 6siza 6~fina, n6~fina 6siza 6babi (father. is helping 

the boy and the boy is helping the father) 

Elliptical clauses when found in co-ordination with non

elliptical ones ar.e constrained to occur in non-initial 

positions. The constraint is pragmatic. The clause in the 

initial position i,e. left-most clause supplies the 

background information which naturally must be shared by the 

speaker and the hear.er. The clause which comes after the 

conjunctive is contextual since it leaves out the given 

background information and concentrates on supplying new 

information. In the context of the initial clause, the 

elliptical clause is sufficient and complete. It is such 

contextual completeness that is cause for concern amongst 

those working within the framework of formal syntax. 
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According to formal syntax (c~ transformational analysis) 

the otherwise different sentences are reduced to the same 

basic structure. In this respect k6dwa wena lutho and 

kodwa wena awuseb&nzi are reconciled by reductionist 

principle (i.e. transformationally derived structures). 

According to this analysis k6dwa wena lutho is surface and 

k6dwa wena awuseb&nzi deep. In many instances the criteria 

used for choosing the deep structure are not explicit. 

It may happen that there is no ellipsis in co-ordinated 

members yet they are unbalanced because there is no 

equivalent relationship between them. Such a situation is 

referred to as syllepsis:;cf. Matthews (198~- P· 213 l e.g. 

, , , k jl ,.,. 1 k , , , ( t inqane nencwadi waletha umbi o obuhlunqu the child and he 

letter brought a sad message) 

insizwa ih,mba nent6mbi nenhliziyo &buhlungu (the lad goes 

along with the maiden and a sad heart) 

Syllepsis can be explained by the notion of collocation. In 

syllepsis there is no violation of the grammatical pattern 

but what seems to be violated is the probabilistic 

compatibility of words, Violation of the compatibility of 

words would then mean departure from the usual collocations 

as found in out' day-to-day experiences. We must, however, 

not interpret 'violation' or 'departure• as something 

always of a demerit, Some poems may be very moving because 

of unusual collocations. In this respect we may say unusual 
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collocations are a departure from triteness and triviality. 

In the excunples given above .incompa.tibility of words lie,s i.n 

delimiting features of human vs non-human. For instance 

ingane is human whilst incwadi is non-human and these two 

are made to perform the same, activity. So the interpretation 

that may be attached to the sentence is: 

' '1 tl ''b'k 'b''l' ~d' 'l th ''l'k 1ngane ya e ,a um 1 o o u,1 ungu, nencwa 1 ya e a umJ1 o 

6b6hl6ngu (the child brought a sad message, and a letter 

brought a sad message) 

It could be said therefore, that the sentence ingane nencwadi 

kw&letha 6~biko 6b6hl6ngu involves both ellipsis and 

syllepsis. But the kind of ellipsis found in conjoined 

nouns performing one and the same activity does not result 

into an •ungrammatical' construction. As regards syllepsis, 

a delicate balance must be struck in the use of unusual 

collocations between triteness and obscurity. 

Zeugmatic and sylleptic types of co-ordination place an 

inadequacy on the general definition of co-ordination as 

tentatively proposed in Chapter I. There are three points 

that stand out clearly from the general definition i.e. 

co-ordinated members must have Ii) equal or same 

(ii) syntactic and (iii) semantic relationship, In the 

first place it is not clear what is meant by •equal•· or 

'same'. 
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Are the forms such as Ghimba ~nd Gyihirnba equal or same? 

Secondly ·'syntactic' relationship is not clear-cut. Do we 

mean for instance that different •moods' or ·•predicate 

categories• are not syntactically related? Thirdly, in what 

way are members semantically related? - Does it mean same 

significance or synonyms? Such questions as above put a 

serious test on the adequacy of the general definition of 

co-ordination, In zeugmatic co-Ordination there is no 

equal syntactic relationship while in a co-ordination like 

th6la s~ngizw!le (shut up, I have already heard), semantic 

relationship in terms of illocutionary force is lacking 

because th6la is a command whereas s&ngizw!le is a 

statement. There is also some evidence that co-ordinate 

clauses need not always interchange their order freely e,g, 

izink8m6 ziyidli k6gila b~se ziyihlatshwa (cattle first 

graze and thereafter they are slaughtered) in which case it 

would be sequentially inappropriate to say: 

' . k' ' . 'I 1 t h b' ' 'dl' k' 'l * 1z1n omo z1ya1.a s wa ese ziya a uga a, Furthermore 

the syntactic interchange cannot be the sole criterion of 

co-ordination because even subordination uses it, cf~ 

ngiyakushiyalwidelela (I will hit you, should you be rude) 

lwidelela ngiyakushiya (should you be rude, I hit you) 

The general definition of co-ordination is based on the 

assumption that co-ordinated members must produce grammatical 

as well as semantically balanced or parallel structures. 
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It has been observed, however, that co-ordinated clauses need 

not always be grammatically complete, cf, ellipsis above. It 

turns out to be the case that a more viable and tenable 

definition must be textually orientated. In this regard 

Sanders' (197'7 p. 243) definition is more OJ'." less in keeping 

with the facts of language: 

I consider a coordination to be any sequence of 

constituents which all have the same semantic 

function in their discourse context - for example, 

asserting, questioning, referring, predicating -

and when this common function is also the function 

of the complete sequence as a whole. 

However, the use of 'same' is misleading because co

ordinated members may not be the same as to their semantic 

functions he singles out, A more refined definition may 

therefore be put as follows: 

co-ordinated members have comparable syntactic and 

semantic relationship in which none of the members 

dominates another in their discourse context, 

The avoidance of 'same' relationship and the use of 

'comparable' in its stead, accomodates aberrant types of 

co-ordination like the zeugmatic one. It is tacitly assumed 

that by 'co-ordinated members', we mean co-ordinated predicates 

that in their own right are 'lexemes' , However, 1 exemic 
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comparability arouses implications that will be discussed 
' 

later in this chapter, 

2,3.2 Juxtapositioning co-ordination 

In this type of co-ordination clauses are juxtaposed i.e. they 

have zero conjunctive. Linking of clauses without the use 

of a conjunctive is a common phenomenon in Zulu. Juxtaposed 

clauses are explained by the following clause structures: 

(a) Paratactic co-ordination 

(bl Consecutive co-ordination 

(c) Serial co-ordination 

2,3,2 (al Paratactic co-ordination 

As we have noted in Chapter I, parataxis is a construction 

in which clauses are loosely combined without the use of 

any conjunctive and in which each clause is stable and 

relatively autonomous. Nkabinde (1975 p.88) gives paratactic 

clauses under co-ordination and says: 

Although the clauses in each of the preceding 

sentence fulfills (sic) the requirements of 

distributional independence in the Zulu sentence,. 

they nevertheless do meet the criteria of penultimate 

length and intonation characterising the Zulu 

sentence. Therefore, anisebinzi, anif6ndi, anidl&li 
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for instance, are reduced to the status of clauses 
' 

in a co-ordinate sentence. But each of them retains 

the potentiality of independent occurrence. 

As has already been observed in Chapter 1, Nkabinde 

re-affirms that the phonological criterion reduces the 

otherwise syntactically independent sentences into clauses 

within a paratactic construction, This implies that the 

principle of linking involved in parataxis has as its 

exponent phonological modification. Phonological modification 

embraces marked length on the penultimate syllable of the 

last predicate and the phenomenon of downdrift. The study of 

downdrift has received a good deal of attention in recent 

years, cf Bolinger as cited by Becker (1979, p. 234) •running 

down pattern'; Becker (1979 p. 235) 'ending on a low tone•·, 

Ohala (1978 p.31) 'gradual fall in pitch from the beginning 

to the end of an utterance•·. In a Zulu paratactic construction, 

the environment for downdrift or intonation is the final 

clause. The phonological criterion may not be an absolute 

parameter in the identification of paratactic co-ordination 

but it is worthy of attention, 

Doke (1955 p,98) also gives paratactic clauses under co

ordination and then says: 

The best way to deal with such types of co-ordination 

is to treat the predicates together as compound 

without connective conjunctives, 
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Though Doke does not say why the predicates in parataxis should 
' 

be taken as a compound, it is assumed that he also recognises 

the phonological criterion. All this evidence supports our 

view that parataxis is a kind of co-ordination. There is 

another view which contrasts parataxis with hypotaxis, cf. 

Brp'ndal (1972 p. 23). In this view pa.,ataxis is equated with 

co-ordination whilst hypotaxis is equated with subordination. 

In our view parataxis is a subclass of co-ordination as there 

are other different kinds of co-ordination. 

Other than the phonological property, the paratactic 

construction, has three important grammatical properties, 

viz syntactic stability, capacity for each clause to be 

negated independently and avoidance of complex clauses i.e. 

avoiding clauses to consist of an auxiliary predicate and 

complement cf, 

_f~z_i_n_g~a~n~e_z_i_y~a_d'--l_a_l_a~,'---'z~1_·y"'--'a_f_u_n~d_a~,,__z_i~y_&_g~a_n_g.a_ (children play, 

they read, they do mischief) 

6y&hlala, akaseb&nzi, uy&del&la (he sits, he does not work, 

he is rude) 

Parataxis is a very simple type of linking, For this reason 

it avoids complex clauses and prefers simple ones, If at 

all the complex paratactic clauses are found, the auxiliary 

predicate isrepeatedwith different complements and this 

appears to be somewhat limited to the traditional discourse 

of oral praise poetry, cf, Senzangakhona•s praises (Nyembezi, 
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19'if3 p.1.3): 

Uthe waku lala wanqangern:lf..l.lla; 

Uthe wakuvuka wangangezintaba; 

Uthe usubuy• amaxhegw' eoyanye. 

(As he was sleeping, ho became as big as rivers; 

As he was waking up, he became as big as mountains; 

As he was returning old men got disgusted) 

Hero utho as an auxiliary predicate with temporal significance 

is paratactically repeated with different complements. 

Parataxis may show some semantic properties that also 

feature in conjoining co-ordination (cf.2,3.1): 

oppositional e,g, ngiyasebenza, uyangib6ka (I am working, 

you are looking at mo) 

ziyAdla, azis6thi (they eat, they do not 

get satisfied) 

combinatory e.g. uyadla, uyasebenza, uyalala (you oat, you 

work, you sleep) 

'b b' ' 'b' ' 1 ' b' . ' ( f th u a a uyi oni o ingane, eyiganga a er 

saw the child she was doing mischief) 

' ' 'b' b' ' ' ( illative e,g, bayase enza, azophumelela-ke they are 

working, they will then succeed) 
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2.3.2 (b) Consecutive co-on1ination 

Consecutive co-ordination has already been defined in the 

first chapter. In short it refers to a construction in which 

the chronological ordering of predicates in a sentence, to 

a large measure, represents the chronological occurrence of 

events or states in time. This would mean that events/states 

take place one after another or are supposed to take place 

one after another as signalled by the ordering of predicates, 

in a sentence. Sometimes the ordering of events/states in 

a sentence is not a decisive factor for consecutivisation as 

to the fact that they occur after the first in a sequential 

series. The predicates that often express the consecutive 

notion are in the subjunctive, and the narrative tense. This 

suggests that in Zulu co-ordination may be expressed by a 

verb. form and not by a conjunctive. This also shows that 

co-ordination is not only a grammatical phenomenon (i,e, 

morpho-syntactic) but is also a semantic one. Though the 

predicate expressing consecutive co-ordination may be 

grammatically unstable, the notion expressed by that unstable 

form is ·•and then'. The consecutive predicate is one that 

occurs after the first in the consecutive construction, A 

co-ordinate predicate may therefore be grammatically 

constrained. In Zulu, a strong semantic strategy of 

interpreting consecutive co-ordination is that of inserting 

the conjunctive bese (and then) or its other form between 

predicates and still retaining the same meaning though the 

predicate after bese may change its form, In the past tense 
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the conjunctive bes,ec' adapts be- to the conconHal system of 

the narrative tense, (cf. below). 

The predicates that may precede the sequential ones in 

consecutive co-ordination are the indicative, subjunctive 

and imperative e.g. 

6mntwana 6zilwa ikhale (the baby is born and then it cries) 

6hambe 6bUye ph@la (may you go and then come back) 

gijima 6y6m1,nda 6Fana (run and fetch Fana back) 

It is noted that the past tense of the indicative is followed 

by the narrative tense in the consecutive co-ordination. It 

is however possible to have a narrative tense followed by 

another narrative tense, cf. 

' ' ' I ' ' 'kh' l ( t ' umntwana wazalwa wa a a here the baby ~s born and it 

cries) 

This shows that the narrative may either express the 

consecutive notion or it simply declares without any 

consecutive notion. It is therefore necessary to take note 

of the environment in which the narrative tense occurs. 

This also holds true for the ·•future tense form' or the 

form expressing consecutive command occurring after the 

imperative, cf gijima 6y6mlanda. This shows that 6y6mlanda 

occurs in the environment in which it expresses 

consecutivization. Note that forms like 6y6mlanda are 
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associated with serialisation that has resulted into a fused 
' 

construction~ cfr Uy6 UkUy6fnl0.nda-;\ Uy6TT115.nda. 

The imperative followed by the subjunctive may be found in 

singular or plural e,g, 

woza sidle sihambe (come let us eat and go) 

vukani ninqitshele icebo (wake up and tell me the plan) 

The close affinity between the imperative and the subjunctive 

is observed in the plural -ni that appears as a suffi"x in 

both of them with regard to the first and second persons e,g, 

wozani sidleni sihambeni (come let us eat and go) 

vukani sikhulelceni (wake up and let us pray) 

Since -ni occurs with the subject concord in the subjunctive, 

it shows that it is no longer active as a postposed subject 

concord for plural second person. The plural marker -& 

is normally not used with hortatives referring to the third 

pei:son, cf, 

mazidle (let them eat l 

makahambe (let them go) but 

masidleni (let us eat) 

masihambeni (let us go) 

When the hortative takes -ni the following subjunctive form 



usually does not append -ni)cf. 
' 

masivukini sihambi (let us wake up and go) 

masidlulfuni simb6ne (let us pass by and see him) 

In certain dialects -ni is used with both the hortative and 

the subjunctive,cf. 

, )' i ,II,,.,.. ( ) masivucen· s1hamben1 let us wake up and go 

masidlulfuni sifub6nfuni (let us pass by and see him) 

The hortative does not occur after the subjunctive, There is 

a close link between the imperative and the subjunctive on 

the one hand and the hortative and the subjunctive on the 

other, All these forms i.e. the imperative, the hortative 

and the subjunctive may function independently and may be 

used to express commands. It is therefore not surprising 

that if they are in sequence they usually form a kind of 

co-ordination. 

In Zulu, commands in sequence are not all expressed by the 

imperative. The imperative is found as the initial clause 

and then other commands appear in the form of the subjunctive. 

This means that the subjunctive may be used after an 

imperative to express the subsequent predicate in a sequence 

of commands e,g. 

v6ka sigfuze sihambfu siye fufus&benzfni (wake up, let us bathe, 
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and qo to work) 

The imperative as a second clause in a sentence may be found 

after predicates of sayinq in direct reported speech e,q, 

nqi thi: "hambani. ! II ( I say: 11 ()0 ! II) 

uthe: 11qijima mf.&na!" (he said: "run boy!") 

The sequence of a predicate of sayinq and the imperative in 

direct reported speech forms a kind of consecutive 

co- ordi na ti.on, 

The grammatical properties of consecutive co-ordination may 

be given as follows: 

(i) The consecutive predicate is unstable in the context 

of the sentence as a whole e.g. 

,.., "' " 'k ' ( b J umfana uvu a ageze the boy wakes up and athes 

umf.&na w8v0ka wbgeza (the boy woke up and bathed) 

hamba ug~ze (go and bathe) 

(ii) A new subject may be introduced with the consecutive 

predicate e,g, 

umfana uvuka ighude likhal~ (the boy wakes up and 

the cock crows) 

izulu liduma abantu bathuke (the weather thunders and 

people qet frightened) 



(iii) 

ikhehla likhul6ma izinqane zihl6ke (the old man talks 

and then children laugh) 

The consecutive predicate is not limited to one form 

of the predicate; for insLance it may appear as the 

narrative tense form as well as the subjunctive. It 

can also be in the negative form, cf. 

ingane yavuka yahamba (the child woke up and went) 

ingane ivGka ihambfu (the child wakes up and goes) 

ingane iv6ka ingahambi (the child wakes up and then 

does not go) 

(iv) The consecutive predicate may form a transitive 

construction. Such a construction may have one object, 

conjoined objects, and direct and indirect objects 

e.g .. 

6mfana uv6ka ashaye inkom6 (the boy wakes up and 

hi.ts a cowl 

Gmfana uvGka ashaye inkom6 nemv6nqolo (the boy wakes 

up and hits a cow and a donkey) 

6mfana uv6ka ashayise 6baba inkom6 (the boy wakes up 

and helps hit the cow for the father) 

( V) The subject may be .in the sentence ini ti.al position 

or stand between the predicates or after them, cf, 
, 

yav(lka ::t.§h8.mba (the J.ngane child woke up and went) 

yavOka ingane yahamba (the child woke up and went) 

y§.vQka yahamba 
, 

(the child woke and went) ingane up 
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Sometimes the grammatical argu~ent is put forward or implied 

that the consecutive predicate is subordinate because it is 

subsequent to the first, cf. Doke (1955 p.105). However, the 

question of the ordering of predicates must not bias our 

interpretation of co-ordination in Zulu. For this reason we 

do not concur with Doke. Moreover, if it is argued that the 

consecutive predicate takes the negative marker -nqa- which 

is found with the subordinate predicates, we may equally 

maintain that-~- can also occur in the main predicate e.g. 

6hambe kahle (may you go well) 

6ngah&mbi kahle (may you not go well) 

There are also semantic properties of consecutive co-ordination 

that must be borne in mind: 

(ii The consecutive predicate expresses the event/state 

that takes places after the non-consecutive one in 

time e,g, 

6~fana uv6ka ageze (the boy wakes up and bathes) 

This means that ageze takes place after uv6ka has 

taken place, 

(ii) The consecutive predicate may carry the idea of 

command if the first predicate is an imperative e.g. 

hamba 6funde (go and read)! 

vukani nigeze (wake up and bathe)! 

gijima 6y6~1anda (go and fetch him)! 
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This shows that when there is a series of commands, 
' 

the initial one is in the form of the imperative 

whilst the following one is in the form of the 

subjunctive or the indicative. 

When the initial predicate is the indicative or the 

subjunctive the consecutive predicate may express 

the idea of intention or wish e.g. 

ngiyofika ngimtshele (I will come and tell him) 

uhambe ubuye phela (you may go and then come back) 

(iv) The consecutive predicate implies that it is 

accomplished as a result of the initial predicate, for 

instance umfana w&vQka wageza would mean 'the boy 

woke up and as a result he bathed' 

(v) The consecutive predicate together with the non

consecutive predicate may express the habitual events/ 

indoda ivuka isebenza ilale iphumule (the man wakes 

up, works, sleeps and rests) 

(vi) Time reference is explicitly indicated by the initial 

predicate, especially if it is in the past tense form 

of the indicative while the consecutive implicitly 

takes up the time reference indicated by the first 

predicate e.g. 

izingane zldla zadlala zalala (children ate, played 

and slept) 



6mntwana wAzAlwa wakhala (the haby was born and then 

it cried) 

The narrative tenses in the abo~e examples can be referred 

to as having past time significance because they occur in 

the context of the past tense indicative. In this 

environment the narrative is non-deictic. Talmy Givan 

(1972 p,183) appears to be right when he says in this 

respect: 

Less marked tense-aspects are more likely to appear 

as narrative tenses, i.e. lose much of their feature 

content though perhaps retain some. In instances of 

this kind, the 'narrative tense• depends for its 

fuller feature specification on other tenses in 

its environment. 

Givan also associates 'less-marked' tense with a relatively 

less restricted distribution. This is borne out by the 

fact that the narrative may occur as the first predicate 

and in such instances there is possibility of the free 

choice of word order between narrative tenses, cf. 

wavalelisa wahamba 6mfana (there the boy is bidding 

good-bye and then leaving) vs 

waharnba wavalelisa 6mfana (there the boy is leaving and 

then bidding good-bye) 

When there is a series of narrative tenses as shown in 

the above examples, the non-initial narrative indicates 
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the present time by virtue of its occurrence in the 

environment of the deiFtic narrative (i.e. the initial 

one), The narrative occurring in the initial position is 

deictic and indicates the present. The narrative present 

provides a commentary for an event taking place 

simultaneously with narration. Such a use of the narrative 

has a dramatic effect, 

The consecutive may not only carry the idea of the 

event/state that takes place after the first one in 

time; the second event/state may start later than the 

first but the two eventually take place concomitantly e.g. 

bihimba slhambe nathi (they go and then we go) 

ngisebenza usebenza nawe (I work and then you work) 

In such consecutive co-or,dination the event subsequent in 

time and yet concomitant with the first has a different 

par,ticipant (subject) fr,om the fir,st one. 

(viii) Some form of the conjunctive bese may be introduced 

between the predicates and still r,etain the meaning of 

•and then' though the form of the consecutive pr,edicate 

may change after the introduction of this conjunctive. 

The conjunctive bese is co-ordinating because it has 

an additive force, cf. 
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umntwana uz§lwa akhale 

6~ntwana uz&lwa b&se 6kh&la 

6harnbe 6buye ph&la 

uharnbe bise 6b0ya ph&la 

} 
] 

qijirna 

gijirna 

6mlande uPana } 

bese uyarnlanda uP6na 

6rnntwana wazalwa wakhala } 

61nntwana wazalwa wase 

uyakhala 

From the above examples it is 

(the baby is born and 

and then it cries) 

(may you go and then 

come back) 

(run and then fetch 

Pana back) 

(the baby was born 

and then it cried) 

observed that the 

conjunctive is followed by either the indicative or 

the participial. Since the participial may form a 

co-ordinate clause after the conjunctive bese or its 

other form, it shows that the form of the predicate is 

not crucial in co-ordination. What matters most is 

the relationship between predicates or clauses. It 

must be noted that in an example like ufika 6k6z6mb6na 

(may you come in order to see him) the conjunctive 

bese cannot be introduced because it alters the 

meaning 'in order to• which expresses purpose or 

intention. Note also that in an example like 

umfana uh§mba uyadla (the boy walks while eating) 

bese cannot feature because 'walks' and 'eating• are 

not taking place one after the other but occur 

simultaneously. The conjunctive bese or its other 

form therefore offers us a significant semantic 

feature in the interpretation of consecutive 
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co-ordination in Zulu. Note that the conjunctives 

like b~se can be used as auxiliary predicates and 

they make the nature of co-ordination intricate as 

it becomes associated with subordination, cf.6.1.2. 

(ix) There may be different nuances of meaning between the 

sentence that negates the initial predicate and the 

one that negates the consecutive predicate e.g. 

6~flna akav6ki ls~benz~ (the boy does not wake and 

work) 

''f' 'k ' b" ' um ana uvu a angase enz1 (the boy wakes up and does 

not work) 

In the first example the nuance is that the initial 

predicate is not negated independently of the 

subsequent one i.e. when the action indicated by the 

first predicate does not occur, the one indicated by 

the subsequent predicate also does not occur, The 

second examples in which the subsequent predicate is 

negated independently of the first predicate 

expresses the idea that the action of the first 

predicate is carried out while that of the second 

predicate is not. 

(x) Logically the meaning of the verb stems determine 

the fixed ordering of the initial predicate and the 

subsequent one, Otherwise nonsens;Lc:iL .. s.ent enc es 

would be rendered, cf. 
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izulu lid0ma bithuki (it thunders and they get a 

fright) VS 

•bith0ka izulu lid0me ("they get a fright and it 

thunders) 

The meaning of other verb stems allows free ordering 

in consecutive co-ordination e,g. 

indoda iyis6b6nza iph0mule (the man works and then 

rests) 

,I " " ., , ... , ( indoda iyaphumula isebenze the man rests and then 

works l 

2. 3. 2 (c) Ser·ial co-ordination 

Serial co-ordination differs from consecutive co-ordination 

in that in it the predicate sequences do not represent 

chronological sequence in time, Serial co-ordination is 

marked by one structural subject and as such the predicates 

are often semantically associated, Because of the close 

association of predicates in serialization there is no 

scope for the inclusion of the conjunctive b6se or its 

other form in its interpretation. In certain instances 

serial predicates are interpreted as •single events/states' 

in English. As has been pointed out earlier, serialization 

appears to be more limited in Zulu than in languages where it 

has received a fair degree of attention, For this reason it 

happens that only some predicate sequences may form 

serialization while others do not. From a grammatical point 

of view, it appears that the tense forms and aspects of the 
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indicative, in the main, feature in serial co-ordination; 

the infinitive and the subjunctive do feature as well to a 

lesser degree in serial co-ordination e.g. 

ibintu bayifika bavela ekhaya (people are arriving 'coming' 

from home) 

izingine ziyihimba ziya esik61eni (children are going •moving' 

to school) 

,. , 6 l'b ,L ,;-~,,.J' zingane z1zo1am a ziye ukuyombona (children will go 'moving' 

to see him) 

6m6ntu 6c61a av6le iphimbo (the person sings •opening' the 

vocal cords) 

ikhehla likh616ma lihlekise abantu (the old man talks 'makinn' 

people laugh) 

Note that 6k6y6mb6na is combined serially with ziye, while 

in the last two examples subjunctives are serially combined 

with the preceding predicates because the insertion of bese 

can render a different interpretation. 

It has been noted that in many accounts of serialization it is 

treated independently of co-ordination and subordination. We 

maintain that this kind of treatment mainly springs from the 

conception of co-ordination and subordination in European 

languages. It does o~cur that sometimes definitions are 

treated as rigid boundaries but this may lead to certain 

misconceptions about language. We have noted in the introduction 

that the exponents of clause relations in Zulu are co-ordination 

and subordination. We further assume that these exponents 
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can be subcategorised into phenomena like consecutivization 

and serialization. In this investigation we propose to 

subsume some kinds of serialization under co-ordination 

while other kinds will be subsumed under subordination. 

There is quite a number of semantic properties involved in 

serial co-ordination, cf, 

(i) Tautology is sometimes expressed in serial co-ordination, 

This is noted in certain predicates preceding the 

predicate of saying (-thi.) which are used to 

introduce reported speech, Some stems of such 

predicates are -sho, -tshela, -yala e.g. 

6shilo wathi ..• (he mentioned it and said ... ) 

ngiyomtshela ngithi . , , (I will tell him and say ... ) 

bamyalile bathi ... (they advised him and said ,,, ) 

It is noted that here we do not complete the sentences 

because if we do, some other type of predicate 

sequences not involving serial co-ordination would 

be given, Another kind of serial co-ordination 

involving tautology would be: 

6Th6ko 6hleka 6yagigitheka (Thoko is laughing and 

giggling) 

amanzi agcwele ayachichima (water is full and over

flowing) 

ingane iyakhala ly!bibith!ka (the baby is crying and 
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sobbing) 

Tautology in serial co-ordination will later in the 

chapter c1lso be re--classifi.ed as quasi- co-ordination 

under lexemic types of co-ordination, This means 

that it dovetails with seric1lisc1tion and quasi

co-ordination, 

(ii) Serial predicates may indicate events/states that 

(iii) 

are concomitants, which have to do with movement to/f.J::om 

e.g. 

6yifika uvela ekhaya (he is arriving •coming' from 

home) 

b'yih,mba b,ya es1k6leni (they are going •moving' to 

the school) 

Comparison may be expressed by predicates in a series 

isith6thuth6 siqijima sishiya Imoto (a motor-bike 

runs 'overtaking' a motor-car) 

6~f,na 6hl&k&niphile 6dl61a 6yise (the boy is 

intelligent 'surpassing' his father) 

(iv) Focus is expressed by serial predicates if such 

predicates show some kind of repetitive construction 

e.g. 

6babi 6himbe 6h&mbile (father is gone for good) 

6mame 6lele 6lele (mother is asleep for good) 
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This kind of serial co-ordination will also be 

reclassified as quasi co-ordination under lexemic 

types of co-ordination, 

2.4 CO-ORDINATION OF CLAUSES WITHIN SUBORDINATE CLAUSES 

The structural types of co-ordination as dealt with above 

form double and multiple sentences. Now it must be shown 

that these double/multiple sentences can be the constituents 

of subordinate constructions through recursiveness, This 

means that a larger subordinate clause can include 

co-ordinated predicates or conjoined predicative nominals 

within its ranks, This structural recursiveness shall be 

done without repeating semantic properties already dealt 

with above, As regards co-ordination within the subordinate 

clause there are four subdivisions as shown below. 

2.4.1 Co--ardination of the indicatives 

Though the indicative often occurs as the main clause, it may 

also be found in subordinate clauses. The following examples 

show the co-ordination of the indicatives within complex 

sentences: 

uThernbi ucabanga ukuthi uyazi nokuthi ukhuthele (Thernbi 

thinks that she is clever and diligent) 

k , ' hl . ' 'b ' ' 1 " . ,. # " a ezanga nam anJe ngo a uyagu a futhi ud~n~we (he has not 

come today because he is ill and also angry) 
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ln the first example {iyazi. and ukhuthele are co-ardinated 

subordinate clauses~ The conjunctive ~k6thi is an infinitive 

and it is therefore capable of using the connect.i.ve .122.-, cf 

, d ,, ,,. .,. ., II 

nokuthi, In the secon example uyagula and udiniwe are also 

co-ord.i.nated subordinate clauses, The conjunctive futhi 

links 6yagula and udiniwe as co-ordinate clauses. 

2.4.2 Co-ordination of the participials 

The participial often constitutes subordinate clauses. It 

describes the situation in which the main event/state occurs. 

It also expresses simultaneous events/states. However, 

participials may be co-ordinated though they themselves form 

subordination e,g, 

umuntu uhamba ekhulOma futhi ejegeza (the person walks 

talking and looking around) 

ngimfice ehl&zi futhi ejabOle (I came upon him while he was 

seated and happy) 

ngibone ikhehla lil&le kepha amehlo ebhekile (I saw an old 

man asleep but his eyes being open) 

In the first example the participials ekhulQma and ejegeza 

are co-ordinated by the conjunctive futhi, In the second 

example the stative participials ehl&zi and ejabQle are also 

co-ordinated by futhi, The stative participials lilele and 

ebhekile are overtly co-ordinated by kepha in the third 

example, Care must be taken to distinguish between 
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co-ordinated participials and ?ubordinated participials, cf. 

Chapter 3, Co-ordinate participials are normally linked by 

co-ordinating conjunctives and they have the same relation 

as against the main clause. 

2.4,3 Co-ordination of relatives 

The relative clauses may be co-ordinated by conjoining (cf. 

2.3.1) as well as by juxtaposition. Note the following 

sentences: 

' ' t 'h l 'k' ' h' 1 'kh' th' l' "' ,,. , "' ( h umun u o .. a anip i e no u e eye uyasebenza t e person who 

is clever and diligent is working) 

indoda ehimba y6ctwa, ephethe nenduku f6thi, inesib!ndi (the 

man who walks by himself and who is also carryin a stick is 

very brave) 

ibintu ibiginile ibizacileyo bagijima kabi (people who are 

strong and thin run very fast) 

In the fj.rst example the connective !!.2,- is used to link the 

.. d 1t· 'hl'k''''l d'h' '' conJoine re a ives o a anip11i e an ok utheleyo. The use 

of the connective na- with the relative shows its nominal 

character. In the second example eharnba and ephethe are 

co-ordinated without the use of the conjunctive; f6thi as it 

appears at the end of the clause is used as a peripheral 

adjunct and not as a conjunctive, It must be noted that 

conjunctives like f6thi and k6dwa may be used as adjuncts 

that may either precede or succeed the predicate e.g. 



' k' ( . b ' )-:> uyaphi 'Odwa wher.e ai:e you go,u,g y t,ic way . 

k6dwa uyaphi (by the way wher.e ai:e you going)? 

6hamba eg6la f6thi (he goes whilst being ill-moreover.) 

f6thi 6hamba eg6la (moreover, he goes whilst being ill) 

This shows that these adjuncts may at times be used as 

introductory words. In examples like abantu abaginile, 

abazacileyo baqijima kabi there is a succession of relative 

clauses without a conjunctive. Such r.elative clauses are 

covertly co-ordinated by juxtaposition. 

2.4.4 Co-ordination of subjunctives 

The subjunctives may be co-ordinated when they occur. as 

subordinate clauses e.g. 

69690 6shesl,e wala.la 6k6ze avuke ahambe ek6seni (my 

grandmother slept early so that she may arise and go in the 

morning) 

6~fana 6ya.qeza and6ba a.hambe a.ye esik61eni (the boy bathes 

befor.e he goes to school) 

In the first example a.vuke and ahambe are co-ordinated though 

together they are subordinated to the main complex clause 

usheshe walala. In the second example a.harnbe and aye are serially 

co-ordinated and they ar.e together subordinated to 

Uyageza. 
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2.5 LEXEMIC TYPES OF CO-ORDINATION 

The main motivation for this classification is that of 

viewing predicates in sequence as lexemes. 1~is classification 

is supported by the collocational theory of lexical meaning as was 

advocated by J.R.Firth,cf.Robins 1964 p.68. Amongst other things, 

the theory assumes that the lexical item is not co-extensive with 

a word, cf, the idiom shay a uchi the (go) has two words but 

has one lexical item hamba (go). In this it is observed that 

the determination of the lexical meaning in collocations is 

text-oriented, 

Matthews (1974 p,22) explains lexeme in the following way: 

... we will say that dies, died, dying and 1i£ are 

forms of the lexeme DIE::, that ~ and ~ are 

Singular and Plural of MAN, that the lexeme MAN is 

a Noun but DIE a Verb ... 

Kempson (1977 p,8O) more or less explains lexeme in the same 

way as Matthews as she says: 

Isolating the construct of lexical item, or lexeme 

as it is sometimes called, enables us to characterise 

the paradigm run,~, running, ran as different 

forms of one lexical item.,. 

From these two definitions it comes out clearly that two or 



more different forms may belong to one lexeme. In Zulu it 

does happen that predicates in sequence are different forms 

of one lexeme. This implies that co-ordination of 

p1:edicates may involve tautology. Doke (1955 p.210) quoting 

Fowler in 'Modern English Usage' says: 

Tautology is generally a term of reproach for 

pleonastic expression, in which the same thing is 

said twice, either by literal repetition or by 

repetition in meaning, 

We shall try to identify co-ordination in which there is 

tautology and the one in which there is no tautology, Co

ordination will therefore be divided into: 

1, Proper co-ordination (no repetition) 

2. Pleonastic co-0rdination (repetition in meaning) 

3. Quasi-co-ordination (literal repetition) 

4. Periphrastic co-Ordination (literal repetition where one 

clause would do) 

2.5.1 Proper co-ordination 

Proper co-ordination refers to the combination of predicates 

that are taken as discrete lexical items. Such combination 

may be achieved either by the use conjunctives/connectives 

or by juxtaposition. When there is a conjunctive, co

ordination is said to be overt e.g. 
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izinqaneziygdla k6dwa azis6thi (children eat but they do not 

9et satisfied) 

. t b" I , , ,, d ,,. ,; ,,. . b' . J.n om J. J.Y1ljJ. Uian a lensJ.zwa nokho yona ayJ. om. (the girl 

loves this young man but he does not realise) 

izing~nemazigfunge ngam&thuba ~zo nj& k~pha zizozis6la k6s§s§ 

(let the children waste their opportunities but they will rue 

it all tomorrow) 

Covert co-ordination is accounted for by juxtaposition of 

clauses or predicates e,g, 

wahamba , , " 
wanganaka l(i tho ffintE1.n6rnUntu (you walk and do not 

care of anything, child of man) 

take 

siyofika sl.buk6: s:i.lwe , b' sJ.ngo e (we shall come, watch, fight 

and conquer) 

Covert co-ordination may involve paratactic, consecutive and 

serial constructions, 

2,5,2 Pleonastic co-ordination 

Pleonasm is a kind of tautology. In pleonasm the clause is 

not repeated; the pleonastic clause adds nothin9 of 

importance to another comparable clause, In short the 

pleonastic clause adds nothing that is not already involved 

in what has been said before, The pleonastic clause does, 

however, give a certain nuance to another clause eogo 



nqizokush&ya 7 ngiyakutsh~la (I will hit you, I am telling you) 

6zofika 1 ngiyacab&nqa (he will come, I think) 

uzofika 7 aw0sh6 (will he come, don't you think so)? 

In the first example ngiyakutsh~la is a pleonastic clause and 

may be left out, It has an emphatic significance. 

In the second sentence nqiyacab&nga is pleonastic and it 

expresses uncertainty. Likewise awGsh6 in the third sentence 

expresses uncertainty. 

Syntactically, pleonastic co-ordination is paratactical. 

The ordering of clauses is in certain instances relatively 

free, cfo 

uzofika, ngiyacab&nga 

ngiyacab&nga, uzofika 

From the last example, which is paratactic, may develop 

subordination e.g. 

ngiyacab&ng 6kuthi uzofika (I think that he will come) 

This confirms Entwistle's., clatm (cf. 1,4,1.) that subordination 

comes as a result of the complication of structures, The 

choice of word order may itself be tied in with the 

complication of structures, cf. 
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uzofika, awusho? but 

awush6 ukuthi 6zofika (don't you think that he will come)? 

Note that in the last instance the choice of a particular 

word order results in subordination. The clause aw6sh6 is 

focussed and becon:es the main clause which is then described 

by ukuthi 6zofika. With some people it is idiosyncratic to 

use paratactic negative pleonasm e,g, 

!inhle lentombi
1
ak6njal6 (this girl is beautiful, is that 

not so)? 

uyab6na ngiyasebenza 1 akunjal6 (you see I am working, is that 

not so)? 

Instead of ak6njal6, angithi may be used with no change in 

meaning; 

!inhle lentombi, angithi? 

b , ' b' 'th'"> uya ona ngiyase enza, angi i. 

Sometimes pleonastic co-ordination may be brought about by 

interjective clauses e,g, 

wangihlupha kangaka 1 babeshane (O you are giving me a lot of 

t.rouble):: 

hlukana nami, muntundini (you just leave me alone, you 

specimen of humanity)! 

cha, angithandi (No! I do not like) 
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The exclamations b§b6st1ane, cha and muntundini may be 
~ 

interpreted as exclamatory clauses that form a kind of 

co-ordination. If it is granted that there are exclamatory 

sentences,then surely there is an exclamatory clause, These 

exclamatory clauses are pleonastic because they are lexically 

not important and they can be left out without altering the 

lexical meaning of the sentence. They, however, do have 

semantic significance because they express the emotion of the 

speaker. 

2. 5, 3 Quasi- co-ordination 

It is mainly in quasi- co-ordination where we observe that a 

lexical item is not co-extensive with the word. The hall-mark 

of quasi- co-ordination is the presence of a lexical tie-up, 

The lexical tie-up occurs when the second predicate in a 

sequence serves to give prominence to the first one and when 

there is some synonymy or lexical correspondence between such 

predicates e.g. 

6himb& 6himb!le (he is gone for good) 

izink6m6 zif& z~ph6la (cattle are dying in large numbers) 

ingane y&w& yithi bhalakaxa (the child fell down flat) 

In the first example two forms of one lexeme are in sequence, 
. ~ , ~ 

In the second examples two lexemes~ and zaphela are in a 

way synonymous; in the third example y&thi bhalakaxa gives 

focus to y_&wa and the ideophonic sequence is also in a way 
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synonymous with the preceding predicate because it can be 
' 

used without it, cf. 

ingane ylthi bhalakaxa (the child fell down flat) 

This goes to show that quasi- co-ordinati.on is not co

ordination in the true sense of the word. 

The general meaning of the predicates in succession is 

equivalent to the meaning of one predicate or of an auxiliary 

predicate and the complementary ideophone, There are 

differences in nuances of course, These lexical tie-ups are 

meant for focus constructions, cf.Chapter 4, It is noted 

that quasi- co-ordinated predicates may be a complement to 

the auxiliary predicate cf. 

616khu ~hamb~ ehambile (he is still gone for good/he is still 

on the go) 

zazil6khu zifik~ zifikfle izinsizwa (they were still coming-

the young men) 

In these examples the stative participials are quasi- co

ordinated, 

The co-ordj.native lexical tie-ups as found within quasi

co-ordination are found both in positive forms and negative 

ones. The negative forms are not semantically parallel to 

positive forms. Double negation produces a focus of a positive 
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statement, cf, 

0hambe 0hambile (he is gone for good) 

6hleke 0hlekile (he laughed once and for 

akahambanga akahambanqa ( he walked a long j 
distance/he walked very fast) 

akahlekanga akahlekanga (he was rocking with 

laughter) 

positive 

forms 

negative 

forms 

With negative forms in sequence, the question of intonation 

comes to the fore because in the second predicate there is 

no expected downdrift. The meaning of the two negatives in 

succession is well expressed by the auxiliary predicate ave 

(excessive •.• + complementary predicate) e.g. 

ave ehambile (he walked a long distance/he walked very fast) 

ave ehlek!le (he rocked with laughter/he laughed too much) 

While the negative forms used to indicate a strong positive 

cannot be made discontinu6us by the replacement of the noun 

or pronoun between them, the negative ones can e,g. 

k ,, h' . k'' h" . '' t a ams ayi a ams ayi umn wana 

k ''t"'•;; 1''11'· a ams\ayi umntwana a<ams ayi 
(oh, how often she beats a baby) 

The negative somewhat semantically corresponding to the 

negative forms with the absolute positive meaning is achieved 

by the introduction of ngoba followed by the participial 
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negative form, cf. 

akahambi akahambi (he walks fast/he goes 

akahl6ki akah16ki (he laughs too much) 

akahambi ngoba &nqah§mbi (ho is actually 

not walking) 

akihl~ki ngoba &ngahleki (he is actually 

not laughing) 

J 
focussed 

positive 

focussed 

negative 

It is noticed that the introduction of nqoba makes subordination 

out of lexical tie-ups, Sometimes the focussed negative is 

achieved by employing a nomino-verb form, which is a nominal 

in form but verbal in force and significance, cf, 

6himb~ 6himbile (he is gone for good) : focussed positive 

akahamblle 6ngohimba1 ) (he is not gone for good): focussed 

negative 

Note also the lexical tie-ups using the infinitive: 

6~fana 6hamba 6k6himba (the boy is indeed going): absolute 

emphatic positive 

6~fina akah&mbi nakuhamba (the boy is indeed not going): 

focussed negative 

1) 6nqohamba is 
infinitive. 
future tense 
and then the 

predicate with a nominal form, c£ the 
Its derivation appears to be based on the 
ngiyohamba which is reduced to ngohamba, 
prefix of 1(a) is addedo 
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The infinitive forms ukuhamba and nakuhamb~ in a way 
' 

complement the preceding predicates and could therefore be 

considered as forming predicate sequences, 

Another variety of lexical tie-ups is found when the positive 

form is used together with its negative form e.g. 

uyahleka akahleki (he laughs and does not laugh) 

bayas~b~nza abaseb~nzi (they work and they do not work) 

The positive-negative predicate sequence i.s common in the 

speech of some Zulus. Such construction has three dimensions 

of meaning: 

Cal It may mean partial commitment in the event by the 

participant(s); such partial commitment may be bound 

up with neutral significance, 

Cb) It may mean intermittent event/state, 

Cc) It may mean apparent or pretended event/state. 

In general quasi- co-ordinati.on may be divided into the 

following categories: 

(a) 8xplicit category i.e. two forms of one lexeme are used 

together, cf. uhamb~ uhambile 

uyahleka akahleki 

(b) Implici.t category i.e, in which two lexemes more or 
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less have the same meanirigo 

6Thembi 6hl&zi 6dekl&zile (Thembi is relaxedly sitting 

down) 

6Mamazane 6hleka 6yaqigitheka (Mamazane is laughing in a 

giggU.ng manner) 

ngiyasho ngithi ngizokuth61a (I say I will get you) 

In the first example 6deklezile and 6hlezi are lexical 

tie-ups while in the second 6y~1gigitheka and 6hleka are 

also lexical tie-ups. In the third example the 

predicates of saying ngiyasho and ngithi used in 

reported speech are also lexical tie-ups. It must be 

noted that in quasi- co-ordination, the succeeding 

predicate, which is the counterpart of the preceding one, 

has no additional lexical information except that it 

has semantic significance. When predicates in sequence 

form lexical redundancy they form lexical tie-ups. 

2,5.4 Periphrastic co-ordination 

Th:i.s is related to quasi- co-ordination in that the same 

predicate is repeated but differs from it in that the subject 

concords are different, In periphrastic co-ordination two 

separated predicates are used instead of one inflected 

predicate e.g. 

hambani, sihambe (you go, we go)? 

giiimani, sigijime bakwethu (you run, we run brethren 
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;,;.rnccf..:a:..cn.;.;a::.· __c;_f..;.u:.cn;.:d:.::a;;..,z..._;::cs.::i.::f..:u;,;.n.;.;d;;_e;:;.;, n..;.i:;.' ( boy read , we re a cl ) 

Note that the sequence of the imperative and the subjunctive 

may be expressed by inflection of a predicate into the 

hortative: 

masihambeni (let us go) 

masiqijimeni bakwethu (let us run brethren) 

asifundeni ,fana (let us read boy) 

It will be noted that in periphrastic co-ordination the 

speaker i.e. the person issuing a command, first wants to 

make it clear that he is commanding others by use of the 

imperative; second he wants to include himself in such a 

command. The natural way of doing this is to employ a 

consecutive construction though the meaning attached to such 

a construction is not that of subsequent event or state in 

time expressed by the chronological sequence of predicates, 

In conclusion it may be said that co-ordination in Zulu is less 

straightforward than we usually suppose. At times we are 

forced to invoke presupposition (cf.the inclusion of bese 

to paraphrase consecutivization) in order to be near 

explanatory adequacy. Even with the so-called co-ordinating 

conjunctives the matter is not simple as we hope to show their 

perspective in Chapter 5, 



CHAPTE:l! 3 

3 .1 SUBORDINATION OF CLAUSES 

Lyons (1968 p_233) defines subordination in terms of 

distribution as follows: 

Subordinating construct.ions have the same distribution 

as one of their constituents. 

This means that from a syntactic point of view the subordinate 

clause has the same distribution as the main clause or 

principal clause and its occurrence is typically optional i.e. 

it is a constituent of the main clause. The subordinate clause 

is syntactically dominated by the main clause in that the main 

clause could be taken as the 'head'' while the subordinate clause 

is an 1expansion 1· or •support". If the main clause consists of 

a full-fledged predicate it is usually capable of standing 

alone as an independent sentence i.e. it can be stable if the 

predicate is not in the short form of the indicative present 

tense. On the other hand the auxiliary predicate is unstable 

as a syntactic unit and requires obligatory support, This 

goes to show that the main/principal clause need not always be 

stable, The subordinate clause is also semantically dominated 

by the main clause, though this is by no means restricted to 

subordination, cf.discourse sentences, This means that the 

subordinate clause gets its full significance from the main 

clause and that it is not typically self-contained in meaning, e.g. 
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6~f&na 6h&mba / &kt,&la/(the boy walks while cryinq) 

6~f&na 6y&dl& / 6k6ze aphile/ (the boy eats so that he may 

live) 

&b&ntu badam&ne / b&hl&ka/ (people keep on laughing) 

Semantic characterisation may also be noted in that the 

subordinate clause is a modifier or a complement. It may be 

the modifier of the main clause or head unit (cf.descriptive 

and relative clauses) or the complement of the auxiliary 

predicate. 

A further clarification on the nature of subordination of 

relative clauses and supporting (complementary) clauses is 

essential. The relative clause has the same distribution as 

the noun it expands, Unlike the main clause whose occurrence 

is typically obligatory, the noun may be omitted leaving the 

relative clause. In all probability this fact arises from 

the bipartite kind of subordination of the relative, First, 

the relative clause is syntactically dominated because it is 

an expansion of the ·•head' noun. It is semantically dominated 

by the 'head' noun in that it is its modifier. Second, the 

relative is dominated by the principal clause consisting of a 

nuclear predicate, Compared with the nuclear predicate which 

is obligatory, the relative is optional and on this account 

it is subordinated to the obligatory constituent. This may be 

explained in terms of structural frames or slots. In Zulu the 

slot of the nuclear predicate is obligatorily filled in, in a 

grammatically well-formed sentence. The subject and object 
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slots (noun slots) are optionally filled in,cf.k6m§khaza (it 

iB cold). Si.nee the relative and the, noun are si.mi.lar·ly 

distributed they are nominal and therefore optional in relation 

to the nuclear predicate. We might then regard the obligatory 

clause as a nuclear clause whilst the optional clause 

distributed the same as the noun is peripheral. Cf. 

/ ,,, l: '/' • • d o,1am1ayo uyafun a 

,,. ,,. ,,. ,,. .._ ,,. b r ,,. ,,. ,,. • • ,I' r ,,. 
Both umfana Oilam ayo and ohambayo a1."e optional wtnlst uyafunda 

is not. On the other hand, 6h&mbay6 is both the expansion and 

modifier of 6~f~na. 

The syntactic relationship between the auxiliary predicate and 

its supporting predicate is somewhat complicated. This is so 

because the supporting predicate which is subordinate is 

obligatory. We have noted that the occurrence of the subordinate 

clause is optional vis-a-vis the principal or main clause 

consisting of the full-fledged predicate. Since the 

auxiliary predicate or clause detennines the occurrence of 

the supporting predicate, it may be maintained that the 

auxiliary clause is a syntactic superior (or head) but 

lexically it is deficient. As such it requires the obligatory 

occurrence of a lexically complete predicate, This would 

mean then that though the supporting predicate is the 

constituent of the auxiliary predicate, it is expressed by 

periphrasis i.e. by means of double structural frame (predicate 
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frame) instead of one, c~ periphrastic predicates vs compound 

pi:eclica te. Viele Matthews (1974 p,174) for a periphrastic 

tense form in French. In Zulu it must be noted that the 

ordinary predicates can at times be used as auxiliary 

predicates without any change of form and perhaps the term 

"defici.ent verb" as used by Doke ,is mor·e reveali,ng in th1s 

regard, cf. 

abafana bahlila/bedl§la/ (boys keep on playing) 

zinqane zizothi/ukuphumula namtilan•ie/(childne,n wi.ll. rest for 

a whi.le today) 

ush6/ukunqiqeda nqenduku/ (he almost hit me with a stick) 

umuthe/nke ng&nduku/ (he banged him with a stick) 

In the last example the ideophone nke functions as a 

supporting predicate, The auxiliary predicate semantically 

conditions or dominates the complement i.e. the complement 

completes the notion expressed by the auxiliary predicate. 

Two syntactic phenomena are taken into account in subordination, 

(al Domination 

(b) Government 

Domination means a syntacti.c - semantic control t,hat a word 

(or a group of words) has over another words (or a group of 

words) in a given construction, (see Chapter 1), As regards 



predicates or clauses, the main clause dominates the 

subordinate one e.g. 

inqane ih&mba ikh&la (the child walks crying) 

siyoze silibambe isela (we shall catch the thief) 

~Thandi 6s0k6 wihlika (Thandi simply laughed) 

In the first example the participial subordinate clause 

ikhAla is dominated by the indicative main clause ingane 

ih&mba. In the second and third examples the subjunctive 

subordinate clause silibamb6 isela and the narrative subordinate 

clause wihl&ka are respectively dominated by auxiliary 

• ,I ,. ,; , , k, 
clauses siyoze and uThand1 usu e, From the syntactic point 

of view the indicative dominates the participial in that the 

participial is typically optional and therefore expands the 

indicative which is obligatory, On the other hand the 

auxiliary predicate syntactically dominates the complement in 

that it determines the form and occurrence of the complement 

or a supporting predicate. Semantically the participial 

modifies the indicative and it is therefore dominated by 

indicative. The complement is semantically dominated by the 

auxiliary predicate because it completes the notion expressed 

by the auxiliary predicate. Another way of explaining that 

the complement is dominated is by presupposition, The 

auxiliary predicate which is a higher predicate presupposes 

the occurrence of the complement, On the other hand the 

complement does not presuppose the auxiliary predicate. So 

it is a unilateral presupposition. Domination may also 
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indicate a control of a non-infinitive predicate over the 

infinitive one~ e.g. 

fikl 6k6z6mb6n& (come in order to see him) 

6zofika 6k6z6~b6na (he will come in order to see him) 

6fike 6k6z6ib6na (may you come in order to see him) 

6cish~ 6k6l!mila (he almost got hurt) 

In the first three examples, the infinitive is syntactically 

dominated because it expands the main clauses; in this 

context the infinitive is syntactically unstable as a predicate 

or clause. The infinitive is also semantically dominated 

by full-fledged predicates in the imperative, indicative and 

subjunctive because it modifies these predicates as to 

purpose, In the last example the infinitive is syntactically 

dominated because it is a complement or supporting predicate 

that is required according to the syntactic nature of the 

auxiliary predicate if the predicative construction is to be 

complete. Semantically the auxiliary predicate is collocatable 

with the infini.ti.ve complement and because the complement 

completes the notion initiated by the auxiliary predicate it 

is dominated. It is noted that the infinitive even if not 

a complement has a relatively tighter cohesion with the 

preceding predicate, A dominated predicate may also be 

introduced by a conjunctive. This means that a conjunctive 

may have a semantic potential of making a predicate 

dominated by another e.g. 



6ngit5h§le lipho 6fika (tell me when he comes) 

,,.,. ,. ,. ,. , "1.- ,. ( • ) 
mas1mqxoshe ukuze a,1ambe let us expel him so that he goes 

Syntactically lipho 6fika is the constituent of 6ngitshlle 

whilst ukuze ihamb6 is the constituent of masi~gx6sh6. This 

then explains that 6fika and ihamb6 as predicates are 

syntactically dominated by predicates that precede them. 

Government is defined by Robins (1964 p.251) as: 

the requirement that one word of a particular cla5s 

in a given syntactic construction with another word 

of a particular class shall exhibit the form of a 

specific category. 

In a number of European languages the verb may govern its 

object in a particular 'case'. In Zulu there are no formal 

markers of this type of relationship. The kind of government 

found in Zulu is where the verb governs the locative, the 

instrumental, the associative and the comparative. In 

replacive nominalization, the relative can enter into 

locative, instrumental, associative and comparative relationships 

and as such be governed by the predicate e.g. 

6ya kwibi~thinday6 (he is going to those who love him) 

uvika ngibi~thinday6 (he is protecting himself by those who 

love him) 

6himba nibi~thinday6 (he is going along with those who love 



him) 

J- ,,. ,,,. • ,, .,,. !' t' , , usebPnza nJengabam 11andayo (he is working like those who 

love him) 

The relationship between the predicate and adjunct relative is 

that of a bilateral dependent construction in which a 

constituent of a particular class requires the constituent of 

another particular class to assume a particular grammatical 

form. This type of construction is also known as exocentric. 

It must be pointed out, however, that in expansion nominalization, 

the relative is typically optional and is therefore dominated 

by the head which is obligatory, cf_endocentric constructions 

which are unilateral in nature. 

Having assumed the presence of domination and government in 

subordination, we shall investigate subordination of clauses 

according to the following: 

(A) Modifying clauses 

(B) Complementing clauses 

3.2 A. MODIFYING CLAUSES 

In this section subordinate clauses that modify other clauses 

are examined. In this work modification is used in its 

broader sense and it includes the attributive or the 

qualificative as well as the descriptive clauses. It is also 

in t~is sense, I suspect, in which modification is used by 
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Matthews (1:lfl1 p, 1/4(,). Such modification may include 

cc,njunctives. Modifying subordination involves the fol.lowi..ng: 

1 . Indicative 

2. Pacticipial 

3. Condj, tional 

4. Relative 

5. Subjunctive 

6. Infinitive 

3,2.1 Indicative 

It has been pointed out that the tenses and aspects of the 

indicative may be subordinate in certain contexts, The 

subordination of the tenses individually constituting clauses is 

mainly found after certain conjunctives. Note the main tenses and 

aspects of the indicative being introduced by certain 

conjunctives: 

izinqine zib6na 6k6thi/zizoshaywa/ (children realise that 

they will be punished) 

indoda icibinqa 6k6thi/iyizi/ (the man thinks that he knows) 

ibintu bijabu1,1a 6k6thi/bifundile/(people are happy that 

they are learned. 

ngiyamth&ndalo ~fina ngoba/6yizimis,la/ (I like this boy 

because he prepares himself) 

The indicative tenses zizoshaywa in the first example, iyazi 
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in the second, and 6y,zimis6la in the fourth are conditioned 

by the conjunctive so that they become subordinate, The 

same applies to the stative perfect bifundile in the third 

example, With certain sentences, it is grammatically 

acceptable to start with the subordinate clause, c~ 

6k6thi zizoshaywa, izing&ne ziy,b6na (that they will be 

punished, children realise) 

b .. ,. . . "1 ngo a uyaz1m1se.a, ngiyamth,nda lo ~fina (because he prepares 

himself, I like this boy) 

It is therefore possible to have focus on the subordinate 

clause by making it an initial clause, 

3.2.2 Participial 

The participial may either use a conjunctive before it, or 

be juxtaposed to the main predicate. Sometimes juxtaposed 

predicates may not be adjacent when there is a word other 

than the conjunctive between predicates. The following 

sentences show the participial being introduced by the 

conjunctives: 

; I' ,ii .f' _. I' ,- /' A / ( uThoko uyasebenza uma ethanda Thoko works when she likes) 

lowo ukhul.6ma ngoba/eng,szi/ (that one talks beca1rne he does 

not know) 

sAfika lapho/behlfula/khon& (we arrived where they stay) 
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The notions of description as attached to the conjunctives 

introducing the participial are fairly wide-ranging. In the 

above examples only a few notion1c, have been g1ven. Cf, uma 

brings forth •condition' whi J. e ngoba has an import of ·•reason,,,. 

The notion of 'place' is given by lapho. The participial 

subordinate clause introduced by the conjunctive may precede 

the main clause e.g. 

; ; A , k" , I' ; ,. 

uma ethanda uTho o uyasebenza 

b
, ii r,,, 

ngo a engazi lowo, uyakhuluma 

talks) 

(If Thoko likes, she works) 

(because he does not know, he 

lapho b~hl,la khon,, slfika (where they stay, we arrived) 

When the participial is juxtaposed next to the main predicate, 

it usually expresses simultaneous events or states, Simultaneity 

of events or states is an inter-•clausal semantic property. 

However the semantic property that makes the participial 

subordinate, is that it describes the situation in which the 

main predicate takes place. For this reason the label 

·•situative' m2,y be used to indicate the participial in this 

context. The modifying property of the participial is 

evidenced by the fact that it forms the basis for the relative, 

Both the parti,cipi.al and the relative form the negative in 

the same way. In the main, the participial does not precede 

the main predicate or clause. This shows that its occurrence 

is predictable and its distribution is restricted. Since the 

participial is •situative' there is no clear indication of 

the past and future participial tenses forms. The future 



tense formative that may be found with participial indicates 

a prospective aspect, cf. 

''f" ' ' ' ( . b l ngim ice ezohamba I found him a out to leave 

ng§b§bhabha b6s6y6kweba (I caught them about to go and steal) 

The participial tense as expressing simultaneity is non

deictic i.e. its indication of time is contextual or 

'relative'· e.g. 

6h6mba ~khSla (he walks crying) 

6zoh§mba 6khSla (he will walk crying) 

wShAmba ~kh§la (he walked crying) 

The participial allows aspectual differentiation. This 

shows that in itself it is not clearly marked as an aspect. 

If we talk of the "part:icipi.al aspect" of the indicative, we 

merely distinguish aspects that occur under the participial 

as against those that occur under the main tenses of the 

i ndicati.ve. 

The aspectual forms of the participial may modify the 

incHcati ve aspectual forms e, g. 

zihlizi zi16mbile (they are seated while they are hungry) 

. '' ' 'b I 'l ngisamzuma e he<1 e (I am about to stealthily fix him 

up while he is wide awake) 

. ''t..1' ' h' b ( t ' l . ng1sam,1 upha ezo am a I am o worry him as ,e is about to 

leave) 
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In the first example the stative aspect of the indicative 
' 

is modified by the stative perfect of the participial. In 

the second one, the prospective aspect of the indicative is 

modified by the stative perfect aspect of the participial. 

In the last example the prospective aspect of the participial 

modifies the prospective aspect of the indicative. It will 

be noted in these instances that there is a sequence of aspectual 

forms, The participial as a ·•tense' form can be used with 

all aspectual forms of the indicative e,g, 

uyahamba edla (he does walk eating): Note that -ya- indicates 

emphatic long form as well as continuous aspect 

usahamba edla (he was still walking eating): progressive 

aspect 

s6ngih8mba nqidla (I am now walking while eating): inceptive 

aspect 

b~nqih§mba ngidla (I have been walking while eating): 

imperfective aspect 

uthe ~khulOma nathi 7 simbOne (he said, speaking to us, we 

must see him): stative perfect. 

Something noted in the last example is that there is possibility 

of the choice of different word orders, i,e, the participial 

can precede the main indicative predicative, cf. 

~khulOma nathi uth& simb6ne 

Though this ordering is acceptable it is preferable to have 

ngenkathi placed before the participial e,g, 
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ngenk&thi ekhQlQma nathi Gth& simb6nc 

In this context the temporal descriptive significance as bound 

with the participial is strongly felt. 

The participial as indicating simultaneity may also be found 

with the potential formative -nga-. The formative -~33.-

can either be attached to the indicative tense forms or to the 

participial. In simultaneity, one of predicates is allowed 

to carry the potential formative not both of them, cf. 

~afunda udla (you can read whi.le eating) 

ba~gasebenza bekhuluma (they can work while talking) 

ngimb6na engaphGmelela (I see him being able to succeed) 

bazib6na bengafunda (they see themselves being able to read) 

The negative potential form of the participial must be 

distinguished from the ordinary negative form of the participial. 

The negative potential form of the participial uses the infix 

.:..1!9.e.: .instead of -nga- of the ordinary negative and there is 

also difference in vowel endings,cf. 

ngimb6na engephumGlele (I see him being unable to succeed) 

ngimb6na engaphumeleli (I see him not succeeding) 

This means that in form the ordinary negative differs inf"i:ica.11.y and 

terminally from the potential participial. Tonal, sequences 

also differ. 

The main predicates occurring with the participial having 



simultaneous notion may be the indicative, subjunctive, 

imperative and hortative e,g, 

6himba 6khSla (he walks crying) 

ihamb& 6khSla (may he walk crying) 

funda usukumile (read standing) 

makas6b&nz6 6thGle (he must work while being silent) 

The narrative tense as the main predicate may also combine 

with the participial e,g, 

I !i.! • ')"~ ''JlA ·' (·h l Jk · t d ) ,wa,1amba ec,1ala nam, anJe t ere .1e wa .. s crying o ay 

lbikhGluma b&dla, kw6nz6njani (there they talk while eating, 

what is the matter)? 

The participial may also be subordinated to the infinitive, be 

it nominal or predicative e.g. 

uk6himba 6ngash6ngo, k6yixika (his going without telling us 

is baffling)· 

6cish66k6~lim&za 6nganakile (he almost hurt him while he was 

unaware) 

ufike 6k6z6~b6na 6s6b6nza (may you come in order to see him 

working) 

It is to be noted that the participial may be subordinated to 

another subordinate predicate e.g. 
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G16khu &h&mba edla (he keeps on walking while eating) 

Gv&le ihamb& edla (he simply walks while eating) 

w&vele w&h&mba &dla (he simply walked while eating) 

anqahimba edla, Gngitsh&le (should he walk eating, tell me) 

In the first exc1mple ~ is subordinated to another participial 

, , b eham.a; in the second it is subordinated to the subordinate 

subjunctive ihamb& while in the third it is subordinated to 

the subordinate narrative wih&mba. In the first throe 

examples the first subordination is that of a complement 

(brought about by auxiliary predicates) while the second 

subordination is that of 'simultaneous' description, In the 

fourth example edla is subordinated to the conditional by 

simultaneous notion of description, 

A succession of participials may be found e.g. 

G~fina 616khu &cl& &khila &nqashayiwe (the boy keeps on crying 

now and then while not having been hit) 

These participials are not co-ordinated; they are 

subordinate clauses, In this way subordinate clauses form a 

hierarchy according to recursive rules, i.e. 'rules which 

apply indefini.tely many times to their own output•·, cf, 

Lyons (1977 p,389). Though in theory the rules may apply 

ad infi.nitum, in practice there are stylistic constraints. 

In simple terms recursion states that sequences within a 

sentence form a structured whole. In tho example given above, 
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the participials constitute different structural layers in 
' 

subordination, Cf, the par.ticipial auxiliary pred1cate ede 

is the complement of another auxiliar.y predicate 616khu; 

ekhala is the complement of ede whilst engashayiwe describes 

the situation in which ekhala occurs. It will be noted that in 

co-ordinated participials, the participial is not explained 

as describing another, cf.Chapter 2. 

The deictic corulative (locating as well as demonstrating) may 

precede the participial e.g. 

n&mpa beza abantu (here people are coming) 

nangu ekh616ma yedwa 6Fana (here Fana is talking to himself) 

nanso ikhwela emthini inyoka (there is a snake climing the 

tree) 

In these examples the participial describes the situation 

under which the ~eictic copulative occurs. The situation 

itself indicates an event that is going on in the present. 

In this context the participial indicates the present time 

because the deictic copulative is only relevant to the present. 

It cannot indicate future and past time. The deictic 

copulative and the participial may be separated by a noun, 

a pronoun, locative or any other adjunct e,g, 

n&mpa abantu beza (here people are coming) 

nangu 6Fana ekh616ma yedwa (here is Fana talking to himself) 

nanso e~thini inyoka ikhw&la (there is a snake climbing the 



tree) 

Since the deictic copulative is associated with the pronoun, 

the use of the participial in describing it is very close 

to that of the relative. Prof Lauw (personal communication) 

says in many Bantu lan,:iuages of Centl'.'al Africa, as j,n Zambia, 

the relative clause is a participial. 

3,2.3 Conditionals 

In Zulu there is a number of conditional constructions. Such 

constructions are bound up with the notions of contingency 

and potentiality, In order to have conditional constructions 

clarified, it is appropriate to classify them into three 

categories, viz simple conditionals, hypothetical 

conditionals and counterfactual conditionals, This 

classification is that of Salon~ (~979 pp,65-66) who used it 

in connection with ,Haya whi.ch belongs to a subset of Bantu 

languages. This classification has been found appropriate 

and has therefore been applied to Zulu, 

3.2.3 (a) Simple Conditional Construction 

In this construction the predicate that is conditional 

(protasis) is signalled by the natTative, the •~· 

formative and the participial introduced by 6ma e.g. 

Jw§fika, sizoh~mba (once you come, we shall go) 



unqafika, sizoh€,mba (should you come, we shall. go) 

6ma 6fika, sizohimba (if you come, we shall go) 

In simple conditional construction, there is an assumption 

that if the protasis holds, the apodosis (main predicate) 

results. According to Salon6 (1975 p.65) simple conditionals 

state that a proposition results if another 

proposition holds. 

This means that as long as the conditional predicate is 

there, the main predicate which is a conclusion, is evidently 

a corollary. The ordering of the conditional predicate 

(protasis) and the main one (apodosis) may be free i.e. the 

protasis may either precede or follow the apodosis e.g. 

Jwafika sizohamba (once you come, we shall go) 

sizohamba\wafika (we shall go, once you come) 

ungafika sizohamba (should you come, we shall go) 

sizohamba ungafika (we shall go, should you come) 

In case the conditional predicate with-~- is preceded by 

the auxiliary predicate -ib,i, the. choi.ce of word order is 

fixed e.g. 

athi angafika anqib6ne (the moment he comes, he should see 

me) 

Accordipg to Greenberg (1963 p,66) there is some universal 
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in tho ordering of subordinate and main predicates as he 

says: 

In conditional statements, the conditional clause 

precedes the conclusion as the normal order in all 

languages, 

This seems to be the case in Zulu though the term 'normal' 

is questionable. It is to be noted that there are semantic 

similarities between the simple future and the simple 

conditional. The difference is that in the simple conditionals, 

the futurity is highly contingent and not just a matter of 

course as it is with the simple future. 

3,2,3 (bl Hypothetical Conditional Construction 

According to Doke (1955 p 0 139) this conditional construction 

expresses 'doubt• as he says; 

In conditional construction involving doubt or 

inexpectancy of fulfilment in present or future 

time ... 

Though Doke mentions only the present and future time, it 

must be pointed out that even the past time is involved in 

the hypothetical conditionals. The hypothetical conditional 

puts forward a proposition that is understood as •unreal' 

or 'imaginary•, The construction of the hypothetical 



conditionals is peculiar in that it involves the conjunctive 

6k6ba and the optative conjunctive ngabe which may be 

shortened to nga-. The optati.ve conjunctive ngabe may also 

be understood as an auxiliary predicate especially if it 

prefixes the subject concord,cf. 

, b .,. ,i' ,. .,. l,- .,. b , , t , ( b . . f s 1 . l, ) nga e uyahamba u~u a uya handa he would .e going i. ,,e i~ed 

izingane zinqabi z!fika 6k6ba zaz8zi (children would have 

come, if they knew) 

The protasis of the conditional contains 6k6ba whereas the 

apodosis contains nqabe. Though Doke sees •doubt' in these 

constructions, it seems proper to regard the hypothetical 

conditional as a proposition whose occurrence is made 

nu 11- and-void beca.use another proposition fai.1 s t.o occur, 

The proposition whose occurrence is made null-and-void is 

the protasis, while the proposition failing to occur is the 

apodosis. The choice of word order of the apodosis and 

protasis is free in hypothetical conditionals, cf. 

'~ ' 'h' .. ' ~ ' 'd nqaoe uya amba ukuba uyathan a 

6k6ba 6yathanda nqabe 6yahamba 

In the hypothetical conditional construction, the apodosis 

and the protasis are inter-dependent. The clauses determine 

each other and they agree in subordination. This may be 

expressed by if-then convention: if one clause is subordinate, 

then the other one is subordinate (hypothetical). 
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3.2.3 Cc) Counterfactual Conditionals 

The counterfactual conditional designates •an unfulfilled 

past condition', cf. Doke (1955 p, 140). In Zulu tr1is 

construction is achieved by the contingent apodosis which 

consists of the past formative be or - ~- + the future 

formative - zo -
, , 

and the protasis introduced by ukuba or 

bengizohlala 6k6ba ufikile (I would have stayed 1 had you come) 

ngangizophumelela 6kuba ng~scilbenza (I would have succeeded, 

had I worked) 

bebezomth6la 6ma eph6zi1e (they would have fixed him, had 

he been drunk) 

The conclusion (apodosis) is taken to be contrary-to-fact c~ 

bengizohlala,ngAngfzophum!l!la, babezomth6la and the 

conditional clause is signalled by the conjunctive 

6kuba/6ma. Welmers (1973 p. 361) referring to Kpelle, regards 

the conclusion that is contrary-to-fact as •desiderative" 

expressing ·•an action which the subject wishes would have 

taken or had taken place• Though the conclusion or the 

so-cal.1ed · .'desiderative' is the ·•main•· predicate or clause it 

is determined by conditional predicate introduced by 

ukuba/uma. The relation difficulties of such propositions 

may be resolved somewhat by the if-then convention as applied 

above, 
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3,2.4 Subjunctive 

In Zulu the subjunctive par excellence as forming a subordinate 

clause occurs after the conjunctives 0k0thi/0kuba and ukuze. 
' 

Sometimes these conjunctives may be implicit, i.e. in 

contexts where they are supposed to occur they are left 

out, cf, 

ngifuna uk0thi sidle(• I want that we may eat i.e. I want 

us to eat) 

uyasebenza 6k6ze ah6le (he works so that he gets paid) 

as against 

ngifuna sidle ( • I want that we may eat .i, e, I want us to 

eat) 

6yasebenz,a ah61e (he works so that he gets paid) 

In these sentences the subjunctive expresses subordination. 

It must be noted though that in contexts like uyasebenza 

ah6le, the subjunctive may be interpreted as being consecutive 

which is not introduced by implicit conjunctive, cf. 

6yasebenza ah6le (he works and gets paid) 

When the subjunctive does not express purpose, which perforce 

in~icates subordination, it is not introduced by conjunctives 

ukuthi/ukuba and ukuze whether explicit or implicit, cf, 

' ' 'b' i ' ' h '1 'k' isise enz siyas aye a, si olobhe, silungise indlu (a worker 



sweeps, cleans and prepares the house) 

In the latter example the subjunctive besides being a predicate 

itself also acts as a covert co-ordinating link, hence forming 

consecutive co~ordination, Subordinated subjunctives are 

descriptive whereas co-ordinated subjunctives are not. 

From the foregoing analysis of the subjunctive two important 

questions emerge: 

(a) When is it possible for the subjunctive expressing 

subordinate clause of purpose to leave out 6k6thi/0k0ba 

or UkUze? 

(bl Is the clause of purpose associated with the command? 

3,2,4 (al When is it possible for the subjunctive expressing 

the subordinate clause of purpose to leave out 

0k0thi or 6k0ze? 

It has been noted above that in certain instances the 

subjunctive expressing the subordinate clause of purpose, the 

presence of 6k6thi and 6k6ze may be optional, In other 

contexts the leaving out of these conjunctives, completely 

changes the sense of the sentence so that the subjunctive is 

no longer the subordinate clause of purpose, In the first 

place it must be made clear that 6k6thi and 6k6ze do not 

have the same semantic property as connectives in all 
, 

respects. Uk6thi may be left out in a context where 6k6ze 
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cannot replace it. In that context the omission of 6k6thi 

does not affect the nature of the clause having the 

subjunctive. Cf, 

nqif6na 6k6thi sidle (I want us to eat) 

bithinda 6k6thi zibOnw& (they like them to be seen) vs 

ngif6na sidle 

bithinda zibOnw& 

Though the conjunctive 6k6thi may be omitted as shown in the 

above example, there are certain preferences about omission. 

If the subject of the main clause is also the subject of the 

subordinate clause, the omission of 6k6thi is not preferred 

e.g. 

ngif6na 6k6thi ngidle (I want to eat) 

bithinda 6k6thi bibonw& (they want to be seen or taken notice 

of) 

but net 

*ngif6na ngidle (I want to eat) 

*bithinda bibonw& (they want to be seen) 

The use of preferred construction (i.e. that of using uk6thi 

when the subject concords of the main and subordinate clauses 

are the same) avoids ambiguity which prevails if the 

conjunctive is omitted, 

In non-conditional construction, 6k6thi has 6k6ba as its 
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alternative. So in all the instances where 6kGthi is used in 
' 

the above examples, 6k6ba may replace it. In this respect 

GkGthi and 6k6ba are grouped together because they are not 

contrastive in subordinate clauses of purpose, 
~ , . 

Ukul')a :i. s a 

dialect variant of 6k0thi. The case in point is: When does 

the subjunctive expressing the subordinate clause of 

purpose omit 6k6thi/Gk6ba? It would appear that 6k6thi/ 

6k6ba is optional when a certain class of predicates is used, 

Some linguists associate this class of predicates with the 

'substanti.val clause", cf, Doke (1955 p. 33) and Cole (1975 

~437). In this regard Doke refers to subatantival clauses 

employing the subjunctive mood and says: 

These are used after verbs of desire, intention, 

purpose, necessity. In this construction ukuba 

is used more commonly than ukuthi, though the latter 

also occurs followed by the subjunctive mood, 

Cole in Tswana more or leas proceeds in the same vein as 

Doke since he says: 

Substantival clauses of purpose, expressing desire, 

intention or command, are introduced by gore, 

followed by present subjunctive tense forms. 

The propd.ety of the term "substantive clause• _,will be 

examined later in this chapter, However, the view expressed 

by Doke and Cole that a certain class of predicates (i.e. of 



desire, intention and necessity/command) are used with the 

subjunctive introduced by 6k6thi/6k6ba (in Zulu) is 

significant. In Zulu it is this class of predicates which 

makes the use of 6k6thi/6k6ba optional in fanning the 

subjunctive subordinate clauses of purpose. 

replace 6k6thi/6k6ba in this context. 

, , 
Ukuze does not 

3.2.4 (bl Is the clause of purpose associated with the 

command? 

This question requires that we specify the nature of 

association or relationship between the clause of purpose 

and command. Obviously the nature of relationship can be 

stated in terms of both formal and semantic properties, As 

regards form the hortative, which is a form of command, has 

a structure related to the subjunctive expressing a clause 

of purpose" Note the following: 

mabadle abantwana (let the children eat) 

6f6na 6k6thi badle abantwana (he wants the children to eat) 

The first example shows the hortative (command) whilst the 

second shows the subjunctive expressing subordinate clause 

of purpose, The slight difference that exists in morphology 

is that the hortative attaches an auxiliary prefixal 

formative whilst the subjunctive has only the subject 

concord, So there is a morphological association between the 

subjunctive and the hortative with particular reference to 
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the endings of these verb forms. The imperative and the 

subjunctive also show resemblance of the plural suffix e.g. 

hambfini n6nke (go all of you)! 

6f6na sih&mb&ni s6nke (he wants all of us to leave) 

In the dimension of semantic character, some scholars have 

observed a certain correspondence between the subjunctive 

(of purpose) and the command. Louwrens (1978 pp.276-7) after 

giving Northern Sotho examples to support his claim says: 

In the light of these facts, it seems well founded 

to conclude that there exists a natural relation 

between "command" on the one hand and "purpose" on 

the other, which is expressed in Northern Sotho in 

the relation holding between imperative main 

clauses and subjunctive clauses. The actual 

marking of purposive clauses by means of the 

purposive clause marker gore is, therefore 

redundant in these syntactic environments, 

While it is true that there is a semantic relationship 

between the command and subjunctive clause of purpose in 

terms of presupposition, it cannot be accepted, at least in 

Zulu, that the clause marker is redundant, Both the command 

and the subjunctive in particular contexts presuppose a 

purpose to be fullfilled. In Zulu the conjunctive 6k6ze may 

be used as a relation between the imperative/hortative and 
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the subjunctive, Such a relation has a semantic specification of 

1purpose ,: . However 1 n the success.ton of predicates a further 

semantic specification other than that of generalised 

'purpose• is required. The relationship between the main 

predicate and the subjunctive of purpose is that of •cause

result•·; the main predicate is the cause whilst the subordinate 

clause is the effect, This type of relationship does not 

obtain in a series of commands, As the subjunctive features 

in such commands, care must be taken not to take the 

conjunctive uk(ize as optional or redundant because its omission 

has semantic consequences e.g. 

' ' , ' ' ,. ( th k ) hamba ukuze ubuye masisha go so at you come bac soon 

hamba {lbuye masi sha ( go and come back soon) 

In the first example there is a specifi.cation "cause-result" 

whereas in the second where ukuze is absent, there is no 

such specification, In the second example there is a series 

of commands in which case ubuye is a subjunctive expressing 

covert co~ordination, cf.consecutivization. 

3.2.5 Relative 

The relative is a modifying clause that is distributionally 

nominal. It is derived from a nuclear 'predicative• clause 

by way of word formation rules. That it is a clause, implies 

the presence of a kind of predicate partially changed into 

a noun by prefixing ttie pronominal element la-. The 
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relative has lead some scholars, cf, Westphal (1,946) and 

Fortune ('.L955),to label it the 'relative mood'. It is, 

however, found hard to accept the relative as mood (form 

of predicate) because it is not only a word but can be a 

construction consisting of more than one word e.g. 

, , , /' , '/ , ( . umfana ohambayo nangu The boy who J.s going is this one) but 

6~fina/6k6himba kwikhe kuyadab6kisa/ningu (the boy whose 

going is saddening is here) 

In the first instance the relative 6himbay6 is a single 

word. But in Hie second instance the relative 6k6himba 

kwikhe kuyadab6kisa is a construction consisting of three 

words. In this regard it is even unrewarding to classify 

the relative as a part of speech. 

According to Welmers (1973 p.420): 

A relative clause is a complete sentence 

nominalized by the addition of the specific 

suffix /- i -i/ to the entire sentence. The 

sentence so nominalized is itself complete 

by virtue of including a subject pronoun, an 

object pronoun or a complement which refers 

back to (recapitulates) the antecedent noun, 

The important thing about Welmers' definition is that he 
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views the relative as a sentence. Since'nominalization' is 

often used as regards the relative, a further classification 

of nominalization is given in the light of this investigation. 

Nominalization as regards the relative is used in two 

senses. First, it refers to a clause that is used to 

expand the head which may be a noun, pronoun or copulative. 

This is then called expansion nominalization e.g. 

izink6m6 6zidlay6 (cattle that are grazing) 

zon~ ezidlay6 (they that are grazing) 

''k""'.,. 1 'l' yizin omo ezid ayo (it is cattle that are grazing) 

Second,nominalizati.on refe1"s to 'replacement• i.e. a clause 

which 'replaces' the head. This type of nomina li.za tion is 

referred to as replacive nominalization e.g. 

6zidlay6 (those that are grazing) 

ngezidlay6 (it is those that are grazing) 

In replacive nominalization, the head may be replaced in 

focus construction where the head occurs after a focussed 

relat.ive e.g. 

ezidlay6 izink6m6 

' 'dl ' ' ezi ayo zona 

In the latter case the clause is not an expansion proper but 

the head is in apposition as it were, It must be noted that 
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'replacement' as applying to replacive nomin~lisation is 

used in a special sense. It does not refer to a 

mechanical paradigmatic kind of rep la.cement, But it 

involves that the head noun is latent or that it is in 

apposition, It also involves the~ head noun as when the 

indefinite concord ku- is used, cf, kuhle (it is well) vs 

6kuhle (that which is well). 

As regards the formation of the relative, a good deal has 

been said within the framework of transformational analysis. 

Transformational grammar has at least two prominent theories 

along which the formation of the relative is explained. These 

theories may be referred to as 'matching' theory and 

'promotion• theory. The ~atching' theory with its versions 

sees the matching of the NP of the matrix sentence by the 

NP of the embedded sentence in relativization. Under this 

conception of relativization the following sentence 

' ,. ' ., ' " JI ,,. ( th b ' umfana ogangayo uyahleka e oy who is naughty is laughing) 

is transformationally formed from the deep structure: 

,,, (''f' ,, ) umfana um ana uyaganga uyahleka 

The •matching' theory takes identi.ty of NP's into consideration. 

Hendrickse (1.975) points out that co-referential NP must 

be adjacent to the antecedent before relativization can take 

place. , 'Promotion' ,theory was developed by Schachter (1973). 

The •promotion'· theory introduces a dummy symbol LI which 
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is an empty category. The NP of the embedded sentence is 

promoted to fill the dum~y slot so that it becomes the 

subject of both the embedded sentence and the matrix one. 

Nkabinde (1978) has followed this line of analysis with 

reference to the relative in Zulu, Benji Wald (1970) dealing 

with the relative in Umbundu is of the opinion that the dummy 

symbol must be lexically filled, ~th the matching theory 

and promotion theory may be good for European languages as 

well as some African languages, but are not relevant to Zulu, 

The Dokean approach has it that there is a qualificative 

relative and a pronoun relative i.e. a relative as a 

qualificative and a relative as a pronoun, This assumption is 

based partly on a syntactic criterion and partly on a morphological 

criterion. As regards syntactic criterion the qualificative 

relative ceases to be a qualificative if it is placed before 

the 'substantive• or if it is deprived of the accompanying 

:substantive• and then becomes the qualificative pronoun. 

Though Doke does not explicitly put it, the morphological 

criterion applies when the qualificative relative is capable 

of taking the prefixal formatives that are used in connection 

with the noun, then it becomes a pronoun e,g. 

thinb siya k6h5mbay6 6m6ntu (we are going to the person who 

is going) 

thini siya k6himbay6 (we are going to the one who is going) 

izingbne zikhu16ma ng6himbay6 6m6ntu (children are talking 

about the person who is going) 
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izinq&ne zikhul6ma nq6h&mbay6 (children are talking about 

the one who is going) 

It will be noted that in the first two examples the locative 

prefix ku- is used when the noun is placed after the relative 

or when it is found without the noun it qualifies. In the 

last two examples the instrumental nqa- is used when the 

noun is placed after the relative or when it is found without 

the noun it qualifies. 

On a closer look the division of a relative into the 

qualificative and pronoun is plausible yet unnecessary. We 

have stated that the relative is a nominal construction 

derived by prefixi.ng the pronominal element ~- to the 

indicative present tense. This goes to show that the 

relative, though a clause, is nominalised (pronominal) 

irrespective of its position or its co-occurrence with the 

noun. On the other hand because of its similar distribution 

with the noun it "qualifies", it undergoes certain 

morphological constraints. It cannot take the prefixal 

formatives normally taken by nouns, if it follows the noun 

it •qualifies,;. This is to be expected because the noun 

itself cannot take these prefixes if it occurs after the 

relative,cf. 

thin& siya k6himbay6 6m6ntu 

but not 

•thin& siya 6himbay6 k6m6ntu 
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The case in point then is that the relative behaves like the 

noun in similar positions. It is pronominal not because of 

its position but because of the pronominalising element 

la- and its distribution, Though it is pronominal in 

character it still has the notion of modification, The 

1qualificative 1· is therefore pronominal. 

Sometimes the relative clauses are subdivided into restrictive 

and non-restrictive according to the absence or presence of 

pauses before and after the relative clause, The pause as 

a criterion of subdivision has been claimed in languages like 

Bngli"sh e.g. 

( i) 

(ii) 

Scholars who work hard are successful 

Scholars, who work hard, are successful 

In (i) where there are no pauses there is an assertion that 

only a sub-group of scholars work hard. The implication is 

that there are more scholars than those in the sub-group that 

work hard, hence resti,ictive. In (ii) where there is a pause 

before and after the relative clause it is asserted that all 

scholars work hard, These claims as given by English sentences 

are hard to support in Zulu, Though a pause can be inferred 

from a relatively long length at the penult, it is a moot 

point in Zulu that it can have an interpretation given to 

it in English. Zulu has a different device of handling the 

problem of ·•only a sub-group of a class 1• and •all of the 

class•·. It introduces a demonstrative to refer to, ''only a 
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sub-group of a class' and if there is no demonstrative it 

refers to 'all of a class', cf. 

( i ) 

( i. i ) 

abafGndi labo abas&b&nza kanzima bayaphGm&l&la 

(scholars who work hard succeed) 

&b~f6ndi hb~s~bknza kanzima b&y~ph6m~l~la 

(scholars, who work hard, succeed) 

In (i) where there is labo the relative restricts a sub-group 

of abafGndi whereas in (ii) it has no such restriction. But 

we shall not divide the relative clause into restrictive and 

non-restrictive on the basis of the use of the demonstrative. 

Our restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses will be 

based on the parameter of a concord. 

The terms restrictive and non-restrictive are used in this 

study in a slightly different sense from the one in vogue as 

regards relative clause analysis in English. The concords 

may either. be restrictive or non-restrictive
1

c~ Hlongwane 

(1976). The concord is restrictive when it expresses a 

restricted relation between the noun and the predicate as in 

0~fana 0yahamba (the boy is walking) where the subject 

concord u- has a one-to-one relation with the noun G~fana; 

in this case the subject concord is derived from the 

corresponding class prefix. At times the concord may be 

non-restrictive when it does not agree with the noun in a 

one-to-one fashion e.g. kGhamba 0~fana (there walks a boy), 

The so-called "classificatory concords" cf, Doke (1955) are 
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in a way non-restrictive or at least partially restrictive. 

The non-restrictive or partial restrictive use of the concord 

occurs in cases of conjoined subjects and objects. Since the 

relative is a sentential derivation, it may also involve the 

restrictive and non-restrictive use of the concord. If the 

relative concord does not agree with the noun that is 

qualified, such a relative concord is non-restrictive. It is 

non-restrictive in the sense that any noun qualified, in 

similar position, may be used with that concord. 

Note the following sentences: 

(i) urtifana abartib6nay6 abantu uyahamba (the boy whom the 

people see is going) 

(ii) 

( iii) 

ukudla li.bakub6nay6 abantu kumnandi (the food which 

people see is delicious) 

lzingane abazib6nay6 abantu ziyahamba (the children 

whom the people see are going) 

In the above sentences the relative concord aba- is used with 

nouns belonging to different classes and it is therefore 

non-restrictive. However, the noun that is essentially 

qualified is referred to by an object concord. At times the 

choice of word order may throw the relativized noun and the 

non-relativized noun together e.g. abantu umfana abartib6nay6 

uyahamba. The useful clue of ascertaining the noun that is 

relativized or enlarged is to note the subject concord of the 

predicate of the main clause. The noun that has a 

concordial agreement with the predicate of the main clause is 

the 'head' noun enlarged by the relative clause. For that 
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reason, umfana in the above sentence is the 'head' noun. This 

means that abantu is part of the relative clause. This also 

shows that the relative concord (cf. aba-) does not always 

refer to the 'head' noun. It becomes more intricate when the 

relativized noun is omitted and the one referred to by the 

relative concord is placed before the relative as in 

abantu abamb6nay6 uyahamba. In cases as above, Prof van 

Rooyen (personal communication) says only one noun is 

qualified i.e. umfana. The other noun i.e. abantu is 

referred to by its relative concord. The qualified noun is 

also referred to by the object concord in the qualifying 

clause. 

The relative may also be associated with another kind of 

focus constructions. Compare the following sentences: 

uMkhfze uyfndoda ekhulupheleyo (Mr Mkhize is a man who is fat) 

nguMkhfze 6yJ:ndoda ekhulupheH!yo ( it is Mr 1•ikhize who is a 

man that is fat) 

In the first sentence uyfndoda is a nuclear copulative but 

in the second sentence the relative 6yfndoda modifies the 

copulative nguMkhize. The second sentence is a focus 

construction and the relative 6yindoda is associated with 

this type of construction. Though both 6yindoda and 

ekhulupheleyo are relatives, ekhulupheleyo is not a focus 

relative. The difference between a focus relative and a 

non-focus one is to be sought in pragmatic information 

where we have a question and answer pair. In the first 

sentence the pair would be set out as follows: 
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Q: 6Mkhize 6njani (How is Mkhize like)? 
, 

A: , I ,I .,,. ., I ) ,. I .. ,,. 

uMchize uyindoda echulupheleyo 

In this answer 6Mkhize is taken for granted (old information) 

and is therefore not focussed. But if the pair is: 

Q: nqubani 6y!ndoda ekh616pheleyo (who is the man that 

is fat)? 

A: ' ' ' d 'k ,. ,. ,. ,,. nquMkhize oyindo a e hulupheleyo 

it is clear the nquMkhize is focussed flnd is new information. 

The relative that modifies a focussed copulative mfly then 

be called a focus relative because it is a necessary 

ingredient of a focus construction. The focus relative may 

further be 'quali.fi.ed'' by another relative in which case we 

have~ sequence of a focus rel1J.tive and a non-focus one, It 

will be noted that nguMkhlze is the focussing of the subject. 

(For further remarks on focus construction vide Chapter 4), 

If de-focussing of the subject is intended, the existential 

copulative k6khona is used as the main clause and the former 

main predicate used as a relative clause e.g~ 

abantu bayangg6nggoza emAyango (people are knocking at the 

door) but 

kukhona abantu abanggongq6zay6 emnyango (there are people who 

are knocking at the door) 

In the first_example the sentence is simple whereas in the 

second it is complex. Focussing or de-focussing of the 

subject may result in simple sentence - complex sentence 
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, 

uMkhize uyindoda (Mr Mkhiz,e is a man) 
, 

(ng)uMkhiz,e 6yindoda (It is Mr Mkhize who is a man) 

According to the transformational analysis the second example 

is a cleft sentence, In Zulu, subject focus is responsible 

for the kind of a complex sentence as noted in the above 

example, On the other hand some kind of de-focussing or 

indefiniteness is indicated by the existential predicate 

ku.khona as in kukhona uMkhize oyindoda (There is a Mr Mkhiz,e 

who is a man), The subject concord ku- is a non-restrictive 

and i.ndefinite. 

Certain facts emerge from the way the relative has been 

treated above, viz 

(a) It is not necessary to explain the relative in terms of 

its antecedent in Zulu; cf. Doke divides the relative 

into direct and indirect accord1ng to whether the antecedent 

agrees with the relative or not. It mu~t also be borne 

in mind that the relative concord based on the 

unrestrictive concord ku- cannot be associated with a 

particular antecedent, c~ non-restrictive replacive 

relative, 

(b) There is no need for direct/1ndirect distinction, c~ 

Doke; neither is there any need for adjacency principle 

as proposed by Hendrikse (1975). 
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(cl The relative concord is derived from the subject concord 

rather than from the class prefix. This implies that 

it is derived after the subject has been marked in a 

sentence. Such a sentence is then nominalized. 

(d) The relative may simultaneously qualify the noun 

belonging to the main clause and the other belonging to 

the subordinate clause. 

(el The relative is pronominal by virtue of the demonstrative 

la- that is prefixed to the predicate and by its 

d.i stribution. 

3.2.6 Infinitive 

The infinitive is in many instances a noun of class 15 

because despite all the predicative characteristics it may 

have, the class prefix ku- causes 1t mainly \:o occur in the 

noun slot, Care must be taken, for instance, that it is 

not the infinitive that is productive so as to have the 

object concord or the verbal extension. rt is the object 

concord or the extension \:hat comes first before the finite 

predicate could be converted into an infinitive. In other 

words the finite predicate \:hat has an object concord or an 

extension will retain it when it is converted into infinitive 

through derivation. The crucial thing about the infinitive 

is that it may occupy a predicate slot and ipso facto have 

a predicative function. This is clearly seen where the 

infinitive is a complement of an auxiliary predicate e.g. 
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w&thi Gk6~bGka kbnc&ne (he just looked at him a little) 

.. "' ,,,. ,. .,. .,. .,,. ( I ) ucishe ukul1mala ,e nearly got hurt 

mOsa GkGh&mba (do not go) 

Such a function of the infinitive is also observed when it 

succeeds certain predicates and this use is consistent with 

the definition of serializatio~ cf. 1.4.7 e.g. 

ngizofika 6k6z6rnb6na (I shall come to see him) 

wlbOya GkGz6hlala naye (he came back to stay with him) 

In these sentences the infinitive is functionally a predicative 

by virtue of its being the semantic replacement of the 

participial and the narrative forms (prospective aspects) e.g. 

ngiz,ofi.ka ngiz6rnb6r:@_ (I shall come to see him) 

wlbOya w&z6hlala naye (he came back to stay with him) 

It will be noted that both the participial and narrative 

forms in these concatenations constitute serial subordinate 

clauses because they describe as to purpose. 

Once it has been established that the infinitive has two 

functions, vi.z nominal and verbal, then we need not look for 

noun morphological characteristics or verb morphological 

characteristics in it. Looking for such characteristics may 

be misleading in some respects. It must be observed that the 

verb stem which may have an extension or which may be 
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positive or negative can be converted into a noun stem through 

the process of word derivation e.g. 

'k'f' . 'k' b'l ' '1· ang1.u·un1 u.uham ea eGo 1 ( I do not l i.ke to go to Johannesburg) 

6k6ngarnb6ni 6Th~mba k6y&~jabhisa 6nina (not to see Themba, 

makes his mother sad) 

In these examples the infinitives are nouns despite the fact 

that they have morphological characteristics of verbs like 

the extension,negative formation and object concord, The fact 

that they are nouns is proven by their ability to generate 

concord agreement in the predicate. When the infinitive 

generates concord in the predicate, its function is similar 

to that of all other nouns, Once more, nominals are not 

productive with regard to object concords. For instance the 
• 

name of a person 6Mshiyini (Mshiyeni i,e, leave him) is 

derived from mshiy~ni (leave him) by adding class la prefix 

£-. It does not mean that the object concord -rn- signals 

productivity of personal names. The same applies to the 

infini tiv·e as a nominal. 

Finally it may be stated that the infinitive could be the 

basis for further word formation. The so-called future 

tense of the indicative is the result of the predicate 

sequences in which the infinitive has a predicate function. 

In such a case the predicates in sequence are amalgamated 

so that they form a word compound. In a compound predicate 

each predicate undergoes 'semantic shift,; and 
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input the main verb and the infinitive e.q. 

ngiya + ukuhamba (I go+ to qo) 

ngiyaukuhamba (I am going to go) 

ngiy6kuhamba (I am going to go) 

nqiyohamba (I am going to go) 

ng6hamba (I am going to go) 

In this work, the term •compound predicate' is reserved for 

a derivation in which two or more predicates are combined 

into a single predicate i.e. predicates merge into one 

predicate. In cases where the auxiliary predicate is a 

word on its own separate form the complementary subordinate 

predicate as in wlthi ukuffibuka, the term complex clause is 

used in which case it refers to a periphrastic predicate-

3.2.7 Further sub-division of modifying clauses 

The modifying clauses can also be sub-divided according to 

the collocational relationship of the qualificative and the 

descriptive, hence gualificative and descriptive clauses, 

The qualificative clause is based on the relative and in 

this study it is therefore taken to be the collocational 

designation of the relative clause, cL 3.2.5 above. Of 

particular interest with the relative as a qualificative 

clause is its nominal status. For this reason it can derive 

a copulative which can also be qualified: 
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ng6dlal&y6 6ngaf0ndi (it is the one who plays who does not 

read) 

nq&bihl6ph~kay6 ibic~lay6 (it is those who suffer that beg) 

• , 'k I , l , ( ngobale ayo osindayo it is the one who runs away who 

escapes) 

The relative (qualificative) copulative is qualified by a 

non-copulative relative. It must be borne in mind that the 

qualificative copulative (sometimes called 'descriptive 

copulative', cf.Cole 1975) still qualifies though it is 

qualified. In this case there seems to be a hierarchy of 

qualification. The collocational relationship may also 

establish another kind of clause, i.e. the 'directive 

clause' which is not actually modifying as the qualificative 

and the descriptive, cf. directive clause below. 

A descriptive subordinate clause describes the predicate in 

the main clause and in that score it is dominated by the 

main clause. Ziervogel (1976 p,145) regards descriptive 

clauses as adverbial clauses: 

Adverbial clauses are introduced by conjunctions, 

adverbs and auxiliaries, especially not derived 

from verbs. 

It will be noted that the term 'adverbial' does not indicate 

collocational relation. We must be careful not to be led 

into thinking that a descriptive clause is always introduced 
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by a conjunctive or an adverb. There are those descriptive 

clauses that do not use conjunctives and those that do. Note 

those that do not use conjunctives: 

6~fana 6hamba/6yadli/ (the boy walks while crying) 

bi~fice/ekblla/(they called at her whilst she was crying) 

unqahimba/nqizodumala/(should you go, I'll get disappointed) 

6b6keka/nj6ng6ngaphilile/(he looks like the one who is not 

well) 

The above clauses can be sub-divided into those expressing 

simultaneity (first two examples), conditionals (third 

example) and manner/degree/locative often indicated by kuna-, 

njenga-, kwa- and nqanga- (last example). 

Another form of a descriptive clause that does not use a 

conjunctive is a descriptive clause of place constituted by 

such words as phambi(before), emva (after) and phezu (above) 

e.g. 

"hl' . h' b" k 'b' 'f d' ' si ez1 p am 1 wa asi un isayo (we are seated before those 

who teach us) 

ibhan6yi lindiza phezu k6k6daliw6yo e~hlabeni (a plane flies 

above what is created on earth) 

ibhublsi libh6nga eduze kwezihlakazekay6 izilwane (a lion is 

roaring next to the dispersing animals) 

The locative word (pharnbi, phezu, eduze etc.) and the concord 
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that these clauses are descriptive locative nominals. The 

' t t' ' l. k 'b' ' d' ' } ' ·
1possess;ive c.ons rue l.Oni 1 pham:ii .wa asifon .1.sayo, p1ezu 

k6k6daliw&yo and &duze kw&zihlakaz&kay6 are in effect 

exocentric constructions. 

The infinitive with a predicative function may supply a kind 

of descriptive clause of purpose in which there is no 

conjunctive (cf,3.2.6) e.g. 

Gyaharnba Gk6y6~b6na (he is going •in order• to see him) 

G~fana Gtheng& incwadi Gk6yif6nda (the boy has bought a book 

•in order' to read it) 

ba~nik& im&ndlela GkG~kl6mela (they have given him a medal 

•in order' to praise him) 

In these sentences the infinitive cannot be taken as a noun 

because it is not the term or argument of the preceding 

predicate. 

Descriptive clauses that use conjunctives are quite diverse. 

In cert~in cases the conjunctives may be omitted. The 

conjunctives themselves have semantic significance and they 

are subordinating. These descriptive clauses may express 

condition, location, time, reason, concession, purpose and 

comparison: 

(i) Condition e.g. ingane iyakhala uma ilambile (a baby 
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cries if it is hungry) 

(li) Location e,<], nqiyathanda lapho ehlala khona (I like 

the place where he stays) 

(iii) . . 'h "'""e- ( Time e.g. ngizofika lap o eseged~le I will come 

when he has finished) 

akangibhaleli sel6khu ahlmba (he does not write to 

me ever since he left) 

(iv) Reason e.g. aka~hl6phi ng6ba 6ya~themba (he does not 

worry her because he trusts her) 

(v) Concession e.g. 6yasebenza n6ma egOla (he works 

even though he is ill) 

(vi) Purpose e.g. bayalima 6k6ze bavune (they plough so 

that they may reap) 

(vii) Comparison e.g. wenza njeng6ba etsheliwe (he does 

as he was told) 

Evidently there may be different ways of presenting a 

descriptive clause. For instance a descriptive clause of 

comparison may be presented in two ways: first by using 

certain inflected conjunctives (njeng6ba, k6nok6thi, k6n6ma, 

k6nok6ba) and second by prefixing such formatives as k6na

njen9a- to replacive relative clauses e.g. 

6mile k6nok6ba a.sebenze (he is standing rather than working) 

6~fana 6zoz6za kakh6lu k6nabavilaphayo (the boy will gain 

more than those who are lazy) 
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3.3 B. COMPLEMENTING CLAUSES 

Complementing clauses refer to those clauses that cannot be 

specified as ~edifying'. The term •complementing' is used 

in a different sense from "complementary•·, "Complementar'y' 

refers to a predicate that supports the auxiliary predicate 

and as such it is a subclass of 1cornplementing 1· clauses. 

Matthews (1981 p,169) uses the term ·•complement clause• for 

what we call ••complementinq clause' (we choose complementinq 

because it is in accord with modifyinq in formation) and 

points out that such a clause is established on the criteria 

of ·•valency' . In this, we are in agreement with Prof 

Matthews. We can therefore summarise the difference between 

modifying clauses and complementing one as follows: modifying 

clauses form an open class that can be excluded from the 

larger sentence without disturbing the structural and 

semantic set up of that sentence; complementing clauses 

typically form a bounded system of opposition with the main 

clauses and as such they complete a construction that lacks 

either structural balance or semantic balance or both, On 

these grounds it is observed that complementing clauses are 

set out on dependency relations, We shall not, however, use 

suct1 terms as 'noun clause' and "substantive clause' for 

reasons that will be obvious below, Complementing clauses 

will be subdivided into directive clauses, complementary 

clauses and indirect reported clauses. 

I 
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3.3~1 Directive clause 

This is the clause that is referred to by most linguists 

as the 'noun clause', cf, Ziervogel (1976) or 'substantive 

clause', cf. Doke (1955 p. 32) and Cole (1975 p. 4.36), Though 

the term 'noun clause" has a long tradition U.nguists often 

use it with the reservation that it is imprecise. It is 

based on a pseudo-morphological principle in which a 

subordinate clause is defined by its analogy with certain 

parts of speech i.e. ·•noun' or ·•substantive•·, 'adjectival' 

and 'adverbj.aJ.' clauses. 'l'he term 'noun clause•· 

is untenable in several respects, First, it is not 

consistent with collocational terms ·•cJescri.pti.ve' and 

•qualificative', It is devoid of any semantic characterisation 

between the main clause and the subordinate one, Second, it 

makes an assumption that this clause replaces the noun which 

is either a subject or an object as Doke (1955 p,32) says: 

We now come to what might be termed a study of the 

complex subject and object, in which the subject or 

object concerned is expressed by means of a 

subordinate clause employing one of the moods of the 

verb, 

It will be noted that we may still have this type of a clause 

even if there is a noun said to have been 'replaced' by the 

clause and such a noun is not analysed as pact of the ,"noun• 

clause e,g, 
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.,, .,, . .,, ,. " 11 .,, tl . '/' I ,, . ,, .,. . / umfana ucabangau 11sha u<uthi uyazi (the boy thinks the 

bcacher knows) 

6mam6 6yizib6na izingine/6k6thi ziyiganqa/ (mother sees 

that children are being naughty) 

It is therefore misleading to say that ''the subject or object 

is expressed by means of a subordinate clause'. Third, in 

terms of the parts of speed1, we would expect to have 

'conjunctive' and 'verb" clauses which in any case 

grammarians seem reluctant to evolve, 

Another approach is that adopted by Hendrikse (1975) which is 

essentially evolved within the framework of transformational 

analysis. He refers to a clause introduced by 6k6ba in 

Xhosa as a sentential nominalization. He sees this as a 

morphological derivation where 6k6ba is nominalizer functioning 

as a 'feature carrier', for the subordinate clause, Hendrikse 

(1975 p.163) says in this regard: 

The nominalizer ukuba exhibits the same prefix as 

that of class 8 namely, uku~, Obviously, if the 

sentential nominalizations can assume a class 

prefix, then this feature cannot be associated 

with any one of the constituents within the sentence 

boundaries. Thus the class prefix is associated 

with a sentential nominalization via the 

nominalizer ukuba, 
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He also shows that 6k6ba as a nominal can occur in a 

'possesive construction' and can be inflected to be a 'locative'. 

We are in agreement with Hendrikse that 6k6ba has some 

characteristics of nouns. However, we do not accept his 

claim that uk6ba can generate •agreement•, at least in the 

way he presents it, (note one of his examples on p, 164: 

ukuba ndikuve uthetha njalo kuyendimanqalisa) In such a case 

Hendrikse is arbitrating the question of an unrestrictive 

concord ~- by reference to the conjunctiv(~ 6k6ba which is a 

grammatical infinitive, A difference is to be drawn between a 

grammatical word and a lexical one. A grammatical word 

si<Jnals relationships, cf, conjunctive; a lexical word has 

lexical meaning, c~ infinitive from the verb. The lexical 

infinitive does generate agreement. 
, , 
Ukuba can generate 

'agreement' if it still retains the meaning of auxiliary 

predicate -ba (to be) from which it is derived, In such a 

context uki'.iba has the copulative or adjunct as its complement 

e.g. 

ukuba yisifundiswa 6ybkuthbnda (he likes to be a learned one) 

akik6funi 6k6ba nie (he does not want to be like this) 

ukuba mkhQlµ ~mzimbeni k6yihlupha (to be big in the body, 

is troublesome) 

It would appear that Hendrikse's claim is that a clause could 

be named according to the morphological characteristics of a 

conjunctive. This is begging the problem because in essence 

it means that a predicate which is a subjunctive (in certain 
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casesan indicative) is named after an infinitive conjunctive. 

Such an analysis occurs because the predicative form happens 

to be introduced by an infinitive conjunctive and because the 

infinitive may alternate with the subjunctive in certain 

environmentst It may also be noted that 6k0ze is an 

infinitive conjunctive but does not necessarily give rise to 

'sentential nominalisation". The term "sentent.ial 

nominalisation' may be applicable to the relative because it 

is a constituent occurring within a 'NP'. It must also be 

pointed out that the conjunctive 6k6ba may be omitted.- This 

weakens the claim that 'the class prefix is associated with 

a sentential nominalization via 6k0ba'. In cases of certain 

·•construction•· -i.e. where more than one word .i.s referred to 

by a categorial name, omission or deletion of a member 

constituent is not allowed. Cf, •possessive construction' and 

'relative construction' e.g. 

phezu kwendlu (on the house) 

emva kwami (after me) 

6zandla z6ndile (one whose hands are thin) 

The last example above shows •possessive construction• 

involving relativization. It is sometimes referred to as 

'relative construction•. 

The term ·•directive clauses•· is preferred to .. 'noun/ 

substantive clause•: because it i.ndicates collocational 

relationship and avoids the quick-sands of naming a clause 
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infinitive the substantive clause, The directive clause is 

one to which the collocational drift is directed by the 

valency of the main clause. It must be noted that the term 

'directive' is sometimes used to refer to a particular non

inflectional'case' or 'liaison semantic featut:e', cf..Chaptet: 

1, When it is used in connection with a type of a clause, 

it implies subordination and must be distinguished from 

1 case' use~ There are three distinct directive clauses in 

Zulu. First, there are those that employ conjunctives 6k6thi 

and 6k6ba and which are dominated mainly by what has been 

referred to as 'factive' predicates. These are predicates 

which amount to the assumption of fact i.e. they presuppose 

the truth of the subordinate predicate, According to Yo1ing 

(1980 p. 275) these predicates are distinct from others: 

Some reporting verbs are known as factive verbs since 

they have the interesting characteristic, when they 

dominate a reported declarative, that they presuppose the 

truth of the reported clause. 

These are the predicates that have been also recognised in 

Zulu, c~ Doke (1955 p.32): 

These are used after verbs of saying, thinking, 

knowing, seeing, wondering, hearing, telling etc., 

and indicate the fact or occurrence which is thought, 

seen, heard, told etc. 
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The directive clause employs the indicative and the hortative. 

The conjunctives 6k6thi and 6k6ba are sometimes omitted e.g. 

6y&b6na 6k6thi uzokhathlla (he realises that he will get tired) 

6y&b6na uzokhath&la (he realises he will get tired) 

ngi themba uku thi uyangi thlnda ( I hope yo,, love me) 

6thish& b&tshela izinq&ne 6k6thi mazifOnde (teachers are 

telling children that they should read) 

This directive clause may precede the main clause e.g. 

6k6thi uzokhath&la 6y&b6na (that he will get tired, he 

realises) 

Though Doke recognised a particular class of predicates which 

we may call factives, it is to be noted that extensions play 

a big role in Zulu and as such may affect this kind of 

classification. The extension - el- when used in predicates 

make them take C,k(1thi or ukuba followed by the indicative or 

subjunctive. Here the fact is assumed as being the reason 

e.g. 

u~sh&yela 6k6thi uy&delela (he hits him for the reason that 

he is rude) 

izing&ne zijabulela ukuthi ziy&dl&la (children are happy 

for the reason that they are playing) 

indoda iphuzela ukuthi iylhlupheka (the man drinks for the 

reason that he is suffering) 
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6~sh&y6la 6k6thi &fund& (he hits him for the reason that he 

may read) 

indoda is&b&nz&la 6k0ba ih6le (the man works for the reason 

that he gets paid) 

Second, there are those directive clauses of purpose and they 

are supplied by the subjunctive, cf.Cole (1975 p.437): 

Substantival clauses of purpose, expressing desire, 

intention or command a~e introduced by gore, followed 

by the present subjunctive tense forms, Such 

clauses follow, and are functionally the objects of, 

verbs such as -batla, -~, -bolelela, -laya, 

-kopa,etc. 

It will be noted that though we accept the identification of 

such clauses, we do not regard them as •substantival'. In 

Zulu these clauses are introduced by the conjunctives 6k0thi 

and 6k6ba. These conjunctives may be left out if the 

directive clause follows the main clause. Should the 

directive clause precede the main clause, the conjunctive is 

never left out, Note the following sentences: 

6thish& b&f6na/6k6thi izing&ne ziphAs&/ (teachers want 

children to pass) 

, , , /,,. , ,,. .. I ugogo ucela ukuba ngimsize (grandmother requests that I 

help her) 

69096 6c61a/ngims!ze/ (grandmother requests that I help her) 
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I ' k' tl . . l ... J' ,. • ,. I' . 1 " .. ,. .,. u ·u 1i zipiase izingane, oth1s1a bayafuna (that the children 

must pass, teachers want it) 

In the last example the directive clause receives prominence 

and the conjunctive cannot be omitted. 

The third type of the directive clause is based on the doubt 

or uncertainty of what is said, This is the converse of the 

first type which is based on the truth of what is said, The 

directive clause of doubt is introduced by the conjunctive 

angbzi n6ma 6zofika yini (I do not know whether he will come 

or not) 

ngitsh~le n6ma uyagula n6ma aw6g6li (tell me whether you are 

ill or not) 

Unlike 6k6thi and 6k6ba that may be omitted,~ cannot. 

The directive clause using n6ma must be distinguished from 
. ,. 

the descriptive clause of concession using~- In the 

case of the directive clause~ follows a certain class of 

predicates recognised by Doke in the first type of directive 

clause, In this case we are thinking of predicates that have 

not taken extensions. So in the directive clause there is 

no significance of concession, There is a free choice of 

ordering with respect to the directive clause of doubt and 

the main clause, cf, 
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n6ma 6zofika yini ang6zi (whether or not he will come, I do 

not know) 

;...nc;:6:.:.mc..:a:.:.....u:::...cy.::a:..gc;;u;.;l:..;a:.:.....;.;n.:c6.;cm:.::a'--'a"-w"-\"',,o.9.::6-=l:.::i:...;, ,c....;rcc1 ' ... l:ci..:t..::sccr;.;1 e:;..;" l=e (whet he i::- you a i::-e i. 11 o i::

not tell me) 

In examples such as ngitshele noma uyagula n6ma aw6g6li, it 

must be noted that, it i.s the first n6ma that introduces the 

directive clause; the second n6ma has a co-oi::-dinative use, 

3.3,2 Complementary clauses 

The complementary clause completes the auxiliary clause. In 

fact the auxiliary predicate is an auxiliary clause whilst the 

complementary predicate is a complementary clause. It is the 

complementary clause that is subordinated to the auxiliary 

clause. The complementary clause may be the infinitive, 

indicative, participial or subjunctive e,g, 

6ph6se/ukulimila/ (he almost got hurt) 

umine/uyikhul6ma nje/ (he is simply talking) 

6damine/ehAmba/ (he keeps on going) 

umane/ahambe/ (he simply goes) 

It is noted that the complementary clause may follow the 

auxiliary clause in the infinitive, indicative, participial, 

or subjunctive e.g. 

/6k6vele/uhambe kumbi (to simply go is bad) 
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/6zodam&nc/6~kh6mb0la (he will keep on remembering him) 

b&~b6ne/el6khu/ekh610ma(they saw him while he kept on talking) 

b&f6na/avele/&~sh&yc (they want him to simply hit him) 

The relationship between auxiliary clauses (or predicates) and 

their complements may be expressed in two ways: 

(a) Syntactic relationship 

(b) Semantic relationship 

3,3,2 (al syntactic relationship 

As has been stated elsewhere, the auxiliary clause may occur 

without its complement, cf, 

akaz&nge (he did not) 

w&b&y&the, weh161eka (he was trying, but failed) 

mitsa (don't) 

Vele (of course) 

Except for the second example, the auxiliary clauses above 

are used interjectively, In the second example the complement 

is omitted but there is no interjective use, Whether there 

be interjective use or not when the complement is omitted 

we have ellipsis, The leaving out of the complement is 

determined by pragmatic information, If the complement is no 

longer the new information it may be left out in discourse, 

The word like vele is not truly an auxiliary clause if it is 
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without the subject concord. 

the auxiliary predicate, c£ 

uv&le ac6le (she simply sings) 

It is an adjunct derived from 

,,. ,. , 'l ( . l uyacula ve e she shings, of course 

v~le 6y&c6la (of course she sings) 

In the first example uv&le is a true auxiliary clause. In 

the second and third examples vile is an adjunct and can be 

found before or after the predicate, 

The important syntactic feature of the auxiliary predicate

complement relationship is the fixed sequential positions of 

these predicates. The auxiliary predicate precedes its 

complement and this word order is irreversible. Despite this 

irreversibility the auxiliary predicate and the complementary 

predicate are separable i.e. they can form a discontinuous 

sequence e.g. 

zil6khu izingane zidlaladlala (children keep on playing) 

6d&m&ne 6m6ntu &ngibOza (a person keeps on asking me) 

The auxiliary predicate conditions the form of the complementary 

predicate. The complementary may be found as the indicative 

(including the narrative tense), the participial,the 

subjunctive and infinitive e.g. 

6mfana 6dla inyama uze 6yayishiya (the boy eats meat until he 
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leaves it) 

UrnUntu A 

wahleka nje (the per.son simply laughed) wamane 

Urflf&na ulokhu ehamba ( the boy keeps on going) 

bafike bavuke bag&.z,e badle (they, as a matter of necessity, 

wake. up, bathe and then eat) 

ucishe ukulimala (he almost got hurt) 

When the indicative is the complement of auxiliary predicate 

-1\£, it indicates an action that is r,ealised as result of the 

occurrence of the one preceding -~• This shows that -~ has 

a conjunctive use as well.This is clearly noticeable when uku

prefix is used with i~It is also noted above that a series 

of subjunctives may be complements of one common auxiliar,y 

predicate. This means that among themselves they are co

or.dinated but they at the same time subordinated to the common 

auxiliary predicate. 

From a structural (syntactic) point of view the complementary 

clause completes the clause that would be otherwise 

elliptical. This is especially intriguing when the infinitive 

is taken into consideration. The infinitive is morphologically 

a noun. If it has to enter into morphological constraints of 

nouns, it does so. This is more evident when as a complementary 

clause it becomes a copulative. It is known that the 

auxiliary predicate is normally not found in its passive 

form. It does, however, happen with a certain class of 

auxiliary predicates expressing a positive desiderative import 

that the auxiliary predicate is found in a passive form, cf. 
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' . ' . ' ! ' ' ( . t d) 1z1ngane zimelwe ukufunda children ought o rea 

' f 'l I k'kl ''l' ' .. wena u ane.we u u 1u uma iqiniso (you ought to talk the truth) 

In these instances the complementary infinitives have become 

copulatives because of their relation with the passive 

auxiliary predicate. They are not, however, clauses because 

they have copulative forms; they are clauses because they 

complete an elliptical construction and in this regard they 

stand in paradigmatic relation with other full-fledged 

predicate, In this regard it is noted that the complementary 

clause is a structural support rather than an expansion of 

another clause. 

3,3,2 (bl Semantic relationship 

The nature of semantic relati.onship between the auxiliary 

clause and the complementary one can be stated in terms of 

aspectual value and modality. There are three aspectual 

values (they may be more) that are recognisable in auxiliary

complementary predicate relations: 

(a) Durative e,g. ulokhu ahlala ekhaya (he has been at home 

ever since) 

selokhu b/i.h&mba (they have left ever since) 

udii.mii.ne ehlmba (he keeps on going) 

ujinge engibOka (he looks at me now and then) 

(b) Inceptive e.g. 6simze ahleke (all of a sudden he laughs/he 

simply laughs) 

fivele asebenze (all of a sudden he works/he simply works) 
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bimine binqib0ke (they simply look at me) 

(c) Perfective e.g. 0th0ka ihimbile (he goes once in a while) 

0g6b0kila ihlikile (he laughs once in a while) 

The perfective aspectual value is accompanied by ··•occasional,. 

notion, but all the same indicates the phase that has once 

been perfected. 

Auxiliary predicates in Zulu may involve the notion of 

modality which refers to 'qualifications on the truth-value 

of the proposition which the speaker's utterance expresses", 

cf, Hubbard ('.L979, p. 33). 'I'he speaker i.s committed to what 

he expresses mainly through the proposition of a predicate. 

The modal auxiliary predicate is used to give a certain colour 

or shade to the semantic content of the predicate as to the 

speaker's view of the relationship of the proposition and 

its actualisation. Modality involves inter alia the notions 

of necessity, possibility, obligation, prohibition, desire, 

and doubt, cf, 

necessity: lzink8m6 zivile ziy6b0dla 0tshani (cattle do 

eat grass) 

, ' d' 'k'h' b ( ) ugon e u u am a he wants to go 

possibility: angihle afike (he may come) 

obligation: k0mile ihambi (he must go) 

prohibition: mOsa 0k0himba (do not go) 

desire: singithi angaf!ka (may he come) 

doubt: hlize afike (he might come) 
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Modality is often subclassified into epistimic and deontic 

c.:ornmitrnents. Epistimic modality often includes possibility 

and impossibility. Deontic modality includes obligation, 

(desiderative) necessity, permission and prohibition. See 

al so 4. 2 

From a semantic point of view, Ponelis (1975 p.54) maintains 

that the auxiliary predicate and its complement form a 

single predicate: 

Gebondenheid het verskeie verskyningsvorme. Een 

daarvan is dat die semantiese verband tussen ~ 

onafhanklike en~ gebonde modaliteitswerkwoord baie 

skraal is ••• ~ Ander is die ondergeskikte 

semantiese status van die gebonde modaliteitswerkwoord: 

Zulu: uU.bele ukukhala "Hy hou aan huil" Dit is 

een enkele predikasie en nie: Ulibele + uyakhala 

"Hy het gedraal + Hy huil" 

Clearly there is a strong semantic bond or cohesion between 

the auxiliary predicate and its complement. This cohesion is 

also expressed syntactically, c~ the fixed order of the 

auxiliary predicate and the complementary predicate; these 

two are usually found in a continuous sequence. Notwith

standing the close semantic and syntactic bond existing 

between the auxiliary predicate and its complementary 

predicate, they ought to be regarded as separate clauses 

because they have not morphologically merged into a single 
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word. What Ponelis gives as an example proving that the 

auxiliary predicate and its complement are a single 

predicate, is semantic domination. The auxiliary predicate 

semantically dominates or controls its complement so that the 

meaning of the complement is not as it would be if it were 

not a complement. Se~antic domination is accompanied by 

syntactic constraint that may change the form of the 

complement. 

Other than semantic relations observed above, the complementary 

clause may carry the notion of time that is indicated by the 

auxiliary predicate, For instance when the indicative is a 

complementary predicate its reference to time depends on 

the preceding auxiliary predicate (cf.also non-deictic 

reference in 1,7,2) e.g. 

69090 6mine 6yihleka nj& (the old woman is just laughing) 

6blthe 6yingibimba, 6yih161~ka (he is trying to catch me but 

he fails) 

6zobath~ 6yin9ibimba, ahl6lek~ (he will try to catch me but 

he will fail) 

wAbath~ 6yingib&mba, wihl6l~ka (he tried to catch me but he 

failed) 

In the first and second examples the auxiliary predicate has a 

deictic reference of the present time as indicated by the 

tt f 
,, ;, , 

presen ·ense arms umane and ubathe, The complementary 

predicates 6yihleka and 6y&h16l~ka also have present time 
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refc:rence not because of thei.r form but becaus,a of; their conte-xt 

with the auxiliary predicate. The complementary predicate 

6yinqibimba in the third example has future time reference 

because the auxiliary predicate locates time in the future, 

and in the last example it has past time reference because 

the auxiliary predicate locates time in the past. 

In negative constructions either the auxiliary predicate or 

its complement is made negative depending on the shift of 

emphasis e.g. 

6mine ingahAmbi (he simply does not go) 

akamane ihambe (he does not simply go) 

In the first example the complement is negated independently 

of the auxiliary predicate whereas in the second example 

the positive form of the complement is contextually negated 

by the auxiliary predicate. The contextual negative complement 

indicates semantic domination of the auxiliary predicate over 

its complement. Cf. also Lauw (1963). 

Semantic ambiguity may arise as a result of actual predicates 

being used as auxiliary predicates, cf, 

inqane is6ka ikhal& (the baby suddenly cries) 

isitimela sis6ka sikhale (the train starts off and whistles) 

In the main, context as regards subjects used tells us that 
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is6ka in the first example is an auxiliary clause whilst 
' 

sis6ka in the second example is an actual clause (main tense 

of the indicative mood), Otherwise in an example like 

inyoni is6ka ikhal~ 

the meaning may either· be •the bird suddenly makes a noi.se• 

or •the bird starts flying and makes a noise'. This 

ambiguity is raised by the fact that the form of the 

auxiliary predicate and the actual predicate is identical, 

In order to avoid this ambiguity the speech of many a Zulu 

employs the predicate with an-eat the end to indicate the 

auxiliary predicate, cf. 

ingane is6ke ikhali (the baby suddenly cries) 

isitimela sis6ke sikhali (the train suddenly whistles) 

inyoni is6ke ikhali (the bird suddenly makes a noise) 

Whatever form of the auxiliary predicate is used it is 

manifest that the auxiliary predicate is a clause of its kind, 

that has undergone semantic and rank shifts. 

3.3.3 Indirect reported clause 

Indirect speech poses some semantic problems as regards the 

nature of relation between the predicate of saying (reporting 

predicate) and the predicate reported, The reporting about 

the predicate creates predicate sequences i.e. the sequence 

of the reporting predicate and the reported predicate, It 

is a special kind of subordination in which the reported 
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predicate is not self-contained since its occurrer1ce is 

dominated by a reporting predicate. The stem of the 

reporti.ng predi.cate -tl1i (say) may be found in the present, 

past and future tenses e.g. 

uthi {1yahamba (he says "that" he is leaving) 

wathi uyahamba (he sa.id "that" he was leaving) 

, i'·'' ( . ) uzoth uyahamba he will say "that" he is leavi.ng 

The -ill may be in the stative aspect and then combine with 

any other aspect of the predicate e.g. 

bath! balile (they said they are asleep) 

uth§ usahamba (he said he is still going) 

zith! sizihamba (they said they were then going) 

The reporting predicate can be separated from the reported 

predicate by the insertion of a noun or pronoun e.g. 

U, the• ' ' f ' ' ' 1- .. b ( th b ' d I t ' 11 ' ) um ana usa,1am a e oy sai. 1e was s.i going 

6th§ yena usahamba (he said he was still going) 

The reporting predic<lte nevec comes <lfter the reported 

predic<lte in subordin<ltion. It will be noted that indirect 

reported clause belongs to subordination whereas direct 

reported clause belongs to co-ordination, cf.seri<ll co

ordination in Ch<lpter 2. Unlike the direct reported speech, 

the indirect reported clause h<ls no independent occurrence 
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as it is determined by the predicate of saying. Moreover the 

reported clause completes the elliptical construction and 

in this regard it is complementing. 

Indirect speech has two types of negatives i.e. the one where 

the predicate of saying is negated and the other where the 

reported predicate is in the negative. The negation of the 

predicate of saying has its present, past and future tenses: 

akathi {iyaha~ (he is not saying that he is going) 

,!:! J' ,,. ,II ( ) akathctnga uyahamba he did not say he was going 

anqlke athi 6yahamba (he will not say he is going) 

In the future tense the auxiliary predicate ngeke is used 

together with the predicate of saying. Sometimes the 

predicate-~ may be used in negatives in which case -thi 

becomes an infinitive thus creating subordination e.g. 

akash6 6k6thi 6yahamba (he is not saying that he is going) 

akash6ngo 6k6thi 6yahamba (he did not say he was going) 

When the reported predicate is in the negative, the predicate 

of saying remains in its positive form e.g. 

6thi akahambi (he says he is not going) 

6thi akahambanga (he says he did not go) 

6thi akezuharnba (he says he will not go), 
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The choice of the negative to be used depends on the context 

of utterance, This is of course applied to other predicate 

sequences as well, 

At times -thi may be found in the participial when it is 

preceded by another predicate e.g. 

ngizw6 6thi uzof!ka (I heard him say he would come) 

When -thi is used with -she, -sho precedes -thi in word 

order, A degree of focus is achieved by using both predicates, 

When these two predicates are used together they form serial 

co-ordination in which tautology is involved, This shows 

that serial co-ordination may have the reported predicate as 

its subordinate clause e.g. 

6yasho 6thi uylhlmba (he does say that he is leaving) 

washo wathi 6ylhamba (he did say that he was leaving) 

6zosho athi 6yahlmba (he will say that he is leaving) 

It must be noted that -sho on its own cannot be followed by 

the reported predtca te, Sometimes both - thi and - sho may be 

subordinated if they fol low a predicate of 'presupposition 1 

e.g .. 

ngizw6 6thi 6zofika (I heard him say he would come) 

ng!zwe 6sho 6thi uzofika (I heard him he would come) 
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.. 
In such instances both ethi and esho are themselves subordinate. 

3.4 NOMINALIZED AND PREDICATIVE CLAUSES 

Besides classifying clauses by semantic or col.locational and 

some other syntactic criteria, they may be classified according 

to co-occurence relations (distribution of constituents). 

There are basically two co-occurence relations in a sentence, viz 

nominal and predicative frames, The nominal clauses 

may further be sub-divided into subject, object and adjunct. 

positions. According to this method of classification there 

are the following clauses: 

1. Nominalized clauses (Peripheral clauses) 

(a) Subject clauses 

(bl Object clauses 

(cl Adjunct clauses 

2. Predicative clauses (Nuclear clauses) 

3.4.1 Nominalized clauses (Peripheral clauses) 

Nominalized clauses are based on the relative and functionally 

we may have the following nominal clauses: 

(i) Subject clauses: the relative on its own acts as a 

subject, cf.replacive nominalization e.g. 

eziphilileyo ziyadlala (those who are healthy are 

playing) 
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~zacil~yo iyagljima (the one who is thin is running) 

(ii) Object clauses: clausal objects are relati.ve clauses 

that act as objects, also cf replacive nominalization 

e.g. 

(iii) 

6babi 6f6na 6himbpy6(father wants the one who is going) 

'b b' ' ' ' 't •1~ ' ' ~ (ft• u a a ufuna okhu he eyo nohambayo a ,1er wants the 

one who is industrious and the one who is going) 

Adjunct clauses: the adjunct that is expanded may be 

omitted and then its inflecting formatives are 

transferred to the pronominal relative i,e, the 

relative replacing an adjunct e,g, 

6~shayi ng~cijiwe (he hit him with the one that is 

sharpened) 

6s~b~nza nj~ng6hlikiniphil~yo (he works like the one 

who is clever) 

3.4.2 Predicative clauses (Nuclear clauses) 

These clauses occur in central frames of senten6es. This 

means that they are actual nuclear clauses in contrast to 

nominalised clauses that occupy nounfrarr~s, c~ Chapter 1. 

Subordinate predicative clauses modify or describe the main 

clauses. Since these have already been dealt with elsewhere 

in this work (cf.earlier on in this chapter), it is 

unnecessary to repeat them at this stage. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.1 THE GRAMMATICAL AND SEMANTIC FACTORS IN A CLAUSS WITH 

SOME STRUCTURAL AND PRAGMATIC 8VIDENCE IN THE SENTENCE 

OF THE F'OLKTALE 

The aim of this chapter is to reconcile the structural and 

semantic regularities found in the system-sentences with the 

structural and pragmatic evidence in the text-sentences. To 

a large measure syntactic patterns or structural variations 

are determined by the context of discourse, Definitive 

statements can be made about the structure and the 

communicative value of text-sentences. It has become clear 

that some syntactic paradigms are untenable because they 

have been recalcitrant as to the contextualisation of sentences. 

Dealing with only decontexualised sentences (i.e. system

sentences) is of value in securing certain regularities but 

more insights can be achieved by incorporating text-sentences. 

We shall first examine the clause of a system-sentence in 

order to establish certain regularities, Secondly, it will be 

shown how the regularities of system-sentences can be 

influenced by the realities of pragmatic factors of the text

sentences, As regards system-clauses, we shall mainly give 

examples of complex sentence, But where necessary simple 

sentences (understood as capable of forming subordinate or main 

clauses ) will be given for economy of explanation. In any 

case,the term 'clause' is, in traditional usage, sometimes 

applied to a simple sentence, i.e. a simple sentence is a 

sentence that contains only one clause, cf.Lyons (1981 p.122). 
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4,2 THE GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE OF THE CLAUSE IN A SYSTEM

SENTENCE 

There are two important dimensions of the clause structure in 

Zulu, viz forms and relations. The classification of 

clauses according to form naturally reconciles itself to 

predicate categories or the so-called 'moods' as well as 

relativization, The clause can therefore be named after the 

'mood' of the predicate in that particular clause. Therefore 

we can have the following clauses: the infinitive, the 

imperative, the indicative, the participial, the subjunctive 

and the conditional cf. 

the infinitive clause: uzofika/ukuz6~b6na/ (he will come in 

order to see him) 

the imperative clause: /himbini/niye ikhaya (go home) 

the indicative clause: /uzohimba/ikhAla (he will go crying) 

the participial clause: ingane ihimba/ikhAla/(the child 

walks crying) 

the subjunctive clause: /uhambe kahle/uma sewuged1le (may you go 

well after you have finished) 

the conditional clause: ungitshele/angafika/ (tell me as soon as 

he arrives) 

The grammatical categories of predicates, the so-called moods, 

can be explained in terms of speech-acts. Recently Lyons 

(1981 pp.190-191) has linked the grammatical category of 

•mood' with the notion of illocutionary commitment in the 
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theory of speech-acts, He states that statements, questions 

and commands are illocutionary forces which,other than 

expressing a proposition also express a particular attitude 
' 

towards it. Broadly speaking there are two such attitudes viz 

epistemic and deontic commitments. Epistemic commitment 

indicates that anyone making a statement is committed to the 

proposition it expresses in the sense that his behaviour must 

be consistent with the belief that it is true or false. His 

epistemic commitment may be absolute, tentative or conditional 

and then qrammaticalized into the categories of indicative, 

participial or conditional 'moods'. On the other hand in 

deontic commitment, the speaker commits himself to an 

obligation or the necessity of some course of action. His 

attitude may be grammaticalized into the imperative and 

subjunctive. In the light of the explanation given above (as 

proposed by Lyons) one can then talk of epistemic and deontic 

clauses. The auxiliary predicates may also lend themselves 

into epistemic and deontic clauses since they are modal, cf. 

Chapter 3. Lyon's view is a commendable attempt to reconcile 

the theory of speech-acts to forms of predicates. However, 

it would be more satisfying, had Lyons given more types of 

commitments than only two. This would also entail the notion 

of presupposition because to analyse the condition of 

commitment will also be to analyse the condition of the 

utterer's meaning. 

From a grammatical point of view the relative may be 

subdivided into simple and periphrastic classes. The simple 
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relative involves one word derivation i.e. the relative 1s 

derived from the nuclear predicate by p,efixing the ~

demonstrative element. The periph,astic ,elative involves 

more than one word derivation i.e. one word derivation is 

not sufficient for the construction of a relative clause. Note 

the following: 

inji/&kh6nk6thay6/ifile (the dog which barks is dead) 

i'.unfana/6nja yakhe iyakh6nk6tha/uhamb'i.le (the boy whose dog 

barks is gone) 

In the first sentence the simple relative &kh6nk6thay6 is 

derived from ikh6nk6tha and such a derivation is self

sufficient as a relative. On the other hand 6nja in the 

second sentence is not a complete relative since it is not 

derived from a nuclear predicate but is directly from a noun 

inja, So 6nja still requires the support of the nuclear 

predicate before the relative can become predicative, In this 

instance the seemingly nuclear predicate iyakh6nk6tha is in 

fact a portion of the relative, This involves periphrasis in 

derivation, hence periphrastic relative clause. 

The clause structure may resolve itself to relations, Relations 

have even more far-reachinq implications than forms. Grammatical 

relations may be classified as follows: 

1, Co-occurrence 

2, Subs\:i tut ion 
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3. Arrangemc,nt 

4.2,1 Co-occurrence 

In a representational sentence a word of different category or 

part of speech requires the occurrence of a word of another 

category, This is largely a matter of noun-verb/copulative 

oppos.i tions. In Zulu where the subject concord is a 

necessary predicate•s formative, the co-occurring noun (subject) 

may be omitted depending on the marshalling of utterances in 

discourse. Co-occurrence in the clause is expressed by the 

subject, predicate and objec~c~ Hlongwane (1976) for the 

explanation of these terms, The grammatical relations known 

as subject and object are often regarded as arguments of the 

predicate i.e. the predicate is taken as the nucleus or 

datum point around which one or two or three arguments may be 

found. There is possibility of expanding the subject or 

object and the predicate itself, and this establishes the 

hierarchy of items in the sentencelcf. substitution below, The 

properties of subject-predicate-object relations are transitive 

and non-transitive structures. Properly speaking, transitivity 

and non-transitivity are properties of a clause rather than 

of a predicate. A clause with no traceable object is 

intransitive or non-transitive whilst a clause with an object 

is transitive. The parameter for clause transitivity or non

transitivity is the number of places or slots which can be 

allowed by the predicate in that particular clause. A one

place predicate allows the subject slot to be filled in while 
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' 

object slot to be filled in. A three-place predicate allows 

the subject, direct object and indirect object. In Zulu, the 

predicate may be used in a clause in such a way that it is a 

zero-place predicate. Note the following: 

zero-place predicate: /kumakhaza/uma sekuhlwile (it is cold 

when it is dark) 

/kuhanjiwe/ngoba akukho muntu (there 

'they' are gone because there is no one) 

one-place predicate: /umfana uyahamba/kodwa hayi manje (the 

boy i.s going but not now) 

two-place predicate: /umfana uhambisa incwadi/ukuze bafunde 

(the boy is sending a book so that they 

read) 

three-place predicate: /umfana uhambisela ubaba incwadi/ 

ngoba uyayifuna (the boy is sending a 

letter to the father because he wants 

it) 

The explanation of the predicate according to the place of 

arguments is sometimes referred to as the valency of the 

predicate, In other words the valency of the predicate 

determines how many participants (arguments),if any,the construction 

must have. The occurrence of the participarlts depends on the 

valency of the predicate. For this reason, the subject, 

direct object and indirect object are known as havina 

de~endency relations, cf. Matthews (19~1 pp. 96-101). 
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Co-occurrence relations may also be observed in government, 

We have to note that in concord-relationship the different 

parts of speech involved in the relationship have the same 

property which is a grammatical category of singular or 

plural: 

6m6zi wakhe (his house): the noun and the possessive have the 

same property of singular 

ngum6ntu 6himbay6 (it is a person who is going): the 

copulative and the relative have 

the same property of singular 

ibintu biyihimba (people are going) the noun and the predicate 

have the same property of plural 

In government-relationship the grammatical category ( singular 

or plural) is not a property of one of the parts of speech 

involved e,g, 

6shiyw~ ngabintu (he is hit by people): the predicate and the 

the copulative do not contain the 

same property i.e. the predicate is in 

singular while the copulative is 

in plural 

' ' 'k' l' i ( th ' t ) baya esi, o en . ey are going "O school : the predicate is 

in plural while the locative is in 

singular 

6~shiy~ ngamitshe (he hit him with stones): the predicate is 

is in singular while the instrumental 
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is plural 

Government is indicated by the morphological inflection of 

the noun so that it is a copulative, a locative, an 

instrumental and so on. In this regard it is noted that there 

may be an over.lap between government and inflectional case. 

4. 2. 2 Subs ti, tution 

In a narrower sense, substitution illustrates sets of words 

substitutable for each other in the same clause structure. 

In this sense we often speak of the same 'subs ti tu tion class' 

when words belong to the same part of speech. In a broader 

sense substitution illustrates substitutability of a single 

word for a group of more than one word. Simply, this means 

the expansion of any of the following: subject, object and 

predicate, An expanded item illustrates the notion of 

hierarchy, which is explained as follows by Guthrie (1961 p.2): 

If a linear strip is expanded, the original strip 

could also be regarded as a contraction of the 

expanded variety .•• The limiting size of strip may 

be termed the •nucleus', and from the nucleus as a 

starting-point it is possible to arrange expanded 

varieties in order of increasing size, so that ea~h 

strip can be regarded both as a contraction of the 

one below it and as an expansion of the one above 

it, Such an arrangement may be termed 'hierarchy' of 
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Sometimes the terms 'exocentric' and 'endocentric• are used 

to explain the hierarchical nature of constructions in terms 

of distribution i.e. exocentric construction is one whose 

distt~ibu\:ion is not identical with that of any of its 

constituents; endocentric construction is one whose 

distribution is the same as one or mo0e of its constituents, 

cf.Lyons (1968). For example 6,f&na wakhe (his boy) is 

endocentric whereas ph6zu kw&ndlu (on the house) is exocentric. 

Put simply, this means that an endocentric construction may 

be replaced by one of its immediate constituents,c~ 6,f&na 

wakhe by 6,fina, An exocentric construction is one which 

cannot be replaced distributionally by anyof its immediate 

constituents. 

Substitution may also be explained in terms of cohesion and 

colligations (word groups or syntagms). There is therefore nominal 

colligation as well as verbal colligation, Nominal colligation 

involves co-ordinative and subordinative constructions e,g, 

I ,' f' t' b • /b' ' ' ,,.. ., 1 -~ 1 ( ti b d th um.ana nen om azane ayadlala uma be abu e 1e oy an e 

girl play when they are glad) 

,,, ,, ''dl"' ; -:'-/umfana omncane/uya ala ngoba unemp1lo (the young boy is 

playing because he is healthy) 

The construction 6,f&na nent6mbaz&ne is co-ordinative whilst 

6,fina 6,nc&ne is subordinative. Apposition is another 
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nominal colligation we often come across e.g. 

/6Shaka, 1Nk6si/w&y&yiqh,wa 6ma s&k6liwa (Shaka, the king, 

was a good warrior when it was time of war) 

There is some controversy amongst grammarians as to whether 

apposition involves modification or co-ordination. We shall 

not enter into that controversy here. Suffice it to say that 

apposition has a place apart from both modification and 

co-ordination and is associated with prominence. Apposition 

is marked by co-referentiality. Verbal colligation consists 

of the predicate and its modifiers. When modifiers are 

secondary forms, government forms the colligation, c~ 

6~f&na/6h&mba m8nj6/ng6ba 6s6limb!le (the boy goes now because 

he is hungry) 

6~fina/6v&la 6sik616ni/nq6ba s6sivaliwe (the boy comes from 

school because it is closed) 

4,2,3 Arrangement 

Arrangement refers to positional. relations that are observed 

as word order in clauses, The Zulu clause that can be 

characterised as a two place construction has a whole range of 

possible word orders. Note the possible word orders in the 

main cluase of the sentence 

/6~f&n& 6sh&ya inkom6/6ma idla 6~mbila (the boy hits a cow 
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when it eats maize): 

S-P-0: llrf1flna 6shaya 1nkom6 ( the boy hits a cow) 

0-P-S: .1nkorn6 6yayishaya lllllfana ( *the cow he hits it the boy) 

S-0-P: \JITlfana inkom6 uyayishaya ( *the boy the cow he hits it) 

0-S-P: inkom6 Uffif&ina 6:tay:1 shb:ta (•the cow the boy hits i. t) 

P-S-0: ,. JI i. , 
uyay shaya (Hflf&na. inkom6 (•he hits it the boy the cowl 

P-0-S: 
, ,. , "" 
uyayishaya 

, 
fnkomo 

, , , 
umfana (•he htts it the cow the boy) 

It must be pointed out that the passive construction or clause 

is essentially one-place, cf. 

S-P- adjunct inkom6 ishaywa ngu~fana (the cow is hit by 

the boy) i.e. the subject inkom6 is followed by the predicate 

, h' 1.s aywa, then the predi.cate is expanded by the addition of an 

adjunct-copulative ngumfana, The passive construction in 

which there is a subject illustrates a non-transitive clause. 

Certain passive constructions have the object slot filled in 

e.g. 

k6hanjwa indlela (there the journey is walked) 

This goes to show that though the passive construction is one 

place, such ·•one...placeness' may reflect e1ther a non-transitive 

clause or a transitive one, 

It is seen above that there are six possible ways of 

arranging subject, object and predicate in Zulu. This suggests 
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that Zulu has a relatively free ordering of subject, object 

and predicate. This freedom of word order is possible when 

the object includes its concord in the predicate. On the 

other hand, the non-restrictive subject concord ku- (i,e, it 

is not restricted to any particular noun) makes word order 

fixed e.g. 

/k6h&mba 6m6ntu/ngoba sinqidiniwe (there a person goes because 

I am now angry) 

/k6dl&lwa !bhola/nqoba ilanga lib&lele (there soccer is played 

because the sun is shining) 

It will be realised that in the two examples above, there is 

no choice of placing the noun before the predicate in the 

main clause. The nouns 6m0ntu and ibhola are fixed in that 

position, We may therefore assume that particular kinds of 

concords are important in securing freedom or fixity of word 

order, If for instance we compare: 

k6dl&lwa ibhola (there soccer is played) and 

l!y&dl&lwa ibhola (soccer is played) 

it will be noted that in the second construction there is a 

subject slot signalled by the subject concord, the subject 

itself appears after the predicate and this indicates freedom 

in the choice of word order. 

Of late a great deal has been said about word order, following 
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or.dee in 1963, Some gene.r.alisations on word order are strained 

because they are based on an inappropriate premise viz system

sentence, It is known that system-sentences are linguists' 

abstractions or theoretical constructs postulated in order to 

account for well-formedness or ill-formedness of potential 

utterances. This means that system-sentences are not the 

product of actualised utterance, Since they are controver.sial 

theoretical constructs, so too will be any generalisation or 

universal that builds on them, This is the problem with 

Greenberg's word order universals and Chomsky's transformational

generative grammar. The question of 'basic' or 'predominant" 

or 'normal' word order in a Zulu clause is a moot point 

because it is established within the framework of a system-

sentence. So often we hear of •the change of basic wor.d 

order•· and this is system sentence-ori.enta ted. It must also 

be remembered that while the concept of basic ordering may apply 

in Englis1·1 it may not apply in Zulu, Variation of word 

order of the clause ought to be viewed as a matter for 

utterance or pragmatics. Text-sentences or. clauses are 

therefore crucial in word order typology. Once this is taken 

into consideration, it is usually possible to determine at 

least in Zulu that a particular order is unmarked or marked 

in terms of non-focussed/non--ernphatic vs focussed/emphatic 

constructions. In Zulu there is high correlation of word 

order and pragmatic functions. This shows that gr.ammatical 

relations cannot be fully explored unless they ar.e related to_ 

pragmatic functions and liason semantic features. 
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We assume that it is more tenable to talk of word order ranges 

in a clause than to talk of change of word order. Word order 

ranges indicate option of arrangement of words in a clause or 

sentence. The choice of arrangement or juxtapositioning of 

functional frames constitute a kind of word order. Contextual 

and pragmatic factors may demand different orderings of 

words. !tis a kind of word order chosen by different 

individuals or by the same individual at different contextual 

or pragmatic situations that establishes a set of sentences. 

The set of sentences are differentiated by different word 

orders and these sentences are base generated, neither of them 

is derived from each other. Brame (1978) develops a theory 

of functional interpretation to account for different word 

orders and he dispenses with transformational model, His 

model is quite tenable, 

4. 3 SEMANTIC FEATURES lN THE CI,ADSE 

Semantic features are mainly relational i.e, they indicate 

how the participant (noun/pronoun) is involved in the event 

or state (predicate), They are called features because they 

refer to a noticeable property of semantic relationship 

between arguments and predicates, At the highest level of 

analysis, these features can be handled in binary terms, cf, 

(+ causation) 1 (- causation),. (+ event), (- event), We 
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semantic features and situational semantic features" 

4.3.1 Liaison semantic features in the clause 

For fuller specification of liaison semantic features, see 

Chapter 1. It may be added that these features are a means 

of capturing the hierarchical nature of the semantic structure 

of noun-verb relations in a clause. The high level of the 

semantic hierarchy is based on the features of causation, 

(+ causation) and non-causation (- causation). The predicate 

specified with the feature (+ causation) will have agentive 

as a logical feature in the middle of the hierarchy, In the 

lower level of the hierarchy, the instrumental will be the 

next logical semantic feature, We need not specify the 

ontological differences between agentive and instrumental i.e. 

whether or not the agentive refers to animate and the 

instrumental to inanimate, The instrumental is specified 

after the agentive has been specified e.g. 

isihlahla sibulila izitshilo ngizimpinde 6ma sikh61a (the 

tree destroys vegetables with its roots when it grows) 

The noun isihlahla is specified as agentive though it is 

inanimate and then ngizimpinde is specified as instrumental. 

It is to be noted that (+ causation) is initially not 

directly associated with causer i.e. a noun causing something 



to happen on another noun. But it indicates that (+causation) 

is associated with an initiator e.g. 

/6~flna 6ylcula/6rna ~th&nda (the boy does sing when he likes) 

The initiated event (action/process) may require the patient. 

The patient is stated semantically as a noun that undergoes 

an event so that it excludes syntactic objects which are mere 

'ranges' e.g. 

patient: /6~flna 6shlya inkom6/ih16phayo (the boy hits a 

cow that is a problem) 

range: /6~flna 6c6la iculo/ilimn&ndi (the boy is singing a 

song that is pleasant) 

Thus inkom6 is a patient whilst iculo is a range. This means 

that 6c6la iculo is a collocational range whose internal 

relationship is different from that of usually expected 

. " ' h' ' k ' collocation like us aya in omo. In a predicate specified as 

(+causation) the feature patient belongs to a lower level of 

hierarchy. But in a predicate speci.fied as (-causat:i.on) , the 

feature patient is higher up the hierarchy. 

4.3,2 Situational semantic features in the clause 

The term 'situation• is used by both Comrie (1976) and 

Lyons (1977) to cover.aspectual differentiation as well as 
' . 

such phenomena as· action, process,. event and state, It is 
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adopted i.n almost. t.he same fclc;hion in t.his work. In t.he 

first place, a difference must be drawn in the nature of 

situational features and liaison ones. Situational features 

are not inter-clausal but intra-clausal i.e. they are 

resident in a particular predicate. Initially we may make 

a binary format between states and non-states. According t.o 

Lyons (1977 p,483) a state ("static situation") is 

one that is conceived of as existing, rather than 

happening, and is being homogeneous, continuous 

and unchanging throughout its duration. 

Once states have been identified it is not difficult to 

identify non-states, Scholars have tried to sub-divide 

non-states into acts, action, process and event. Since the 

dividing line between such categories is so tenuous and 

indeterminate, the non-states are simply designated as 

events (i,e. something conceived of as happening and dynamic) 

in this study, cf. 

! ! ... ,. 
indoda iyafunda (the man is learning) : event 

indoda if6nd!le (the man is learned) : state 

Events normally select nouns with agentive and instrumental 

features as their arguments if they are one-place whilst 

states select nouns which are patients as their arguments. 

The situational features are associated with the strict 
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subcategorisation frame of the predicate. The predicate 

which is specified as a state will often be one-place (or 

intransitive) i.e. it will require the subject which is mainly a 

patient e,g. 

6baba 6lele (father is asleep) 

6ffifina 6hl@zi (the boy is seated) 

uthisha 6f6nd1le (the teacher is learned) 

It will be noted that the state is associated with 

~causation) and in this regard it favours the occurrence of 

secondary nouns (adjuncts) after the predicate. Such 

secondary nouns often express instrumental, locative and 

agentive relationship e.g. 

6baba 61ele ngesisu (father is asleep on his stomach) 

6ffifana 6hl@zi endlini (the boy is seated in the house) 

6m6ntu 6khathele :amasela (•the person is tired by thieves 

i.e. the person is tired because of thieves) 

The predicate which is specified as non-state (event) will 

often be two-place or three-place i.e. it will require the 

subject and one or two objects. This would mean that the 

clause is transitive and is associated with (+ causation) e.g. 

6babi ub6na umame (father sees mother) 

ubaba unika uffifana imali (father is giving money to the boy) 
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The subject is often the agent whilst the object is the 

patient. The generalisation about situational semantic 

features is that the predicate, all things being equal, has 

frame preferences that account for its logical relations with 

nouns (or arguments), In the last example both 6~fina and 

imali are patients. 

4.4 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE S8NTE:NCE IN A FOLKTALE 

Though the term 'structure' has been used differently by 

different scholars Cc£ especially 'structuralist poetics'\ in 

this study it is simply employed with reference to a sentence 

as a grammatical construction, This implies that units in a 

sentence are systematically combined. We have to note these 

units and examine how they combine in the text-sentence. It 

must be pointed out that in the past most grammatical 

descriptions have been concerned with system-sentences or 

sentences chosen by the linguist in order to support his line 

of analysis, The aim in this section is to establish a 

structural analysis of sentences in a particular context, A 

caveat is to be advanced as regards a text~sentence of the 

traditional Zulu discourse, Is the notion of the sentence 

the same in traditional discourse as in modern logical 

discourse with European influence? What makes the smallest 

significant unit of thought in traditional Zulu discourse: is 

the boundary the same as that of the modern European sentence 

or is it a unit larger than that? Clearly, the placing of 

sentence boundaries is a somewhat arbitrary device that is 



convenient as a point of departure in a narrative discourse in 

Zulu. This is supported by the fact that the same narrator 

may break the discourse differently when called upon to 

narrate it again. The narration of a tale depends on a 

particular moment of delivery and such extrinsic factors like 

the kind of audience and the degree of participation it holds 

play a big r6le. It'is well-established that in order to 

appreciate the folktale fully one has to watch the narrator 

performing and listen to the narrator per se, The concern of 

this study is to look at the linguistic side of the tale, The 

folktale is chosen because it offers the more extended oral 

narrative than, let us say,the riddle or the proverb, The 

folktale that is chosen is ITSHE LIKANTUNJAMBILI and is common 

among the Zulus, Due acknowledgement is hereby made to Mbata 

and Mdhladhla, the authors of UCHAKIJANA BOGCOLOLO from which 

the tale is taken.The text of the folktale is in Appendix I. 

We have noted that system-sentences are established by the 

linguist in order to account for distributional regularities. 

These sentences are grammatically well-formed and are not 

context dependent, Grammatically well-formed sentences are 

rarely found in narrative discourse. Most sentences in the 

narrative are bound and fully understood with reference to 

some fuller given or old information in the text, These 

sentences may be reduced in form (elliptical), pronominalised 

and be sequential, We shall therefore divide discourse sentence 

according to certain structural patterns. In the narrative 

the sentences may either be free or bound, free sentences 
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but most important they are fully spelt out and are 

self-contained. In this regard they tie in with system

sentences, Bound sentences are taken to be those which may be 

grammatically incomplete or which cannot initiate discourse 

without placing them in their proper context. They are often 

not self-contained and some units found in these sentences 

are not fully spelt out semantically, It must be pointed out 

that bound sentences may either be grammatically complete or 

grammatically incomplete. For instance, a sentence beginning 

in nokho-ke (well) or kw&thi (and then) or a sentence in which 

the subject concord is used without the subject would be 

marked as structurally complete if it is distributionally 

balanced, Clearly, such a sentence though structurally 

complete is bound because of certain sequence markers. 

Grammatical incompleteness is observed in ellipsis which 

indicate~ reduced, fragmentary and completive sentences, 

It is necessary to give examples of free and bound sentences· 

from the folktale, This is done in order to show structural 

variations as found in discourse sentences as against 

regularities of system sentences. We shall therefore divide 

our sentence types into: 

1, Free sentences 

2. Bound sentences: these may further be divided into 

(a) Sequential, which is noted by the sequence markers of 

some kind which show that the sentence is additive; 
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this may include sentences marked by pronouns or 

concords without the identified co-referent in the 

same sentence 

(bl Elliptical, which is truncated or incomplete 

structurally i.e. the unit considered to be obligatory 

in terms of structure may be omitted. 

4,4.1 Free sentences 

Free sentences are those sentences that are fully spelt out 

grammatically and semantically. These sentences can occur as 

complete utterances without ambiguity, The occurrence of 

such sentences is very limited in a Zulu folktale. In fact 

in a folktale a free sentence is restricted to a particular 

position, It occurs as the initial sentence and introduces the 

narrative, cf, 

1, Kwasukela: inkosikazi yayaku lima 

The sentence as a whole is a double one. The predicates that 

are co-ordinated are kwasukela and yayakulima. It will be 

noted that the co-ordinated predicates do not use the same 

tense form. The first predicate is in the remote past tense 

whilst the second one is the narrative tense. The way in 

which the narrative tense is used (i.e. occurring after the 

remost past tense of indicative) indicates that the second 

clause is bound to the first one. The full specification of 

time is not found with the narrative tense but with the basic 
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tense of the first predicate. On the whole, however, the 

double sentence is viewed as a free sentence with an 

introductory function. 

4.4.2 Bound sentences 

It has been noted that bound sentences may be sub-classified 

into sequential. and elliptical sentences. The main feature 

of bound sentences is that they are non-isolate. Unless one 

knows the context in which they occur, they are ambiguous and 

less meaningful. We shall then briefly examine each kind of 

a bound sentence in the context of a folktale and in so doing 

we will be looking into the nature of a clause in narrative 

discourse, 

4.4.2 la) Sequential sentences 

The sequential sentences may be marked by certain words or by a 

particular tense form. Here are examples from the folktale of 

sequential sentences that are marked by certain words or 

clitics: 

16. Ithe isifika indoda yayingasayiboni lena eyixoshayo, 

yadame isibamba iyeka nje, (Cf .• also 30, 42 and 47) 

28. Njalo-ke ekuseni nantambama umame ajingane evula embizeni 

afinyanise sekugcwele. Awavube-ke, kudle yena 

nowakwakhe, izinqane zingawezwa nangephunqa amasi. (Cf. 

also 29) 
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36. "Kahle, nmawami, nqisafunda samthanyama" (Cf.al.so 39 and 

43) 

66. Nqakusas1:1 waphuma fu thi uDemane wayofuna ukud la, 

In 16 the supported clause/auxiliary clause ithe indicates 

that this sentence is temporally bound with the preceding one 

i.e. sentence 15. The temporal significance of ithe is 'by 

the time" or "when', In 28 nialo-ke and awuvube-ke the words 

are marked by the enclitic -~. Doke (1955 p, 1.70) notes that 

-ke has a 'functional significance•· of a connective, This 

is true because this -ke as it occurs with the initial word of 

a bound sentence it connects the sentence in which it occurs 

with the preceding one. The word kahle in 36 is a kind of 

interjective and is contextual in the sense that it is a 

response clause. It is a response to the preceding sentence, 

In 66 ngakusasa has temporal significance indicating the 

chronological order of events in time. In this regard the 

sentence introduced by ngakusasa has a predicate which as 

an event takes place after the event indicated by the predicate 

of the preceding sentence. 

In 16 ithe as an auxiliary clause is supported by isifika -- . 

(participial). As shown above, the auxiliary predicate 

.:!:lb£ has time significance i.e .. 'when" or , 'by the time' . 

Moreover it serves to introduce the sentence as a conjunctive, 

This shows that .:!:lb£ has dual structural explanations, viz 

it is a supported clause as well as an introducing connector, 

This is also true of 
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30. Kuthe ... beyohlakul.a ... 

42. Ithc , •. isisukile yahlala egumeni phPzulu 

47. Kuthe kusathi tabutabu ... 

In all these instances the supporting clause is the participial. 

It is to be noted that as a connector, the -thi auxiliary verb 

stem is mainly fO\rnd in the present perfect tense. It is 

surprising why the narrator does not make this auxiliary verb 

stem take the narrative tense. It appears that the use of 

-thi in the perfect tense as well as being a connector brings 

contrastive prominence to bear• on that predicative syntagm as 

against the one that is signalled by the narrative tense. The 

sentence having the perfect tense or the stative perfect may 

then be called a contrast sentence and it often encodes a new 

episode. 

In the folktale given there is quite a number of bound 

sequential sentences that use the third person subject concord 

without the accompanying subject in the same sentence, The 

subject concord is in the narrative tense e.g. 

58. Baz,ichoba, bazichoba izingane zaz't zalala .• 

65, Wabona esetheleka phezu kwezinkomo ziklabile okhalweni, 

wakhetha enye inkabi wayiqguba wabuya nayo, wafike 

wayihlaba,wangena nayo etsheni, bosa badla. 

In 58 the subject concord ba-, is used without the 
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accompanying subject in the given sentence. The subject 

itself is recoverable from the context of the folktale. In 

65 the subject concord wa- is used with a number of successive 

predicates and there is also no explicit subject in the sentence. 

This means that in 58 and 65 the subject concords are anaphoric 

as they behave pronominally. Later in this chapter when we 

look into the pragmatic perspective of a sentence, we shall 

try to give the reason why the subject i.s omitted in some 

sentences while it is not in others. 

The tense form, as has been noted, can mark the sentence as 

sequential. The narrative tense form in a folktale makes the 

sentence sequentially bound. It must be realised that the 

question of tense in discourse has been discussed by 

structuralists (dealing with poetics) as one of the major 

dimensions of the narrativ~ i.e. narrative as a story. For 

instance G~rard Genette (1980 p.29) says: 

My starting point will be the division put forth in 

1966 by Tzvetan Todorov. This division classed the 

problems of the narrative in three categories: that 

of tense, "in which the relationship between the 

time of the story and the time of discourse is 

expressed"; that of aspect "or the way in which the 

story is perceived by the narrator-"; that of mood, 

in other words, "the type of discourse used by the 

narrator". 
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Though Genette is directing his discussion to written discourse, 

it must be realised that the oral story-teller has to make a 

distinction, unconsciously perhaps, between the time of the 

story and the time of narration. In an oral narrative discourse 

like a folktale the tense system is simplified by the over-use 

of the narrative tense form in the main clauses. The reasons 

for the excessive employment of the narrative tense are 

threefold: it is dramatic i,e, it is vivid and creates the 

atmosphere of simultaneous narration; it is connecting i.e. 

it connects sentences; it is non-deictic in ter"ms of time. 

Sometimes the subjunctive form is used in the folktale. It 

is however, rarely used in the folktale because it creates 

some temporal complications though it may have a connecting 

use, cf .. 

29, Awavube-ke, kudle yena nowakwakhe 1 izingane zingawezwa 

nangephunqa amasi 

In this sentence the subjunctive refers to a habitual event. 

Some modern writers of prose adroitly handle the connecting 

.use of the subjunctive, cf. Ntuli in Imicibisholo, 

4,4.2 (bl Elliptical sentences 

As has been indicated elsewhere in this investigation, 

elliptical sentences are considered to be structurally 

incomplete in terms of the distribution of obligatory 

constituents. It has also been pointed out that many of the 
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elliptical sentences encountered are those that are responses, 

sometimes referred to as "completive" sentences. In the Zulu 

folktale we rarely come across elliptical sentences because the 

nature of discourse does not permit their use except in direct 

speech of the characters found in the tale. Elliptical 

sentences are much more a matter for interlocutors engaged in 

a discourse of some kind where there is verbal exchange. In 

sentence 36 of the folktale there is a dialogue between 

Demane and Demazana and we therefore find an elliptical 

response from Demazana: ~W~a~t~h=i...,.::L~1D~e~m=a~n~e"-'-: __ •~•D~e~m=a~z~a~n~a::..,.,-..:D~e~m~a=z~a~n:.:;a 

nansi inyoni kababa imuka." "Kahle, mnawami, ngisafunda 

samthanyana," We have noted under sequential sentences that 

kahle is a response sentence though we were looking at it as 

sequential to the preceding sentence. 

Bound sentences can further be subdivided in terms of cohesive 

links that act as disguised connectors. The disguised connector 

may be a particular tense or an enclitic or formative or an 

auxiliary predicate. The basic division that can be 

established is as set out below. 

(a) Clarifying connection. The main function of this 

connection is to clarify the movement of events in the 

story line. It is mainly supplied by the narrative 

tense, the enclitic -ke and by forms of words like 

ngakusasa, c~ 28, 66 and 58. 
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(b) Contrasting connection. The main function of this 

connection is to signal the turn of events from one 

episode to another. In the folktale given it is mainly 

supplied by the auxiliary predicate -thi that is used 

as a kind of contrastive connector, c~ 30, 42 and 47. 

4.5 DOUBLE/MULTIPLE AND COMPLEX SENTENCES 

Having noted the structural variations, it may be useful to 

examine how clauses combine to make double/multiple and 

complex sentences in a folktale. 

4.5.1 Double or Multiple sentences 

The clauses in double or multiple sentences of a folktale may 

combine by employing the following constructions: 

(a) Parataxis 

(b) Parenthesis/Apposition 

(c) Consecutive 

4.5.1 (a) Parataxis 

In a traditional narrative discourse all too often clauses are 

combined paratactically. In the folktale different forms of 

paratactic combinations can be noted, cf, 
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Ordinary parataxis 

Repetitive parataxis 

Parallelistic parataxis 

These paratactic combinations are to be expected if we take 

into consideration that a folktale is a piece of literature 

and as such it employs every artistic device that can enhance 

its aesthetic value. 

( i ) Ordinary parataxis 

This kind of parataxis is without any artistic embellishment 

of structure. Clauses are simply combined in a loose sort 

of way. Note the following sentences in the folktale: 

1. Kwasukela: inkosikazi yayalima. 

48. Akwabuza, kwadumela wona kwawufaka emphandeni kwazibekela~ 

64. Ekuseni ngakusasa umfana wahamba wayofuna ukudla, kukhona 

inkungu , 

It will be noted that the paratactic clauses in the above sentences 

are mainly shown by a comma pause. A comma pause is, 

however, not restricted to paratactic clauses, cL consecutive 

clauses below. 

(ii) Repetitive parataxis 

Repetitive parataxis refers to repetition of clauses within the 

sentence. Verbs of movement or action may be repeated as 

found in the following sentences: 
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2. Yalima, yalima, kwafika inyoni ... 

15. Yabaleka, vabaJ.eka inyoni yaze yafika emzini wazo zonke 

izinyoni. 

58. Bazichoba, bazichoba izingane zaze zalala. 

62. Zahamba, zahamba, zahamba zaze zafika etsheni 

likaNtunjambili ..........,,.,.,...,._ ............... ... 

The clause may be repeated twice or three times. The tense of the 

predicate in the repeated clause is usually in the narrative. 

In the middle of the folktale, the narrative tense is more 

exploited than the past tense. In a system-sentence, the 

narrative tense naturally follows the remote past tense as 

in the structure where the consecutive notion is expressed, cf, 

UJnfana wilvuka wahamba (the boy woke up and went) 

But in the middle of the folktale, the sentence can start 

with the narrative tense though past time is intended because 

the remote past tense has already been used at the beginning of 

the first paragraph, viz kwasukela, 

The paratactic double/multiple sentence using a sequence of 

repeated narrative tenses is actually a device of indicating 

protracted action. It may be added that a narrative tense is 

more dramatic than the ordinary past tense. Since the delivery 

of a folktale is full of drama, the use of the narrative tense 

cannot be more appropriate, The juxtapositioning of structural 

frames by the narrator can therefore bring about just the 
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desired effect. From the structural point of view the repeated 

narrative tenses form parallel combination (i.e. co-ordination) 

of clauses but lexically this indicates quasi- co-Ordination. 

The repeated narrati.ves are a kind of composition formula, This 

construction has a musical structure; it establishes a kind of 

rhythm that is so necessary for the vitality of a tale. Perhaps 

that is why Anozie (1981, p. 258) says: 

Discourse in Africa moves in cadences with measured 

timbres and sometimes, depending upon which language 

is spoken, a convoluted texture of words, sound and 

meaning. This sung and human discourse in Africa 

which descends upon the hearer or listener in the 

form of a verbal tapestry, and appeals as if its 

sole aim is to unify or eliminate all oppositions 

between time and space, gods and men, cannot be 

seriously thought of as a sentence-based discourse 

system. 

It has already been intimated that the breaking up of traditional 

narrative discourse into sentences in the cast of modern fashion 

smacks of arbitrariness, This ½ecornes clearer when we pause to 

consider that the repeated narratives do not form logical 

development of thought in the way of chronological ordering of 

clauses, One of the aims of using repeated narratives is to 

create rhythm which in actual delivery is often accompanied by 

bodily movement. Sometimes the vocative may be repeated,cf. 
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35, 38, 42, 62, 70 ancl 74.: 

"Demazana, Demazana, nansi inyoni kababa imuka ! " 

"Li.tshe likaNtunjambili, l.itshe likaNtunjambili sivulele 

sinqene." 

We take it that the vocative has a clausal status because it has 

a predicative value. It may also be noted that consonants 

in different clauses may be repeated, thus creating alliteration, 

cf. 7 Kwasa ngakusasa umame waphindela ensimini , , . where s 

forms alliteration. 

(iii) Parallelistic parataxis 

In this parataxis there is parallelism, Parallelism refers to 

an element of constrast in successive clauses accompanied by 

structural balance in the position of words as parts of speech, 

cf, 3, 8, 12, 13 and 1 7 : 

Amagejana mbe, mbe, mphinyana phogo, phogo . 

... olinywa ngamavila, ongalinywa izikhuthali 

"Wabamba mina, wayeka yena?" 

Parallelism is often accompanied by rhythm, This means that 

rhythm is more marked in parallelistic parataxis than it is in 

repetitive parallelism, It will be noted that rhythm is 

established by the quantity of syllables the words in question 

have, the tonal cadences, and the caesuras between words or 

clauses. Rhythm is also more marked in ideophones than 
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ordinary verbs. This is because ideophones nre more dramatic 

than ordinary verbs. In the paratactic construction amaqejana 

mbe, mbe, mphinyana phoqo, phogo there is rhythm that 

vitalises narration. Ideophones are often picturesque, No 

wonder then that the repeated ideophonic constructions are 

associated with the function of ''rhetorical underlining and 

enhancement of the narrative." These clauses have aesthetic 

value, In parallestic parataxis not involving ideophones, 

there is no dramatisation yet the effect of parallism has 

literary value, c~ ... olinywa ngamvila, onqalinywa izikhuthali 

and "Wabamba mina, wayeka yena?" Parallelism plays an important 

rSle in Zulu oral literature, 

Sometimes rhythm is associated with metre. Metre has been 

defined as regular patterning in verse based on syllabic stress 

or quantity. In Zulu the question of stress is not to be 

over-estimated because it is not a pronounced phenomenon; and 

at that 'stress' is fixed and cannot be expected to have any 

literary value. Notwithstanding the presense of some kind of 

metrical balance in ideophonic constructions as found in the 

folktale, such metre is unintentional and is not deliberately 

evolved, Parallelistic parataxis involving ideophones is 

appealing to the ear. Ideophonic repetitions are stock and 

ready-made clauses like a song in a folktale. They are 

untutoredly cast in suitable metrical form for them to be 

memorable. They are therefore a device of oral formulaic 

composition. Since they are meant to be heard rather than read, 

.they are cast in frozen syntax (arbitrary juxtapositioning 
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of structural frames) as to be striking to the ear. Note 

for instance that amagejana has an initial vowel whereas 

mphinyana has no initial vowel and both nouns do not generate 

the subject concord via the auxiliary predicate. In other 

words the nouns are simply juxtaposed to ideophones for them 

to be striking and pleasing to the ear. 

4.5.1 (b) Parenthesis or Apposition 

Parenthesis or apposition is akin to parataxis in that both 

indicate clauses loosely combined without any connector. 

However, in parenthesis/apposition though the clauses are 

grammatically parallel, the added clause is not grammatically 

essential. In parenthesis clauses are cross-referential rather 

than repetitive in a straightforward way. Note the following: 

47. Kuthe kusathi. tabutabu, kugijima, kwahlangana nornvemve. 

68. Yalobiza inhliziyo kaDemazana, ilobizela amanoni 

In 47 the clause kugijima is in apposition to kusathi tabutabu, 

It is inserted or parenthesized in the sentence just for 

greater clarity but is not grammatically essential. In 68 the 

clause ilobizela arnanoni is in apposition to the preceding 

clause. In this kind of appositional construction there is 

some overt repetition of the same predicate, cf.yalobiza ••• 

ilobizela, However this repetition may be paratactic, it is 

also a~positional because the whole clause ilobizela amanoni 

is already implied in the text. It must also be noted that the 
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tenses of the two predicates i.e. yalo~iza and ilobizela are 

not the same. The first is the narrative whilst tl1e second 

is the present tense of the indicative. We may point out 

that appositional construction is associated with pleonastic 

co-ordination, From the lexical point of view parenthesis is 

not a true co-ordinative construction because, it involves 

co~referentiali ty, Sometimes nouns may be in apposition to a 

copulative followed by a qualificative, cf, 

26. Lendoda nomkayo babenezingane ezimbi li.: umfana nen tombazane, 

in which umfana nentombazane is in apposition to babenezingane 

ezimbili. 

4.5.1 Cc) Consecutive 

Like paratactic constructions, consecutive constructions are 

common in Zulu folktales, We have already noted that the 

main difference between paratactic and consecutive constructions 

is a syntactic one viz they differ in the degree of cohesion 

between clauses, so that the consecutive predicate may be 

syntactically unstable. Closely cohering clauses are 

determined by fixed choice of ordering, The clauses in a 

consecutive construction do not offer free choice of ordering. 

Note the following sentences in the folktale: 

5. Yabuya inkosikaz.i yaya ekhaya, yaf ike yabikela 1.1myeni wayo 

imihlolo eyiveleleyo. 
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25, Yalungiswa kahle imbiza, yabckwa emsamo, yafakwa phakathi 

inyoni, kwazitshekelwa ... 

37. Yesuka inyoni yahlala emnyango, 

40, Ycsuka inyoni yahlala egumeni. 

55. Bathula emlonyeni, bahobela omkhulu umlilo, balola 

izinsungulo bazifaka kuwo, zasha zabomvu. 

65, Wabana esetheleka phezu kwezinkomo ziklabile okhalweni, 

wakhetha enye inkabi wayigguba, wabuya nayo, wafike 

wayihlaba, wayihlinza, wanqena nayo etsheni, bosa badla, 

It will be noted that in the above sentences, consecutive 

clauses are shown by a comma pause except sentences 37 and 

40, In the above sentences the consecutive consists of the 

succession of narrative tenses. Some of the sentences may of 

course include other constructions e.g. 5 includes serialisation 

cL yabuya inkosikazi yaya ekhaya. 

Under double/multiple sentence, we may find the co-ordinating 

conjunctive.In the selected folktale such a conjunctive is 

observed in: 

69. Waginiginisela, kodwa bala ubulukhali; 

The conjunctive kodwa has an adver~ative significance. It is 

to be noted that co-ordinating conjunctives do not abound in 

Zulu folktales. As regards comparable clauses in the sentence 

of a folktale, combination is chiefly achieved by parataxis, 

The style of the folktaie is not elaborate; it is easy-
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moving,and prefers a simple type of joining. 

There is avoidance of the conjunctives in sentences, 

4.5.2 Complex sentences 

In the complex sentence there is divergent combination of 

clauses. The following constructions may be found in the 

complex sentence of a folktale in Zulu: 

(a) Expansion 

(b) Support 

These terms· appear to fit in well when one desccibes the 

structure of a sentence in discourse rather than terms such 

as •qualificative•·, 'descriptive•· and •complement• which ace 

somewhat notional, 

4.5,2 (a) Expansion 

It will be noted that here the teem 'expansion• is used to 

cover both the qualificative and descriptive clauses. As 

regacds the qualificative clause (relative), the expanded 

construction involves the head unit which is expanded by a 

clause. In teems of the nuclear clause which is obligatory, 

the clause expanding the head unit is distributionally 

optional and is therefore subordinate and not self-contained. 

It must be noted that expansion and subordination ace in a 
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way similarly used though we prefer to reserve expansion for 

the particular structural shape of a textual sentence, Note 

the following: 

8. Umhlabathi kadc1de lona, ol.inywa ngamavila, ongalinywa 

izikhuthali. l 

77. Umfana wafinyc1nisa sekusele amagashana anqemangaki nje, 

In 8 the expc1nsion clauses are olinywa nqamvila and 

onqalinywa yizikhuthc1li, In this sentence the relative clauses 

occur c1fter the copulative that has already been expanded by 

non-clausal units kadade and lona. In this instance the head 

unit is copulative c1nd c1s such need not co-occur with a 

nuclear clause because the copulative itself is nuclear, The 

successive relative clauses establish perfect parallelism i,e, 

there is perfect contrast, c~Qlinywa vs ongalinywa and 

ngamavila vs izikhuthali, Such parallelism establishes a 

rhythmic pattern 1 cLparallelistic p~rataxis above. In 77 the 

relative clause angemangaki nje expands amagashana and it does 

not establish parallelism of any sort. Expc1nsion involves 

distributional substitution in which a certain constituent is 

distributionally enlarged by addition of modifiers. Such 

modifiers are characteristically optional. This optionality 

must not be confused with optionality of subject and object 

once their concords are assigned in the predicate. 

Descriptive clauses expand nuclear clauses. It will be noted 

that nuclear clauses which are taken as main clauses are 
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usually stable i.e. they are capable of occurrence in 

unexpanded form as complete sentences. Descriptive clauses 

may be effected either by a conjunctive or zero conjunctive.In 

the case of the zero conjunctive the participial is often the 

expansion descriptive clause, c~ 

57. Nonina wabiza intombazane esho njalo, 

It is noted that esho nialo is an expansion participial 

clause juxtaposed to nonina wabiza intombazane. The conjunctives 

in the expansion are subordinating e.g. 

78. Wabuza ukuthi inyama yenze njani 

The conjunctive ukuthi in this instance combines the main clause 

in which the narrative tense features, and the subordinate 

clause with the subjunctive. 

4,5.2 Cb) Support (or complement) 

Guthrie (1961) uses the term •support' in the sense of 

co-occurrence i.e. one part of speech requires the occurrence 

of another different part of speech in sentence formation. 

Here ,.'support'' is used slightly in a different sense. It is 

used to refer to the complementary clause which requires the 

supported clause, Unlike in the expansion construction, the 

supported clause is mainly unstable and is incapable of 

occurrence in an unsupported form as a complete sentence 
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(bar.ring extr.emel~·rare cases). This implies that the main 

clause cannot stand alone without the supporting clause. 

Because of this, there is strong cohesion (bond) between tho 

main clause and the supporting one. The semantic or 

collocational term for supported clause is auxiliary clause 

whereas the one for supporting clause is complementary 

clause. Noto the following: 

16, Ithe isifika indoda yayingasayiboni lena eyixoshayo, 

yadame isibamba iyeka nie, 

21.. Yathi kla, amasi inyoni. 

2B, Njalo-ke ekuseni nantambama umame ajingane evula embizeni 

afinyanise sekugcwele amasi. 

In 16 ithe and yadame are supported clauses whilst isifika and 

isibamba are supporting ones. 

a supporting clause for yathi" 

In 21 kla amasi inyoni acts as 

In 28 the clause with 

ajingane is supported by evula embizeni whilst sekegcwele 

amasi and afinyanise are co-ordinated, 

Finally it may be stated that the grammar of traditional 

discourse is somewhat poetic, In a folktale the narrator is 

aware of beats and lengths of repeated clauses. With this in 

mind he juxtaposes the structural frames in such a way that 

rhythm is constituted, So there is an inter.play of tone, 

vowel length and pause to create a melodic sentence, Linking of 

clauses by parallism establishes balance and opposition, There 

is a grammar of parataxis and frequently used clauses, In 
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the exigencies of performance, the narrator re-creates his tale 

but the basic pattern is observed, a formula for composition. 

4,6 PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE SENTENCE IN A FOLKTALE 

In pragmatic analysis of the sentence in the folktale, we 

look into how new and old information can influence sentence 

grammar, We also look into what types of clause or sentence 

constructions can be effected as a result of the communicative 

value. We shall therefore examine the following: 

1, Old and new information in the sentence of a folktale 

2. Topic construction 

3. Focus construction 

4. Existential construction 

4.6.1 Old and new information in the sentence of a folktale 

The terms 'old' and •new' are better explained in terms of 

discourse or text. It has already been noted that some 

sentences would not be appropriate as the first sentence in a 

folktale. This suggests that sentences in a text are bounded 

and that some sentences assume information already given by 

preceding sentences. Old information is the information that 

has already been given in the text. In terms of a sentence 

such information is reflected in items that are assumed and 

therefore not included at all or partially included by the 

use of preforms or anaphoric markers. New information is the 
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information that is spelled out in full as it is taken to be 

unknown by the listener or reader. The items carrying new 

information are typically available in the sentence in 

question. Sometimes the form assumed by a particular item 

may yield a clue as to whether it is an old or new information. 

This is also true of the ordering of items in a sentence. 

Brown and Miller ('.1980 p. 359) say: 

Given information need not always be overtly referred 

to in text, It may be information 'given' in the 

sense that both participants share it as speakers of 

the same language, it may be cultural information 

shared between members of a linguistic community, or 

it may even be the information privately shared 

between two individuals. 

So while we assume that old or given information may be found 

in the text it is true that such information may not be in 

the text but is known from a cultural context, In the folktale 

old and new information may be divided according to: 

(a) Use of a particular tense form in the clause 

(b) Anaphora and cross-reference in the clause 

(c) Ordering of the subject and predicate in the clause 
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4.G.1, Ca) Use of a particular' tense form in the clause 

There are two tenses that are important as regards old and new 

information in the sentences of a folktale, These tenses 

are the past tense (remote) and the narrative tense of the 

indicative. The past and narrative tenses are not used any 

how in the folktale. It will be noted that the past tense of 

the indicative is used very sparingly in the folktale. It is 

pre-eminently the first sentence of a folktale that uses the 

past tense, Note the first sentence of the folktale chosen: 

1. Kwasukela: inkosikazi yayakulima. 

The clause kwasukela is in the remote past tense of the 

indicative. The folktale relates the occurrence of the past. 

The narrator must therefore make it clear that the setting 

of the story is in the remote past, This he does with the 

introductory clause, Perhaps the main function of the introductory 

clause kwasukela is to tell the audience as to when the 

event took place. The first clause has therefore deictic 

time reference and is bound up with new information. In the 

folktale the clause kwasukela is an introductory coda which 

signals the start of discourse and as such is explicit in 

time reference, This clause is therefore associated with new 

information in terms of temporal reference. 

The introductory coda clause paratactically combines with a 

contracted clause yayakulima which takes the tense form of a 
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narrative. This shows that even in the first sentence the 

narrative tense is used provided it is not the initial clause. 

The contracted clause yayakulima is derived from two predicates 

in sequence viz yaya ukuyolima. The two clauses merge and 

the infinitive undergoes some contraction by eliding~- and 

-'J2_-. The function of this contracted clause appears to be 

the setting up of the narrative scene. It is more dramatic and 

effective than the sequence of yaya ukuyolima. Barring the 

contrastive clause using the perfect tense, and the quotative 

sentence, practically all the sentences or clauses after the 

introductory clause, use the narrative tense. The use of 

the narrative tense as bound up with old information is to 

recount a procedure i.e. the narrator uses this tense to 

express a series of steps in the story line. As has been 

noted above this use can be accompanied by repetitive listing 

of the same event. The strategy of the repetition of the 

same verb (cf;2, 15, 58 and 62) is coupled with the pragmatic 

function of focus, see below. 

We have noted in 4.3,2 that the sentences starting with the 

perfect tense auxiliary predicate (cf.16, 30, 42 and 47) occur 

at strategic places to surface new episodes, Since this 

tense marks new episodes it is coupled with new information. 

The quotative sentence is also of particular significance 

because it may carry the present tense of the indicative, the 

subjunctive, the imperative, the interjective and the 

interrogativeo Note the following: 
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Sentences 17 and 52 contain questions; sentences 2, B, 12, 32, 

39 and 50 contain interjectives, sentences 6, 36, 38 and 43 

contain the indicative, and sentences 20, 30 and 56 contain 

imperatives of some sorts. According to Waltz (1976 p.42) the 

quotative sentence 

encodes speech attribution and awareness attribution, 

i,e. the content of a speech or a state of 

consciousness (awareness) is given, and the content 

or state is attributed to some speaker, knower, etc. 

Simply stated, this means that the narrator for the nonce, 

dissociates himself from the narrative time and allows the 

character to speak according to time related to the 

particular character, This has the effect of tense variation 

and newness of information, 

4.6.1 (bl Anaphora and co-reference in the clause 

Anaphora generally means pronominal reference, Pronominal 

reference usually includes the absolute and demonstrative 

pronouns. In Zulu it, over and above the absolute and 

demonstrative pronouns, includes the •qualificative' and the 

concords (subject and object). It may be argued that even 

the qualificatives have pronominal concords and as such 

pronominal reference is implied even before we talk of the 

omission of the co-referring noun or its placement after 

the qualificative, For our present study we shall only deal 
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with anaphora as it relates to the subject concord. Lyons 

(1977 pp.659-660) says: 

Underlying the notion of anaphoric reference is the 

principle of substitution, in the sense in which 

Bloomfield and his followers use the term 

'substitution'. But there are, in fact, two different 

ways of defining the notion of anaphoric reference, 

We can say, as we have done in the previous paragraph, 

that the pronoun refers to its antecedent;" 

First,the nature of pronominal reference in Zulu as regards 

concords is different from,that of, let us say English. In 

Zulu the concord is a marker for agreement between the noun and 

verb or other category. Second, the concord offers freedom in 

the choice of word order in a sentence so that for instance the 

subject may follow the predicate, When the concord is used 

the noun itself may be left out. It should be expected that 

in discourse when the noun is an old information it is left 

out and only its concord used. Contrary to our expectation, 

it is noted that the noun and its concord may be used in the 

text even if the noun is already given. In such a situation 

the noun and its concord establish explicit co-reference, 

agreement aside. Explicit co-reference in this regard 

indicates rich semantic content as gainst lean semantic 

content of the concord alone. The crux of the matter then is: 

Why does the narrator of a tale choose rich semantic content 

(explicit co-reference) at a place where lean semantic 
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content would have been chosen? 

First, let us look at the instances where the anaphoric 

concord is used without the noun, once that noun is old or 

given, Note the following in the tale given: 

2. Ycilirna ! ::r:alima, kwafika in::r:oni ::r:athi ... 
12. Yafika enqacushwayo yathi: .. , 

23, Yabu::r:a nayo lenl:'.oni yal:'.a nal:'.o ekhal:'.a 

In 2 the noun inkosikazi has already been given in the foregoing 

sentence. This noun is specified as the subject and in the 

succeeding sentence it is anaphorically represented by the 

subject concord of the narrative tense '12.-, In 12 inyoni is 

no longer used because it is known from the preceding 

paragraphs, and so -~ho :-mbj ect concord i- is h1cludod in ylil.-. 

Again in 23 only the concord '12.- is used because indoda is 

given information. All this is in accord with the expectation 

that old information may be omitted in the text. The 

implication is that lean semantic content is preferred at 

certain places because fuller information is recoverable from 

the preceding text-sentences. 

In narration, the speaker at strategic points prefers rich 

semantic content instead of lean semantic content supplied by 

the subject concord only. Note the following: 

5, yabu::r:a inkosikazi l:'.al:'.a ekhal:'.a, l:'.afike l:'.abikela urnyeni 



wayo imihlolo eyiveleleyo. 

15. Yabaleka, yabaleka inyoni yaze yafika emzini wazo zonke 

izinyoni. emhl.anq!i'ni . 

62. Zahamba, zahamba, zahamba izinqane zaze zafika etsheni 

likaNtunjambili. 

In 5 inkosikazi is used even though it is now known from the 

text, The same applies to 15 and 62 where inyoni and izingane 

are respectively known.or given information, One salient 

point observed is that once the subject is known, it mostly 

appears after the predicate. Co-reference in the text or 

discourse can be seen as a kind of re-identification of the 

subject. The reasons for re-identification or re-mentioning 

in discourse are as follows: 

(i) The narrator wishes to draw attention to what he 

regards as the topic i.e. the listener must be aware 

all the time what the talking is about, There may be 

different topics in discourse and at every strategic 

place, the text-sentence must reveal the relevant 

topic, In this case co-reference ties in with topic 

as an assertion about reference, 

(ii) The narrator wants to avoid ambiguity as regards 

referents that are found in discourse, especially if 

referents have similar subject concords. 

(iii) If there are intervening incidents and referents, the 

narrator looks at these as distractions and therefore 

wants to re-identify the noun after a distraction of 
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It turns out to be an urgent matter that the notion of 

anaphoric concord and co-referring noun need an enriched 

model of grammatical analysis within discourse. The 

conventional treatment is that anaphoric concord makes the 

inclusion of co-referring noun (subject or object) optional. 

The question of 'optional constituent' raises problems of 

explanation because it does not fall in line with the 

exigencies of discourse, A speaker or narrator does not just 

leave out a constituent out of his own a.ccord - discourse 

channels him when and wher.e to leave out a certain constituent 

in a sentence, Waltz, c~ Longacre (1976 pp, 140-1), puts this 

neatly when he says: 

Moreover, the plot structure determines the speaker's 

choice of grammatical units, This implies, therefore, 

that there are in fact no optional grammatical units, 

That is, a given grammatical unit is required in 

certain contexts and is necessarily absent in other 

contexts. 

We agree with Waltz that context determines the presence or 

absence of a particular grammatical unit (See sentences 3, 12 

and 23 in the folktale where the subject is absent but present 

in s, 15 a.nd 62). 
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This has already been touched upon in (b) but it is worth 

some more attention because of the problem of word order in 

general. The narrator has a choice whether to place the 

subject before or after the predicate. Ordering is 

discourse based, Though ordering is an output manifested in a 

sentence, it is regulated or constrained by discourse. This 

suggests that ordering is a stylistic choice rooted in 

discourse. We may again consider the sentences given in (b) 

i.e. 2, 5 and 22. In all these sentences the subject comes 

after the predicate. This happens when the subject is old or 

given, According to Bolin(Jer, cf,Giv6n (1979 p,301), there 

is a correlation between giveness an~ 'theme' as he says: 

Givenness is an aspect of the thematic organization of 

a sentence, What is given is the theme, or part of 

it, The normal position of the theme is at the 

beginning. If it is postposed, it tends to be 

marked - in English - by reduced volume and/or lower 

pitch. 

Though in this study we cannot speak of 'normal position•, it 

is clear that the grammatical subject often ties in with 

•theme' or what we shall call topic, c~below. Such a subject 

may occur at the beginning of the sentence or after the 

predicate, It turns out to be the case in Zulu discourse that 

it is not legitimate to attribute "normal" or "transformed" 
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status to either of the orderings. 

Louwrens (1980 p,98) has also observed in Xhosa the pragmatic 

importance in the ordering of the subject and predicate as 

he says: 

Die regsverplasing van subjekte kan dus tewens 

vertolk word as a pragmatiese reel waarvolgens 

diskoerstemas in Xhosa op die voorgrond gestel, 

of te wel gefokuseer word. 

However, we cannot accept that the subject occurring after the 

predicate is focussed. The subject in such a position is 

background or old information whose importance is de

emphasised. It need not also be assumed that the language is 

moving from S VO to VS O word order. Our assumption is that 

Zulu discourse offers the choice between S Vo and VS o 

orderings and this has ever been so. Whe"n the subject is 

old or given information the preferred word order is VS. 

4.6.2 Topic construction 

Many scholars associate topic with theme in analysing the 

distribution of information in discourse. It appears that 

theme is connected with 'point of view'. i.e. the channelU.ng 

or distribution of information chunks from the speaker's 

point, of view with the resultant prominence or contrastiveness 

of certain information units. In this study the term ''theme• 
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will not be associated with topic because its effect is a 

matter for focus. As regards topic, various definitions have 

been given but they seem to agree that topic is what the 

sentence or discourse is 'about', We shall limit topic to a 

clause or sentence, though the paragraph and the whole 

discourse may have topic. At once this suggests that there 

is a hierarchy of topicality, Trithart (1979 p. 24) talks 

of three levels of topicality and then says of the third 

level: 

A third level of topicality refers to the topic of 

a sentence. In subject-prominent language (Li and 

Thompson 1976) such as English and Bantu, the topic 

of a sentence and the grammatical subject tend to 

coincide. Normal sentential word order tends to 

place topics before nontopical or new information. 

We are in agreement with Trihart that the grammatical subject 

coincides with the topic, However, the subject in Zulu may 

be logical and still be associated with the topic, cf. 

, , ~" r ( ) kuhamba urnfana there goes the boy 

In this sentence 6~f~na is the topic occurring after the 

predicate. This indicates that the topic subject need not 

always generate the subject concord. 
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!n J.iterature quite a great deal has been written on topic or 

topicalisation as a pragmatic £actor of a clause, though the 

notion of topic has not been applie~ ta the Zulu clause to 

any apprecj,able extent. We shall not ·pur.irne topic as a 

factor in a clause any further. 

As regards complex sentences, some clauses could be regarded 

as topic. Such clauses carry old information as against clauses 

that can::y new information (comment). Cf. 

16, Ithe isifika indoda yayingasayiboni lena eyixoshayo 

4 7. Ku the kusa thi tabu tabu, kuqi ·j ima, kwc1hlangana nomvemve 

It has been noted that lll:!£ and kuthe though auxiliary 

pr~dicates have a conjunctive significance. It is 

particularly this conjunctive significance that associates the 

whole complex clause in which -the occurs with old information. 

In 16 ithe isifika indoda is an enla~gement of what is 

already known viz the chasing of the bird. The clause 

ithe isifika indoda is therefore the topic whilst 

yayinqasayiboni carries new information, hence the comment. In 

47 kuthe kusathi tabutabu, kuqijima, is also the topic. It is 

to be noted that kugijima is a clause in apposition and is 

therefore a kind of paraphrase of the preceding clause. The 

clause kwahlangana nomvemve is the comment. It appears to be 

the case that the topic is usually the subordinate clause 

whilst the main clause is the comment. 
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4.6.3 Focus construction 

Focus refers to a pragmatic operation of asserting a 

constituent in a sentence by singling it out for contrast, 

hence making it prominent or stand out in importance. Tho 

most common type of focus construction in Zulu is repetition 

of a constituent and in this way augmenting its importance 

in relation to other constituents in a sentence. Such 

repetition may be overt or covert. This implies that focus 

is achi.eved by lexical tie-ups of some sorts. Overt 

repetition refers to the repetition of the constituent as it 

is or with some modification in its form. Covert repetition 

refers to a concealed repetition o~ a constituent by way of 

adding a different lexical item whose meaning is similar to 

the asserted constituent. In the folktale chosen three 

types of focus constructions have been identified, viz 

(a) Repetition of predicates 

(b) Use of the associative absolute pronoun with its 

co-referring noun 

(c) Use of the ideophone with its cognate predicate 

It must be noted that focus is a sub-category of prominence, 

Other sub-categories of prominence will be given on p307 and in the 

conclusion (i.e. the last chapter). 
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4.6.3 (a) Repetition of predicates 

In a folktale very often one comes across the overt repetition 

of narrative tense forms. Such repeated forms indicate 

protracted events, More importantly the repetitions seem 

to draw the listener's attention to what the narrator sees as 

a development of plot. In this respect the repeated 

narrative tense forms express a kind of focus, cf, 

15. Yabaleka, yabaleka inyoni yaze yafika emzini wazo zonke 

izinyoni emhlangeni. 

62. Zahamba, zahamba, zahamba izinqane zaze zafika etsheni 

likaNtunjambili. 

In 15 the narrative predicate yabaleka is repeated twice 

whilst in 62 the predicate zahamba is repeated thrice. By 

repeating the predicate the narrator is securing the attention 

of the listener to a particular predicate, thus bringing that 

predicate into prominence, This kind of repetition is overt 

or explicit. In effect the explicitly repeated clauses give 

rise to focus construction. There are degrees of focus. With 

verbs or predicates indicating movement, when they are 

repeated twice, they indicate appreciably long distance and 

time over which the event (action) is carried out (moderate 

focus) cf.15 above. When such predicates are repeated thrice 

they indicate very long distance and time (strong focus) cf, 

62. Some narrators may even repeat predicates five times in 

order to show extremely strong focus. 
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4.6.3 (b) Use of the associative absolute Pronoun with its 

co-referring noun and accompanying clauses 

When the absolute pronoun is used with its co-referring noun, 

the noun receives focus. This is also true of the 

associative absolute pronoun using na-. Note the following 

sentence in the folktale: 

23, Yabuya nayo lenyoni yaya nayo ekhaya, 

The use of nayo together with lenyoni expresses some kind of 

mild focus. If no focus was intended lenyoni could have been 

left out, The other way of de-focussing lenyoni would be to 

prefix ~- directly to it so that it is nalenyoni., It must 

be pointed out that the demonstrative le is not a focus 

strategy but is a strategy for definiteness i,e, it makes the 

noun definite. The use of the associative absolute pronoun 

with its co-referring noun is a sort of covert repetition. 

Such repetition enhances the status or importance of a noun in 

contrast to other constituents in the sentence. 

The covert repetition of clauses associated with co-reference 

may be explained this way: 

a 
> 

C 
> 

23. Yabuya nayo lenyoni yaya nayo ekhaya 

= verbs of motion are repeated 



c, 

b, 

C 
2 
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comitatives are repeated 

deictic features repeated (i.e. demonstrative vs 

locative) 

It will be noted too that in this sentence there is some 

structural balance and we can talk of some kind of parallelism, 

4.6.3 (c) Use of the ideophone with its cognate predicate 

So often the ideophone is taken to be the descriptive i.e. it 

describes the predicate. Looked at closely, it will be 

realised that when the ideophone is used with its cognate 

predicate it expresses more than just mere description. It 

expresses a kind of concealed repetition. This implies that 

the ideophone has meaning that is similar (though not the 

same) to its counterpart predicate, hence cognate predicate. 

There is therefore a difference in informational meaning 

between an ideophone used with its cognate predicate and an 

ideophone that is used without its cognate predicate. The 

ideophone used with its cognate predicate is richer in meaning 

and makes the predicate more prominent, cf, 

31. Wazibukula nebala uDemazane wafica kugcwele amasi ethe swi, 

4 7, Kuthe kusathi tabutabu, kugi ·jima, kwahlangana nomvemve. 

In 31 the ideophone swi complementing ethe is used with the 

predicate kuqcwele. The ideophone ~ expresses "full to the 

brim" whilst the predicate kugcwele means 'full'. There is 
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therefore some repetition of meaning which expresses focus 

on the predicate. In 47 the ideophone tabutabu means to 

•run clumsily slow' whereas kuqijima simply means to 'run'. 

These two then express related meaning and as such indicate 

focus. It is therefore maintained that the use of the 

ideophone together with its cognate predicate expresses a 

lexical tie of some sort and in this regard it is a covert 

repetition denoting focus. 

Other than focus constructions observed in the folktale, there 

can be thematic and emphatic prominence. Thematic prominence 

often coincides with topic though they are 1,ot identical, 

Thematic prominence is essentially associated with the 

initial position of the sentence, The word that is placed first 

in the sentence is thematic and is often uppermost in the 

speaker's mind, cf. 

6~fina 6shiya inkom6 ehlibiyo (the boy hits a cow that gores) 

inkom6 ehlibiyo 6yiyishiya 6~fina (•the cow that gores, he-

the boy hits it) 

JI ,,. .. I k ,,. .,,,. ,, ,,. ,,. ~ h' ( ehlabayo in omo umfana uyayis aya •that gores,the cow the 

boy hits it) 

Uyayfshaya Unif8.na l.r1korn6 ehlS.ba.yo 

In the first example 6~fina is thematic whereas in the second 

inkom6 is thematic. The relative ehlibiyo in the third 

example is thematic. For that matter the predicate itself 

may be thematized when all other units come after it, cf,the 
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last example. It will be noted that in the first and second 

examples theme coincides with topic. Emphatic prominence on 

the other hand, is mainly achieved by certain formatives, cf~ 

auxiliary -.l.2_- and the extension -isis - e.g. 

6yib6na 6k6thi 6zolimila (he does realise that he is going 

to be hurt) 

ngith&nda 6k6thi l~nto nqiyihlolisise (I want to make it a 

point that I examine this thing thoroughly) 

f.mphatic prominence indicates assertion or intensificati.on 

as expressed by the predicate. 

4.6.4 Existential construction 

The existential construction is brought about by the non

anap)Joric concord .ku- in Zulu. The pragmatic use of this 

construction is to 'supply the lowest level of discourse 

presuppositionality•·, cf. Givan (1979 p, 66). Giv6n notes that 

such sentence constructions are uttered in contexts where the 

speaker does not presuppose anything about the hearer's 

familiarity with the referent, since he is then introducing 

it for the first time. We have noted in a Zulu folktale this 

is supplied by the introductory coda: 1. Kwasukela, The 

existential clause is very restricted in its distribution in 

discourse as it has the duty of spelling out in full deictic 

time and no assumption is made that the hearer is informed. 
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Existential construction is particularly important in that 

pragmatically it involves a clause which introduces topicality 

as well as background information. Distributionally the clause 

kwasukela precedes a clause with neutral or unmarked word 

order viz inkosikazi yayakulima, It follows then that the 

clause vayak~lima is part of existential construction. There 

are two main characteristics observed by Giv6n (1979(b)p.72) 

which we 1;ou ld li.ke to re-affirm: 

1. It distributes most frequently 2,t discour:se ~ 

initial position, thus indicating that it is used 

in discourse contexts in which the least shared 

background of common knowledge is presupposed by 

the speaker, 

2. In all subject-first languages which have this 

device, the char,,:cter:Lstic word order of 

existential-presentatives is V-first. 

Discourse analysis (pragmatics) is all.ied to context meaning. 

In fact, Lyons 0981 p.195) sees text or discourse and 

' t 1 l t T R !''. th1) . con ,:ex as comp amentary anc quo .. es , · ir as saying: 

The basic assumption ... is that any text can be 

regarded as a constituent of context of situation. 

We take it that features like ellipsis, anaphoric concords, 

1) Synopsis of linguistic theory 
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pronouns, connectors, tense and word order ranges make 

text-sentences context-dependent. As Firth points out, context 

is for sure more embracing tt1an text or discourse. Meaning 

may be seen in the context of culture as a whole, 

Discourse analysis offers some revealing and significant . . 

statements in the study of syntax.It tries to indicate why a 

particular sentence construction is used instead of another. 

One can describe a verb form found in a particular clause 

but the question remains as to when and where is that 

particular verb form used. It may easily be said that a 

pronoun replaces a noun but in discourse it is found that a 

pronoun may be used with its co-referring noun and the 

question is, why do we use pronouns alone in some sentences 

while in others we use these pronouns together with their 

co-referring nouns? One often talks of the change of word 

order in a sentince but1is it actually change of word order 

or is it that there arc different word orders from which the 

narrator/writer can choose? All these problems are answered 

by syntax that is text orientated, 
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CHAPTER c; 

5,1 CONCLUSIONS 

In dealing with the clause in the Zulu sentence, different 

dimensions of language have been treated, We have been 

forced to treat morphology, syntax,phonology and semantics 

of the clause in Zulu. Obviously some dimensions have been 

more emphasised than others. This is because of the 

inclination of the investigation. There is a syntactic 

inclination in the whole investigation. In order to 

understand syntax, it is essential that meaning is included, 

Morphology has clarified certain areas whi.ct, have been 

lop-sided because of the imposition of the methods that may 

work for E.\lropean languages but not foe Zulu, cf, the derivation 

of the relative clause, As for morphology and syntax one of 

the most difficult problems is whether' we should say words 

determine sentences or sentences determine words, Most 

linguists appear to accentuate a sentence as a starting point. 

Guthrie (1970 p.5) says: 

We must sucely begin with the facts of the language 

in question and the most fundamental of these facts 

is the sentence not some theoretical 'parts of 

speech' . 
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Hob.ins 0964 p, 223) falls in li.ne with this argurnent Eis he says: 

In taking the word as the basic grammatical unit one 

may say that the heart of grammar is that part which 

deals with the patterned interrelations of words in 

the sentence of a language, and with the means of 

analysing them and stating thern systematically. This 

is the traditional province of syntax, and it rnay 

reasonably be claimed that syntax is the most 

important part of grarnrnar. 

Westphal (1970 p, 386) also agrees with this: 

The basic data of any language are its sentences. 

As regards the clause, certain linguistic principles must be 

shown how they operate. In the end these principles show that 

system-and text-sentences· are not necessarily mutually 

exclusive. There is reason to believe that a paradigm or 

theory that excludes text-sentences is bound to rneet with 

serious problems. At the same time the study of text-sentences 

.must not prevent us from creating out-of-context sentences i.n 

order to explain certain linguistic issues. The two types 

of sentences, then, appear to be cornplementary to the linguist, 

In this investigation it has been found that three phenomena 

are important in th~ study of a sentence, viz structural 

regularities, functional relations and meaning. Attached to 

these three important phenomena, are other additional phenomena 

viz diachronic process, syncretism, 09acity and characteristics 
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of the main and subordinate clauses. 

5.2 STRUCTURAL RSGULARITIES 

It appears proper to regard the representational sentence as 

a structured whole, Sentence structure is often explained in 

terms of distribution of constituents, Distribution is better 

explained by grouping constituents into a kind of a pattern. 

In distribution we are seeking after general structural 

frames necessary for sentence formation, In a representational 

sentence distribution may be shown as follows: 

Nominal qrou Verbal/Copulative group Nominal group 

6rrlf8na us hay a inkom6 

( the boy hits a cow) 

urnt&na 6we1usa 0 udamane eshaya inkom6 nqenduku 

the boy who looks after keeps on hitting 

cattle 

a cow with a stick 

It is noted that analysing the sentence into categorial groups 

Or" classes viz nominal and verbal/copulative classes, 

enables us to allow for substitutions and expansions within 

each categorial class. A group of words may substitute a 

single word and still that group of words falls in the same 

category as a single word; This kind of substitution may 

also be explained in terms of expansion i.e. a 'head' is 

expanded when it is modified by another word. 
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It is necessary to point out that in a representational 

sentence, the nominal class is optional and depends on text 

rules. The verbal/copulative class is obligatory and is often 

signalled by concord (agreement formative). Under strict 

subcategorization of the copulative there are two subclasses 

i.e. the one capable of taking the subject concord and the 

other incapable of taking the subject concord, c~ the deictic 

copulative and the agentive copulative occurring after the 

passive, This also leads us to the conclusion that clauses 

can be subcategorized into transitive and intransitive 

structures according to whether they allow objects or not. The 

verb may also govern the form of the succeeding nominal e,g, 

6sh,ya nginduku (he hits with a stick) 

6sh,ywa ngum6ntu (he is hit by a person) 

In the first instance nginduku is governed by the non-passive 

verb whereas ngum6ntu is governed by a passive one, 

users of language become accustomed to the distributional 

patterns of the constituents in the sentence. The natural 

grouping of words in the sentence by the speaker and his/her 

recognition of the mutual syntactic expectancies that hold 

between words, establish syntactic regularities. It is 

desirable that once these syntactic regularities have been 

ascertained, an economical and consistent statement of 

explanation is made about them, Bloomfield (1933) discovered 

an economical and consistent way of accounting for syntactic 
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regularities in sentences. Up to this day his account still 
' 

comrnands respect among scholars. In his account distribution 

of constituents can be explained in terms of endocentric and 

exocentric constructions, The endocentric construction is 

one whose distribution is comparable to one or more of its 

constituents. This would mean l:hat in an endocentric 

construction one constituent is typically obligatory and the 

other is typically optional, The exocentric construction is 

one whose distribution is not comparable to one or more of its 

const:ituents, Simply stated, in an exocentric construction 

there are no optional constituents because the construction 

is reduced to its barest minimum of the required constituents. 

We uphold Bloomfield's interpretation of distribution despite 

the bordering problems attached to it. Endocentric construction 

can ,Jp to a degree capture syntactic regularities as found in 

co-ordination and subordination. 

In co-ordination construction, the constituents have 

comparable distribution. As regards double sentence, the 

clauses that are linked are looked upon as constituents that 

have comparable distributi.on, This regularity makes an 

assumption that sentences are not always structurally similar, 

Some have more structural frames than others; still other.s 

prefer to use less structural frames though they have 

potentially more frames (the unused frames are often said to 

be understood and recoverable from context). It is also to 

be accepted that some sentences are isolates (cf. system

sentences) whilst others are non~isolates (cf text-sentences). 
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It must be expected that linked sentences cannot always retain 

their former syntactic-semantic independence i.e. linked 

sentences must abide by certain constraints. All this is 

proof of the fact that though there are syntactic regularities 

in co-ordination sometimes they are not immediately resolved, 

Note the following: 

the day only) 

In terms of grammatical balance, imini kuphlla does not have 

corresponding dj_p.trihut5.on \-,,,ith UffifElna. \Jy.&sebenza. It is 

''f' J, , , , • observed that um ana uyasebenza can be considered as an 

isolate sentence whereas imlni kuph@la is a non-isolate sentence 

or clause. This goes to show that distribution cannot only be 

explained grammatically but also textually. Textual analysis 

of a double sentence involves cross-references within the 

sentence itself, This leads us to the conclusion that 

co-ordination is much more a matter of textual configuration 

than of a grammatical one. 

Endocentrically, subordination is looked upon as a construction 

which has the same distribution as one of its constituents, 

A subordinate clause is distributionally comparable to the 

'head' or main clause e.g. 

6~f&na 6sibinzay6 6y&ph6milela (a boy who works succeeds) 
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. ' '1 ' ' ti d . t . ' t . ' ' J"' In this case osE;)enzayo Yia.s _, ·1e 1;3cune is r'J..JJu :ion as um::ana. 

The relative clause 6s6b~nzay6 is the nominal because it 

shares the same distribution with 6~fina. In the sentence 

6~fina 6himba edlAla (the boy walks playing) &dlAla has the 

same distribution as 6himba. Because 6himba is a predicate 

acting as the 'head/main clause• edl&la must also be the 

predicate, which acts as a •modifier•. Unlike co-ordination 

whose members have comparable distribution taken separately, 

subordination takes the head or main clause together with the 

modifier or subordinate clause as having the same distribution. 

This syntactic regularity is resolved in a straightforward 

As was observed with co-ordination, subordination cannot 

always be resolved distributionally in a straightforward way, 

This is particularly observed in the sequence of an auxiliary 

predicate and a complementary one. Note the following: 

In this case it will be observed that 6mine is a sort of a 

'determiner.' because it is the determiner of 6yikl1616rna, cf. 

Matthews (1981 p.64). Accordingly 6yikh616ma is expected to 

be the main clause whilst 6rnine is a subordinate one. This 

is a bordering problem which need not override other syntactic 

and semantic criteria. In terms of distribution 6rnine is the 

d l ·1 ' 'kh'l' . 'hea 'w11 e uya u uma 1s a necessary support of the 'head'. 

This brings us to the conclusion that the 'head' need not 
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only be modified but also to be supported or complem~nted i,e, 

uyakhul,'.ima completes the 'head' structure (main clause) which 

otherwise would be unbalanced or elliptical. Complementing 

subordinate clauses are of three kinds viz the directive, the 

complementary and the reported clauses e.g. 

,, ' ' 'b' 'k' 11· ' ' · umfana uca anga u ut i uyazi (the boy thinks that he knows) 

u~fina umfune uyikhuluma (the boy ~s simply talking) 

u~fina 6th~ 6yikhul6ma (the boy said that he was talking) 

~.2,1 Structural representation of a double sentence 

Sentence ________ .,,.....--1'---..__ _________ _ 
( : . 1 

clause Grouping clause 

Note: 

conjunctive 

zero conjunctive 

1, The clauses that are grouped together or combined have 

comparable distribution, Grouping or combination of 

clauses is effected either through a conjunctive or zero 

conjunctive. 

2. The predicates in the two clauses may belong to different 

'moods'/ 'categories' irrespective of whether there is a 

conjunctive or zero conjunctive, cf. 
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conjunctive (k6dwa): 

6~flna uy~dll k6dwa enqalambile (the boy is eating but he 
I I 

I 
I 

. .+ t· J.ndica 1 ve 

zero coniunctive: 

I 
I 

' .,J, . . 
participial 

is not hungry) 

V .:..all:;.k:.:a.:.._ ___ ..;U:.;h..:;a:::.m=be (wake up and go ) 

' ' ·.Y ,I,, 
imperative subjunctive 

3, The predicates in the clauses may belong to the same 'mood' I 

•category I bu L such •mood 1 / 'category' need not tiave the 

same tense or aspectual form whether there be a conjunctive 

or zero conjunctive
1
cf, 

con-juncti ve (kepha): 

, 'f' , 'h' b k' C um·ana uya am a ep,1a 

' "' present 
tense 

zero conjunctive: 

I 
I 
I 
,v 

future 
tense 

(the boy is going but he will 

come back) 

u~fina 6hlmb& 6h&mb1le (the boy is gone for good) 

"' short 
perfect 

' "' long 
perfect 

4. As regards grouping of clauses by a conjunctive, one of the 

clauses may be reduced by omitting the predicate, cf, 
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''f·' ' ' 'l, k t· · • 'J' . l um~ana uyaseJenza ~an·1 noyise nqo<un7a.o (the boy 1s 

working and his father "does" likew.i.sc,) 

S. The clauses that are grouped by zero conjunctive are 

structurally of three types: 

( i. ) The clauses contain predicates that belong to the 

same •mood' or 'category' and these predicates 

are repetitions that may differ as to tense or 

aspectual form; this may be referred to as 

repetitive construction: 

6~fina 6himb~ 6himbile (the boy is gone for good) 
' I 
I 

"' short 
perfect 

' ' "' long 
perfect 

6~fina wAhimba wih&mba, wikhath&la 
I I 

' I 
'V 

past tense 

' I 
' 
"' narrative tense 

(the boy walked 

and walked and 

became tired) 

(ii) Each clause contains a predicate that is not 

necessarily fully inflected and therefore the 

clause need not stand by itself as an 

(iii) 

independent sentence. The first clause may not 

be independently negated. This is referred to as 

a consecutive construction: 

uv6ka ihamb~ (he wakes up and go) 

akav6ki ihamb~ (he does not wake up and go) 

Each clause contains a fully inflected predicate 

so that each clause can stand by itself as an 

independent sentence. Each clause can be 
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independently negated, This is referred to as 

a pa~atactic construction: 

'''):"' , .. ,,.,. uyase >enza, uyaphumi1la 7 6valala (he works, he 

he rests and he sleeps) 

akaseb~nzi, akaphum6li, akalali (he does not 

work, he does not rest and he does not sleep) 

(a) Functional (syntactic) characterisation of structural 

evidence 

(i) There may be free choice of ordering of clauses with 

predl.ca tes belonging to the same 'mood'/ "category' 

irrespective of whether there is a conjunctive or 

zero conjunctive, cf. 

conjunctive (kOdwa): 

6yadla kOdwa akas6thi (he eats but he does not get 

satisfied) 

,,. ,I' ,; ,,. 

akasuthi kOdwa uyadla (he does not get satisfied but he 

eats) 

zero conjunctive: 

• ' 'b' ' 'h' '1 uyase enza, uyap umu a 2 i'.tyalala 

sleeps) 

''l'l ''h''l uya a a, uyap umu a, 

works) 

lly~sebenza 

(he works, rests and 

(he sleeps, rests and 

(ii) As regards clauses with predicates belonging to 

differ.ent 'moods'/ •categories' or tense/aspectual 

forms there is fixed choice of clause or.der.ing if there 
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is zero conjunctive, cf~ 

Jv6ka &hamb~ (he wakes up and leaves) 

6himb~ 6himblle (he is gone for good) 

wlvOka wihimba (he woke up and left) 

There is fixed choice of ordering as regards the 

reduced/elliptical clause; the elliptical clause 

always occurs after the grammatically full clause, cf, 

6~fina 6yihimba kanti noyise ng6k6njalo (the boy is 

walking and his father 'is doing• likewise) 

(b) Collocational characterisation of structural evidence 

Zero conjunctive grouping 

(i) Paratactic constructions are collocationally loosely 

associated e.g. 

6yis&b&nza, 6yiph6m6la, 6yilala (he works, he rests 

and he sleeps) 

(ii) Clauses having predicates that belong to different 

(iii) 

~oods'/'categories• often cohere closely and may 

express consecutive events or states e,g. 

, , b, ( vuka uham e wake up and leave) 

Clauses having predicates that belong to different 

~oods•/•categories' often cohere closely and may 

express habitual events or states e.g. 

uv6ka ihamb& (he wakes up and leaves) 

(iv) Clauses having predicates that belong to the same 
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~cod'/ 'category' often cohere 

rise to focus e.g. 

Jlosely and may give 

6hamb@ 6hambile (he is gone for good) 

These clauses are repetitive; the second clause 

repeats the idea already expressed by the first. 

Sometimes the repeated clause may be couched or 

concealed in a totally different lexeme e.g. 

akashayi uyaxeb11la (he hit.s thoroughly) 

(v) Clauses having predicates belonging to the same 'mood 1 / 

•category' may not cohere closely and may express 

protracted event e.g. 

w§h~mba w~h~mba 2 w~h&mba 7 wakh~th&la {he walked 

'continually' and became tired) 

Conjunctive grouping 

(i) additive (f6thi) 

( i.ii) 

( i V) 

uyacula f6thi 6yasina (she sings and dances) 

adversative (k6dwa 1 kepha) 

6y&dla kepha akas6thi (he eats but he does not get 

satisfied) 

alternative (n6ma) 

uzohamba n6rna uyathanda n6ma awuthandi (you will go 

whether you like or not) 

6yasebenza n6ma aph6rnule (he works or rest) 

illative (ngakho-ke) 

6yasebenza ngakho-ke 6zophumelela (he is working 

therefore he will succeed) 
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5.2.2 The general nature of co-o~dination in Zulu 

In dealing with co-ordinate clauses, it has been noted that in 

Zulu,traditional treatment of co-ordination is not sufficient. 

In the first place co-ordination is not merely resolved by the 

presence of a conjunctive, In Zulu co-ordination covers the 

whole gamut of clause combinations that have been hitherto 

referred to as predicate sequences, consecutive, serialisation 

and parataxis, Consequently it is posited that the nature of 

clause co-ordination in Zulu differs from that of European 

languages, like English. However, there are still certain 

problems connected with co-ordination in Zulu, It might well 

be that in a language like Zulu, subordination could possibly 

be a subdivision of co-ordination,cf. 

6yadla ebese eh&mba (he eats and then goes) 

6yadla ahambe (he eats and then goes) 

On a higher level eh!mba is co-ordinated to uyadla because of 

the co-ordinating auxiliary predicate (conjunctive). 11 But on a 

lower level eh!mba is subordinate by virtue of the fact that jt 

iS a complement of an auxiliary predi.cate. On a higher level 

ahambe is co-ordinated to uyadla because it has the same 

interpretation as the sentence with ebese, On a lower level it 

may be said that ahambe is subordinate because as an event, 

it takes place after the first has taken place so that its 

occurrence depends on the occurrence of the first event or 

action. In such cases it must be amply demonstrated that 

11 The subordinating auxiliary predicate -bese has historically 
developed a sense of co-ordinating conjunffive. 
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subordination is based on priority of occurrence or on 

whether a subordinate clause has a preferred position after 

the main claµse or not. Our general conclusion is that there 

are areas in clause relations where the dividing line between 

co-ordination and subordination becomes rather indeterminate 

and tenuous.Lexical tie-ups also offer problems of explanation. 

For this reason it would be more appropriate to subdivide 

co-ordination into 

(a) Full-fledged co-ordination. This includes conjoining 

co-ordination as well as paratactic co-ordination. 

The hall-mark of this kind of co-ordination is that 

each clause is syntactically more or less self-contained 

or stable, and depending on the logical meaning of 

predicates there is relatively free choice of ordering 

of the cluases, c~ 

6~fina 6yidli k6dwa akas6thi (the boy eats but does not 

get satisf5.ed) 

6~fina akas6thi k6dwa 6yidli (the boy does not get satisfied 

but he eats) 

siyasebenza, siyadla, siyaphumula (we work, we eat, we 

rest) 

siyaphum61a, siyasebinza, siyadli (we rest, we work, we 

eat) 

8ven here the matter is not so straightforward and easily 

settled as it appears. With the exception of the 
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illative, the putative co-ordinating conjunctives seem to 

to be very illusive as to their co-ordinating capacity. 

This is because their position is not fixed, cf, 

' 'I' b 'd ' ' (h ' uya,am a ko wa uyagula e is goin9 but he is ill) 

6yihimba 6yiqula k6dwa (he is going but he is ill) 

Such conjunctives are even more illusive when they allow 

the succeeding clause to be the participial, cf, 

Gyihimba k6dwa &gQla (he is going though he is ill) 

The case in point is that it is very probable that the 

'conjunctive• is not co-ordinatin9 but it is simply a 

form of adjunct (cL introductory conjunctives) that 

can appear between or after the predicates that are 

otherwise in continuous sequence, cf, 

' 'h' .b ' ' k'd uya am. a uyagula o wa 

6yihimba &g0la k6dwa 

In the first example there is paratactic co-ordination if 

there is a pause between the clauses or the simultaneous 

subordination if there is no pause. In the second 

example the participial expresses simultaneous subordination, 

Our conclusion is that conjunctives like k6dwa have dual 

interpretations in the language viz they are conjunctives 

as well as adjuncts; if they are interpreted as 
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conjunctives tt,ey may either be co-ordinating on a 

higher level and subordinating on a lower level, cf. 

also 2.3.1 

(b) Marginal co-ordination, This includes consecutive and 

seri.al co-ordination as well as clauses joined by bese 

or it.s other form and joined by n6ma followed by the 

subjunctive, It will also include co-ordination marked 

by lexical or semantic tie-ups. In this co-ordination 

either syntactic or semantic factors or both make the 

clauses more interdependent than the previous one, c~ 

6ffifana 6v6ka aqfize (the boy wakes up and tl1en bathes) 

,,. " .,. .,. ~." ,. l' l 'k (th b ' umfana ug:i.Jima ud u .. a i hehla · , e oy runs "surpassing" 

the old man) 

6ffifana 6v6ka bese eg§za (the boy wakes up and then bathes) 

6yasebenza n6ma aph6mule ntambama (he works or rest in 

the afternoon) 

6ffifana 6hambe 6hambile (the boy has gone for good) 

Marginal co-ordination on the one hand allows us to view 

predicates or clauses that are not self-contained in a 

new perspective (cf. bese eqAza); on the other hand 

repetitive constructions are given a structural 

perspective of being co-ordinate (cf,6hambe 6hambile) 

Considering full-fledged and marginal types of co-ordination, 

it may be said the co-ordination of clauses is coherent text. 

It involves more than the clauses interpreted as isolates. 

There is an interaction of structural patterning, pragmatic 

factors and cognition of the language system. 
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5.3 STRUCTURAL REPRESENTATION OF A COMPLEX SENTENCE 

clmise 
(expansion) 

NOTE 

I 
no1.1n /pronoun 

(head) 
I 

-1., 

grouping 

concord 

clause 1 

(main) \ 

' .... 
grouping 

clause 
(expansion) or 
(complementation) 

conjunctive 

zero conjunctive 

government 

1 .. The ·•head' segment or unit may either be_a noun or pronoun. 

The main clause may be enlarged in two ways i.e. 

either by expansion or complementation, Expansion implies that 

the segment Or' unit being expanded should be typically 

self-fontained, that is,capable of occurring in an 

unexpanded form. Complem~,ntation suggests that the 

segment or unit being complemented is not self-eontained 

and obligatorily r'equires the support of the complementing 
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segment, c( auxiliary predicate and complementary 
' 

predicate. In terms of this study it ls worth noting 

that both the auxiliary predicate and the complementary 

predicate are structural segments that have a place 

apart though semantically they form a kind of complex 

unit because of closely-knit cohesion. The auxiliary 

predicate and complementary predicate are grouped by zero 

conjunctive 2nd are regarded as separate cJ.auses. 

2, The main clause may be grouped with the expansion clause 

through three processes viz 

and gove.:i;:TinH.7-n Lo 

co11·'1unct.ive (e.g. 6ma) 

' 'f,.. .. .,. ,,. b' ' 'tl ' um ana uyase enza uma e 1anda 

z,ero conjunctive 

conjunctive, zero conjunctive 

(the boy works if he likes) 

6ffifina uhimba &dllla (the boy walks while playing) 

government 

6ffifina 6ya kwibis&b&nzay6 (the boy is going to those who 

work) 

3. The main clause is grouped with the complementary clause 

through zero conjunctive e.g. 

u~fina 6s6ke ikhal& (the boy simply cries) 

uffifina 6s6ke 6yikhala nje (the boy is simply crying) 

It should be pointed out that a particular auxiliary 

clause does not necessarily demand a complementary 

clause with a predicate in a particular form. 
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4. The head noun or pronoun is grouped with the expansion 

clause through the concord, cf.the relative clause e.g. 

I" .. .. .. .. .,, ,,. .,, ,.. ( • • ) 

umfana ofundayo uphumule the boy who reads is resting 

yena 6f6ndav6 6ph6m6le (the one who reads is resting) 

(a) Functional (syntactic) characterisation cf structural 

evidence 

(i) There may be free choice of ordering between the main 

clause and the expansion clause if there is a 

conjunctive e.g. 

(.u'nf5n2:1 {1yF1s6bifunza Uma &.th&nda (the boy workc. if he 

likes) 

Gma ith&nda 6~fana Gy&s~binza (if he likes the boy 

works) 

(ii) There is relativeiy fixed choice of ordering between 

the main clause and the expansion clause if there is 

a zero conjunctive e,g, 

(iii) 

6rnfana Ghamba idlAla (the boy walks while playing) 

The sequence of an auxiliary predicate and a 

complementary one may be interrupted by an insertion 

of a non-predicate. This is also true of full-fledged 

predicates that are linked by zero conjunctive e,g, 

6s6ke yena akhal~ (he simply cries) 

6rnfana 6b6na inkom6 idla (the boy sees a cow grazing) 

It should therefore be pointed out that segments 

which are not stable may be interrupted which goes 

to show that they are structurally discrete entities. 



(iv) There may be a free choice of ordering between the 

head noun/pronoun and the expansion clause in the 

concord grouping. 

(b) Collocational characterisation of structural evidence 

(i) There may be temporal significance between the main 

clause and the expansion clause if there is a 

conjunctive e.g. 

6m6ntu 6y6fika lapho 6babi eseh&mba (the person will 

come when father leaves) 

(ii) There may be causal significance between the main 

(iii) 

clause and the expansion clause if there is a 

conjunctive e.g. 

6~f&na 6y&h&mba ngoba egOla (the boy is leaving because 

he is ill) 

There may be a conditional significance between the 

main clause and the expansion clause if there is a 

con,iunct.i.ve e.g" 

1:- • ,. ~ ,. b" I I \. ,l'k' , ( inJa 1zozaca uma ey1nc1s,1a u udla the dog will 

become thin if they stint its food) 

ngibe bayagijima 6k6ba alibal&le (they would be 

running if it were not hot/shining) 

(iv) There may be a concessive significance between the 

main clause and the expansion clause if there is a 

conjunctive e.g. 

6m6ntu 6y&sebenza n6ma egula (a person works even though 

he is 111) 



(v) There may be a comparative significance between tt,e 

main clause and the expansion clause if there is a 

conjunctive e.,_] . 

., " . ,. "'b , . , inqanP yenza nJengo a uy1se enza (the child does as 

the father does) 

(vi) There may be a locative significance between the main 

clause and the expansion clause if there is a 

conjunctive e.g. 

(vii) 

6~fina 6ya lipho ihlSla khoni (the boy is going to 

where he stays) 

There may be a purposive significance between the 

main clause and the expar,sion clause if there is a 

conjunctive e.g. 

indoda iyis6b6nza 6k6ze ih61e (the man works so that 

he get.s paid) 

(viii) There may be a directive significance between the 

main clause and the expansion clause if there is a 

conjunctive e.g. 

indoda iyib6na 6k6thi s6k6hlwile (the man sees that 

it is dark) 

(ix) If there is zero conjunctive there may be a 

simultaneous significance between the main clause and 

the expansion clause e.g. 

ingane ihimba idlSla (the child walks crying) 

(x) Between the main clause and the supporting clause 

there is a modifying and complementary significance e.g. 

ingane is6ke ikhal6 (the baby simply cries) 

(xi) There may also be a conditional significance between 
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predicates that are juxtaposed e.g. 

ungahamba ngizokulandela (should you go, I will follow 

you) 

Cohesion plays a big role in subordination. It can cause an 

auxiliary predicate and its complement io fuse or merge and 

become one compound predicate, cf, 

ngibe ngib6na bengibena (I have been seeing) 

This idea seems to link with what Entwistle (cf.1.4,1) 

noted with parataxis and subordination. If predicates a~e 

in sequence the succeeding one may change its form or tone 

if it coheres closely to the preceding one, c£ the participial 

6hamba ekh&la (he goes playing) 

bahamba bedlala (they go playing) 

Cohesion has a bearing on the form, phonology and status of 

clauses. 

The relative as a form or construction offers some problems 

of analysis in Zulu. Are we entitled to over-estimate the 

importance of the antecedent or head unit in our definition of the 

relative clause? Are we to regard the antecedent as part of 

the main clause or as part of the relative clause? In Zulu 

it is not worthwhile to magnify the importance of the presence 
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can exist without the antecedent e.g. 

/6k6ngapheli/k6yihlola (that which does not come to an end is 

ominous) 

If there is an antecedent at all, that antecedent may be part 

of the main clause if it is its subject. Sometimes the 

antecedent may be part of the relative clause if the 

antecedent is the subject of that relative clause, cf, 

(the person whom 

children are greeting is just arriving) 

In the above sentence 6m6ntu is part of the main clause 

whereas izinqSne is part of the relative clause. The question 

of word order has also to be considered; it will not be 

appropriate to talk of antecedent when the subject and object 

are placed after the relative e.g. 

, ''bl ,I' ,I' ,I' ; ,,. , ezim 1nqelelelayo umuntu 6ye1fika nje (* the one whom 

they are greeting person children is just arriving) 

This goes to show that in Zulu the correlation between word 

order and grammatical relations (subject, predicate and object) 

is very low, unlike in English where it is very high. This 

suggests that Zulu has relatively free word order, 

consequently to define or explain the relative clause in 
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terms of antecedent or head unit is unsatisfactory. 

In terms of formation, the relative is coupled with 

derivational morphology or what is known as lexical 

morpholo9y. The demonstrat:.ive ~- that is prefixed to the 

indicative is a derivational or lexical formative, It is 

derivational because it derives a nominal out of a predicate 

though this is not, totally class-changing. In the second 

instance, it is lexical because it is a process for the 

formation of a new word. We may explain this in the following 

c,mvention: 

V p 

The symbol V stands for verb or copulative and P stands for 

relative; the verb becomes a relative by the prefixing of a 

la- formative. This goes to show that the formation of a 

relative follows word formation rules though it has Q sentential 

statt1s., In ~ulu transformational rules are repudiated 

because they are sentence rules, The relative formation rule 

as proposed above is concerned with the simple relative i.e. 

the relative derived from the verb or copulative. The 

periphrastic relative i.e. the relative which is composed of 

more than one word uses the la- as a prefix to a noun followed 

by possessive+ stabilizing verb or copulative,cf, 

6~fina 6ngubo zikhe zilihl~kile, 6himbile (the boy whose 

clothes are lost, is gone) 
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Tt1e relative is: 6nqubo z6khe zilAhlbkile and even here 

ther<c is word formation rule though it is sli,:ihtly modifi<cd. 

5.4 MEANING IN CLAUSES 

Meaning in clauses has been looked into from two main angles 

viz descriptive theory of meaning and pragmatic theory of 

meaning. In certain areas it has been necessary to invoke 

the presuppositional an~ propositional theories of ~ 

me.aninq. 

5.4.1 DPscriptiv~ theory of meaning 

This theory of meaning involves three kinds of features: 

(a) Situational features: events (action; process) and 

states 

(bl Liaison semantic features: causation and non-causation 

(cl Delimiting features: human vs non-human, concrete vs 

non-concrete, animate vs non-animate. 

5.4.2 Pragmatic theory of meaning 

Pragmatic theory of meaning overlaps with the contextual 

theory of meaning. However, the contextual theory of 

meaning aims at explaining meaning from a wider spectrum 

including cultural or social behaviour. The pragmatic theory 

of meaning aims at explaining the internal organization of 
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information within a sentence as result of the constraints of 

discourse. This inevitably includes the study of how the 

sentence relates with another in the entire discourse, the 

so-called function of the sentence in discourse. Comrie 

(1981 p.56) defines the pragmatic theory of meaning as 

follows: 

By pragmatic or discourse roles, we refer to the 

different ways in which essentially the same 

information, or the same semantic content, can be 

structured differently to reflect the flow of given 

and new information. 

There are three main pragmatic operations found at the clause 

or sentence level: 

(a) Topic constructions: the topic mainly coincides with the 

subject of a clause but sometimes the clause may be the 

topic in a complex sentence. 

(b) Prominence constructions: this is further divided into 

two classes: 

(i) Focus prominence: contrastive prominence given 

to information that is not assumed or presupposed; 

this may also involve what is sometimes referred 

to as 'thematisation' i.e. placement of a word 

that is uppermost in the speaker's mind in the 

initial sentence position. 
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(ii) Emphatic prominence: intensification or 

assertion; it is maj.nly achieved bv the use of 

certain formatives e.g. the auxiliary-~-, 

object concord and extension -isis-. 

Cc) Existential constructions: involving the non-anaphoric 

concord ku- that forbids the topic subject to be in the 

initial position of the sentence, Cf. also opacity in 5.7. 

5,4.3 Presuppositional theory of meaninq 

Although presupposition is often disregarded in the theory of 

meaning, it must be mentioned that sometimes linguists employ 

it unwares and perhaps without mentioning it, For instance 

Whiteley (1969) when he was talking about transitivity and 

entailment, he was using the presuppositional theory. 

Entailment means that sentence A presupposes the truth of B; 

a transitive construction presupposes the truth of its 

intransitive counterpart. In our investigation we have noted 

that presupposition operated in the following areas: 

(a) Consecutivization: the paraphrase of the consecutive 

construction is rendered by the insertion of bise between 

the predicates. 

(bl Utterance meaning: certain ~cods' or predicate 

categories are based on illocutionary force or utterance

meaning and they tie in with the theory of speech acts, 

cf, statement, command and wish or intention which are 
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often indicated by indicative, imperative and subjunctive 

respectively; to analyse the condition of an illocutionary 

force presupposes the analysis of the utterer's meaning. 

(c) Complementing clauses: in the directive clause, the 

factive predicates presuppose the truth of the subordinate 

predicate; auxiliary predicates presuppose the occurrence 

of the complement. 

(d) Elliptical clauses: the elliptical clause or sentence 

entails the full clause or sentence i.e. the elliptical 

clause has the same paraphrase as the full clause. 

Ce) Relative clauses: in focus constructions involving the 

copulative and the relative, where the relative becomes 

the shared contextual presupposition between interlocutors 

e.g. 

nqubfuni 6himbay6 (who is going)? 

ngumf&na 6hfumbay6 (it is the boy who is going) 

The relative 6himbay6 is the shared pressuposition as noted 

in the focus constructiop. 

5.4.4 Propositional theory of meaning 

The proposition of a clause refers to the semantic content of 

a clause or to what a clause refers to. This has been observed 

mainly in two areas: 

(a) Conditionals: simp~ conditionals, hypothetical 

conditionals and counterfactual conditionals. 
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